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Abstract
Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is a rapidly evolving seismic acquisition technology.
Employing rugged and small optical fibers, DAS offers an opportunity for access to acquisition geometries often not accessible to more conventional geophone sensors. This is a highly
attractive property of DAS fibers, that offers access to the often unrecorded transmission
wavefield modes that are crucial to support land full waveform inversion (FWI). The inherently different sampling that DAS fibers provide leads to a requirement for modeling
strategies that differ from those used to simulate point sensor data. To maximize the potential of DAS which only samples tangential strain, and is therefore a single component sensor,
fibers are often shaped to improve their wavefield sampling. In this thesis I propose a robust
method for simulating DAS data from arbitrarily shaped fibers, that couples a geometric
model of the fiber to an elastic wavefield propagator to provide the strain sensed along the
tangent of a fiber. The simulation methods are used to generate a large synthetic dataset
that supports a machine learning study for extracting source mechanism information from
DAS data, and to support FWI.
The shape of the DAS fiber, both on large-scales such as when it tracks a deviated well,
or on small scales when it is wrapped in some characteristic shape affects the sensitivity
of the fiber to different wavefield components, which has an important influence on the
recorded data. The data recorded by a DAS fiber is a function of the fiber shape, and it is
therefore expected that fiber shape will have an important influence on parameter estimates
in FWI. To address this question, I first develop a method for incorporating data from an
arbitrarily shaped fiber in FWI. Using a 2D isotropic-elastic FWI over synthetic toy models,
I then examine the role of fiber gauge length, fiber shape, and their interplay in FWI. It is
determined that fiber shape has an important influence on parameter resolution, but that
the optimal fiber shape is acquisition geometry and model dependent. The work presented
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in this thesis lays out a sandbox for appraising fiber geometry prior to field deployment, and
allows for the optimization of fiber shape to support FWI. It is also shown that short gauge
length fibers (where short is described in relation to the fiber geometry) can push DAS fibers
towards multi-component point sensors. FWI results obtained with short gauge length fibers
and orthogonal-point-sensing geophones agree favorably.
To provide confidence to the synthetically derived conclusions, these insights must also
transfer to field data. The methods for the inclusion of DAS data in FWI are used to invert
field data from a straight DAS fiber both in isolation and in various combinations with collocated accelerometer data from a field research station focusing on the monitoring of injected
carbon dioxide. The field FWI is also 2D and assumes isotropic-elastic wavefield propagation, and incorporates a single-parameter parameterization that leverages prior information
from well-log data. Models obtained from inversions of each dataset are correlated in their
overall structure, but each provides differing models of the subsurface. Incorporation of both
datasets into a single objective function is observed to stabilize the inversion, and leads to a
more robust estimate of the elastic subsurface parameter distribution. The models obtained
in this study can be used as baseline models of the research station to support further time
lapse analysis.
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Preface
This thesis is written in a hybrid-style. Chapter 4 is based on a non-submitted body of work,
Chapter 5 is based on a paper published in the journal Geophysics, and Chapter 6 is based
on a paper that is currently being prepared as a manuscript for submission to Geophysics.
These have been published in this thesis with permission of the co-authors, and the Society
of Exploration Geophysicists.
acoustic sensing data using unsupervised deep learning: Geophysics.
A version of Chapter 5 was published as: Eaid, M.V., Keating, S.D., Innanen, K.A.,
2020, Multiparameter seismic elastic full-waveform inversion with combined geophone and
shaped fiber-optic cable data: Geophysics, 85,6, R537-R552.
A version of Chapter 6 will be submitted as: Eaid, M.V., Keating, S.D., Hu, Q., Lawton,
D., Innanen, K.A., 2021, Elastic full waveform inversion of DAS data from a CO2 sequestration site, Newell County, Alberta: in preparation.
The codes used in Chapters 5 and 6 for frequency domain full waveform inversion were
developed by Dr. Scott Keating, a postdoctoral researcher with the Consortium for Research
in Elastic Wave Exploration Seismology (Keating and Innanen, 2019). These codes were
adapted and extended by me for the purposes of inverting distributed acoustic sensing data
from arbitrarily shaped fibers, and exploring the impact of fiber shape and fiber gauge
length on parameter resolution. The applications of these codes to field data were developed
collaboratively by Scott and I.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Seismic data collected on land is an important geophysical tool for understanding Earth’s
subsurface on large scales, gaining insights into its deeper structures, and providing high
resolution estimates of subsurface properties for resource exploration. Conventionally, land
seismic data has been acquired with geophones that combine a metal coil, a magnet on
a spring, and Faraday’s Law to make measurements of the particle velocity induced by
propagating seismic waves in up to three mutually orthogonal directions. Senors of this type
are often distributed across the surface of the Earth in large arrays, where each sensor makes
measurements of the particle velocity at a single point. For this reason these sensors are often
referred to as a point sensors. Geophones have also been used in acquisition geometries that
see them placed in boreholes in what is known as vertical seismic profiling (VSP). Surveys of
this type are beneficial because they provide the geophysicist with access to the more rarely
sampled transmitted wavefield that contains rich information about the subsurface velocity
structure.
Recently, seismic monitoring during unconventional resource development, and during
carbon dioxide sequestration has become an important focus of the geophysics community.
Geophone type sensors, although often used for monitoring, have undesirable properties for
this type of data collection. The size of borehole geophone sensors coupled with the small
diameter of the well bore (approximately five inches) leaves four choices; drill a dedicated
monitoring well, shut-in the well and stop resource production during seismic acquisition, deploy the sensors on the surface far from the monitoring region of interest, or deploy geophone
sensors behind casing. None of these choices are particularly attractive, and each present
downsides. It is infeasible to drill horizontal monitoring wells due to their high drilling costs,
and shutting in production on horizontal wells for an extended period of time can be a costly
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endeavor. When sensors are deployed on the surface, weak events (which comprise a significant number of events) may go unrecorded, and the events we do record can be heavily
noise contaminated. The result is that the beneficial monitoring data we would like to have
to support subsurface development are sometimes not recorded.

1.1 Distributed Acoustic Sensing
A recent development in seismic acquisition known as distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) has
greatly improved our ability to be recorded these increasingly important monitoring data.
DAS makes use of standard telecommunication optical fibers (and more recently engineered
fiber), and a special processing unit known as a interrogator to make measurements of
seismic strain along the entire length of the deployed fiber. DAS fibers come with two major
advantages for seismic monitoring. The first is that the ruggedness and small size of the
DAS fiber allows them to be deployed in horizontal wells, producing wells, and injecting
wells during production and injection without the need for dedicated monitoring wells or
well shut-in. This allows for the dual-purposing of wells and a potential cost reduction
(as compared to drilling dedicated monitoring wells) in seismic monitoring surveys that
may make seismic monitoring a more feasible proposition. Secondly, measurements can be
recorded along the entire length of the fiber with a very dense spatial sampling, turning
the entire wellbore into a distributed strain sensor. Conversely when geophones are used in
monitoring surveys we typically only record data over a narrow subsection of the well and
with only a handful of senors. The increased recording aperture provided by DAS is crucial
for moment tensor estimation during hydraulic fracturing as will be discussed in Appendix
A.
DAS fibers sense seismic data by using interferometry to exploit backscattered light energy that traverses the optical fiber. A network of optical circuitry and recording equipment,
known as the interrogator, emits a laser pulse into the fiber (see Figure 1.1. As this pulse
travels along the fiber, a portion of it is scattered back along the fiber towards the inter2

rogator where is it recorded. As a seismic waves passes through the rock encasing the fiber,
the fiber stretches or compresses due to the particle motion induced by the wavefield. This
alters the relative properties of the backscattered light from two spatially separated portions
of fiber allowing the interrogator to make inferences about the strain induced by the seismic wavefield, which can in turn be used to infer subsurface properties and conditions. In
Chapter 3 I discuss in detail how to model the seismic signals recorded by arbitrarily shaped
distributed acoustic sensing fibers and present the key attributes of DAS fibers that must
be incorporated in modeling strategies. One important attribute of DAS fibers is that due
to the stiff nature of the silica glass they use, the fiber is only sensitive to the portion of the
wavefield that induces strain along the tangential direction of the fiber (Kuvshinov, 2015).
This means that DAS fibers are inherently single component recording systems, providing
sampling only along the tangent explored by the fiber. Research has focused on shaping
DAS fibers (Kuvshinov, 2015; Innanen, 2017; Ning and Sava, 2018; Innanen et al., 2019)
which exposes them to more tangential sampling, and increases the portion of the wavefield
they can sense. In Chapter 3 I present methods for modeling signals from arbitrarily shaped
fibers and in Chapter 4 I explore how this enhanced sensitivity contributes to more robust
parameter estimates in full waveform inversion (FWI). However, the discussion in Chapter
4 draws largely from theoretical insights; current interrogator technology does not allow for
the necessary requirements needed to push DAS towards a multi-component point sensor,
but this is on the horizon (Farhadiroushan et al., 2016). Currently, this reduced sensitivity
is a limitation of DAS sensors which I used to motivate the coupling of DAS and geophone
type sensors in complementary acquisitions to leverage each others benefits and mitigate
each others limitations. Acquisitions of this type are explored in Chapters 4 and 5 for their
benefit within FWI. Even with the limitations of single component recording, DAS still provides significant upside for many seismic data applications. In Appendix A, the modeling
methods of Chapter 3 are employed to generate a large synthetic dataset for a machine
learning application.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of a DAS fiber system.

1.2 DAS data in seismic monitoring
One sector where DAS has gained significant interest is in seismic monitoring applications.
In seismic monitoring, sensors are deployed to detect seismic wavefields over a long period
of time (typically permanently). These wavefields can be used to monitor the evolution of
the subsurface over long periods on global, regional, and local scales for changes in plate
movement, regional stress fields, and injected fluids. As discussed previously, the rugged
and small nature of DAS fibers allows them to be deployed where its been conventionally
challenging to deploy geophone type sensors.
Unconventional resource development has required seismic monitoring for decades, but
has generally made use of surface deployed geophone arrays, dedicated monitoring wells,
or in the worst case scenario, going without. Both surface deployed geophone arrays and
dedicated monitoring wells typically place sensors far from the areas we wish to monitor and
in geometries that are suboptimal for monitoring. DAS fibers allow for the opportunity to
place the fiber directly in the well that is being used for unconventional resource development.
As an example, in microseismic monitoring during hydraulic fracturing the fiber can be placed
directly in the horizontal treatment wells. This places the fiber closer to the treatment zone
allowing for the detection of more events, and new wave modes (Lellouch et al., 2019; Luo
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et al., 2021) that can support microseismic monitoring and provide crucial information about
the treatment program that was previously unrecorded. During carbon dioxide sequestration
or steam assisted gravity drainage, in which we wish to monitor the evolution of injected
fluids, DAS allows for the possibility of permanently installing fiber in the injection wells
close to the plume and enhancing our ability to image the plume by providing previously
unrecorded wave modes (Feng et al., 2021).
Seismic monitoring has also been crucial for the passive recording of seismic energy generated by earthquakes and stress build up on tectonic plates. With broadband seismometers
(a technology similar to geophones) sensors are sparsely distributed over the entire Earth,
but tend to be biased towards plate boundaries, and continental deployments. The extensive network of both land based and subsea telecommunication fiber, and unused or so-called
dark fiber can be tapped into, greatly expanding the network of global seismology sensors
(Lindsey et al., 2019). This fiber has been used in recent years for detecting earthquakes in
regions where their wave energy was previously not sensed, and in areas where fiber is collocated with broadband seismometers, both can be combined to enhance our global seismology
network.
Distributed acoustic sensing holds significant upside for seismic monitoring applications
both in isolation and in combination with existing technology. In Appendix A I develop a
method for predicting moment tensor information using the signals recorded by DAS fiber
used to sense seismic data during hydraulic fracturing. This draws largely from theoretical
developments but extension to field data shows promise. In Chapter 5, I discuss in detail
the processing of DAS seismic data acquired at an active carbon dioxide sequestration site
and then use it in full waveform inversion to provide elastic subsurface models to support
time lapse studies.
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1.3 DAS data in full waveform inversion
Full waveform inversion (FWI) is a constrained optimization problem, in which seismic data
are used to estimate the distribution of subsurface properties (Tarantola, 1984, 1986; Pratt
et al., 1998). In FWI, measurements of the seismic wavefield are compared against simulated
seismic data in a postulated model and the difference between the observed and simulated
data is iteratively minimized by updating the model, and driving it towards an estimate of
the true distribution of the subsurface parameters of interest. Typically framed as a local
optimization problem, FWI iteratively minimizes some measure of the discrepancy between
modeled and observed data, where the discrepancy measure is referred to as the objective
function. In this thesis, I make exclusive use of the conventional L2 norm objective function
which will be discussed in Chapter 3.
Two major challenges exist to implementing FWI on land data, especially if estimates
of multiple parameters are desired such as in elastic full waveform inversion. The first of
these challenges is known as cycle skipping (Bunks et al., 1995), and is a result of the local
optimization employed in FWI and the choice of objective function. Cycle skipping occurs
when the modeled and observed data are out of phase by more than one half cycle due to a
combination of the starting model, dominant frequencies in the data, and choice of objective
function. Regardless of the root cause, cycle skipping causes adjacent wave cycles to match
in the optimization procedure and leads to erroneous model updates that converge on a
poor local minimum. A significant portion of FWI research focuses on the mitigation of
cycle skipping through careful design of objective functions with improved convexity in the
local basin of attraction (Van Leeuwen and Mulder, 2010; Luo and Sava, 2011; Warner and
Guasch, 2016; Métivier et al., 2018). However, one of the best ways to mitigate cycle skipping
is to record seismic data that has sufficiently low frequencies such that cycle skipping does
not occur at the lowest frequencies in the data for a reasonable estimation of the starting
model. In a process known as multi-scale inversion (Bunks et al., 1995), inversion starts
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from those low frequencies, and only adds higher frequencies when cycle skipping has been
avoided. However, in order for multi-scale inversion to be viable, sufficiently low frequencies
need to be recorded. Geophones operate with a mass on a spring that moves inside a coil
to generate an electrical current which is used to infer particle velocity. This system has a
natural resonant frequency that limits the frequency floor of geophones at approximately 10
Hz. A potential benefit of DAS for FWI is its well-known ability to record very low frequency
data (Jin and Roy, 2017; Becker et al., 2018; Becker and Coleman, 2019) in the millihertz
range. The inclusion of DAS data in FWI either in isolation, or in support of geophone
data could provide the low frequencies required to mitigate challenges associated with cycle
skipping in land seismic data.
Another significant challenge with FWI of land seismic data, especially when inverting
for multiple parameters, is known as inter-parameter cross-talk. inter-parameter cross-talk
arises when perturbations in two or more parameters lead to similar scattering of the seismic
wavefield over a large aperture. For example, at near-offset reflection angles (an approximately 15 degree opening angle between source and receiver) in a constant background
model with a single point scatterer, both density and P-wave velocity perturbations result
in identical scattering of the seismic wavefield (within a scalar). If we only have access to
near offset data it can be impossible to discern if a velocity or density perturbation created
the observed scattered wavefield, making it hard to make independent estimates of velocity
and density structure. When the scattered wavefield associated with one parameter (such as
density) is misidentified to be associated with a different parameter (such as P-wave velocity), this causes FWI to erroneously update the P-wave velocity to explain data associated
with a density perturbation. This leakage of one parameter into another is known as interparameter cross-talk and makes density a notoriously challenging parameter to estimate.
Cross-talk is also a challenge when incomplete wave physics are used. For example, if a
dataset is heavily influenced by attenuation but we use elastic wave physics for modeling in
FWI, then FWI will try to erroneously update the velocity and density structure to explain
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the attenuation. While more cumbersome full Hessian approaches and different model parameterizations (Shin et al., 2001; Métivier et al., 2013; Pan et al., 2016, 2018, 2019) can
help minimize the harmful effects of cross-talk, a robust approach is to acquire data over a
sufficiently large aperture such that cross-talk plays a reduced roll. One of the best ways to
accomplish this is to acquire both surface data from conventional seismic acquisition geometries, and subsurface data from VSP acquisitions. The ability of DAS fibers to be readily
deployed in horizontal wells, active producing, and injecting wells, and in treatment wells
for cyclic steam stimulation and hydraulic fracturing greatly enhances our access to these
downhole geometries that can mitigate cycle skipping. In Chapter 4 I explore the use of
surface geophone data and downhole DAS data together in FWI to improve the robustness
of subsurface parameter estimates. DAS provides many benefits for FWI, but is also limited
by its inherent single component recording, and reduced sensitivity to wave modes creating
strain that is perpendicular or broadside to the fiber. It is expected, and shown in Chapters
4 and 5 that combinations of DAS and geophone data in FWI lead to more robust parameter
estimates as compared to considering either dataset in isolation.

1.4 Thesis overview and objectives
Distributed acoustic sensing has the potential to transform the way in which seismic data
are collected. The shift in seismic data acquisition from large scale regional surveys to more
localized seismic monitoring has lead to many applications where DAS may have significant
upside including hydraulic fracture monitoring, permanent monitoring of sequestered carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases, and expansion of the global seismometer network.
Many of the algorithms that are currently used to infer properties of the subsurface and
seismic source signature assume that the seismic data was recorded using point sensors that
acquire multiple independent components of particle velocity or particle acceleration. Imaging, inversion, and processing of DAS data in its native format will require new algorithms
or the modification of existing algorithms to handle the inherently different data that DAS
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supplies. A key component of the treatment of DAS data will be modeling strategies that
can simulate DAS data that is directly comparable to the data that is acquired in the field;
this is a necessary requirement for seismic inversion. The first portion of this thesis aims
to develop those modeling strategies for arbitrarily shaped DAS fibers. With those tools in
place the remaining chapters develop algorithms for the inclusion of DAS data in FWI, and
investigate how the fiber properties influence parameter estimation.
In Chapter 2, I give a detailed account of FWI and some of the optimization and wave
propagation strategies used extensively in this thesis. I present FWI as a local optimization
problem, and discuss the L2-norm based objective function used throughout the thesis. I
also introduce the frequency domain elastic wave equation that will be used to model data
for FWI in Chapters 4 and 5. Using this objective function I describe the analytic approach
for evaluating the gradient and second derivative information contained in Hessian-vector
products. The truncated Gauss Newton, and L-BFGS optimization strategies respectively
used in Chapters 4 and 5 to minimize the objective function are discussed in detail.
Chapter 3, begins with a theoretical overview of how distributed acoustic sensing uses
optical fibers to acquire information about propagating seismic wavefields, and how the
geometry of the DAS fiber plays a crucial role in the wavefield that is sensed. I then present a
geometric picture of DAS fibers and discuss how the fiber shape and gauge length combine to
affect the sensitivity of the fiber to different aspects of the seismic wavefield. This geometric
model is then coupled to analytic and finite difference elastic wave propagators to model DAS
data in isotropic elastic media. The analytic modeling strategy will be used to efficiently
create a large dataset for a neural network based moment tensor estimation workflow in
Appendix A. A similar finite difference approach to the one presented in Chapter 3 will be
used to support synthetic FWI in Chapter 4 and field FWI in Chapter 5.
In Appendix A a neural network is designed to extract pertinent moment tensor information from DAS data and form moment tensor predictions. I begin with a description of
DAS microseismic data as being constructed from features that encode information about
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the source mechanism. With this view of microseismic data, estimating moment tensors
boils down to being able to extract only those features of the data that are relevant to the
source mechanism. For this task I develop a convolutional neural network known as a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) that is adept at processing image data and extracting relevant
features for a specific task. To help the CAE focus on moment tensor relevant information,
a pre-processing workflow is discussed that removes event location and velocity structure
information from the data. This leads to a CAE that can extract features from the DAS
data that are correlated with the moment tensor encoded in the data. Further development
of clustering algorithms and a generative adversarial network allow for the prediction of the
moment tensor from the CAE extracted features. The main body of work in Appendix A
is derived from synthetic experiments in a homogeneous isotropic-elastic medium, however
extensions to field data show promise.
Chapter 4 focuses on theoretical developments for the inclusion of DAS data in FWI.
Using frequency-domain finite-difference modeling for isotropic-elastic media, synthetic experiments are developed to examine how the interplay between fiber shape and gauge length
influences parameter resolution in FWI. In Chapter 4 I focus on helically wound fiber and
how the rate of fiber wind and gauge lengths relative to the fiber wind influence parameter resolution. An important contribution of Chapter 4 is the development of a sandbox
environment for assessing fiber geometries prior to deployment in the field. The sensitivity
analysis presented in Chapter 4 can be used for other acquisition geometries and targets
to optimize fiber geometry for field deployments. I also introduce the idea of scattering
radiation patterns for different fiber geometries which provides insights into what parameter
resolution might be afforded and what challenges associated with cross-talk might be more
prevalent for certain fiber deployments.
In Chapter 5 I use the findings developed in Chapters 2, 3, and 4 to invert data from a field
research station focused on monitoring injected CO2 . This work explores how accelerometer
data and DAS data can be combined to improve parameter estimates in FWI, and develops
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strategies for addressing the challenges associated with land FWI. This work leads to the
recovery of baseline models to support planned time lapse work at the field research station.
As far as I am aware, this is the first time DAS data has been used in FWI in its native
strain-rate format.
Chapter 6 summarizes the key findings and novel contributions of this thesis. Chapter 7
also outlines some of the outstanding challenges with using DAS data in FWI and suggests
possible avenues for future research in using DAS data for monitoring and FWI.
The work that will be discussed in Chapters 2-5 and Appendix A was carried out with
the goal of addressing the key objectives of:
 Develop modeling strategies for simulating data from arbitrarily shaped DAS fibers.

– Develop geometric model of fiber and couple to wave propagators
– Investigate how fiber shape and gauge length influence wavefield sensitivity
– Develop geometric model for helical fibers, and obliquity expressions
– Investigate how helix wind rate affects sensitivity
 Develop methods for the inclusion of DAS data in FWI

– Investigate role of fiber geometry in parameter resolution
– Investigate role of gauge length in parameter resolution
– Investigate interplay of fiber geometry and gauge length in wavefield sensitivity
and parameter resolution
– Develop method for simultaneous inclusion of DAS and geophone data in FWI
 Apply synthetic learnings to field data inversion

– Process data from 2018 VSP field survey
– Develop methods for the inclusion of field DAS and accelerometer data in FWI
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– Further develop methods for simultaneous inclusion of DAS and geophone data
in FWI and allow for trade off in two datasets
– Invert 2018 field VSP survey for baseline P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and
density models
 Examine prediction of source mechanisms using DAS data from a machine learning

perspective
– Use analytic modeling to generate large training datasets
– Develop neural network for extracting features from DAS data
– Develop further machine learning workflows for extracting source information
from extracted features
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Chapter 2
Full waveform inversion
Chapters 4, and 5 and Appendix A comprise the novel contributions of this thesis. This
chapter, and chapter 3 will cover some of the key tools that are used extensively throughout
Chapters 4, 5, and Appendix A. In this chapter I focus on full waveform inversion (FWI)
and its framing as a local-constrained-optimization problem, the forward modeling strategies
used to generate synthetic data for FWI, and the objective function I employ in this thesis.
I also explore the analytic forms of the objective function derivatives, and the numerical
optimization methods I employ to minimize these equations.

2.1 Full waveform inversion as an optimization problem
Full waveform inversion is often considered in the context of a constrained optimization
problem that is iteratively solved to find the model that produces the best fit between
observed and modeled seismic data according to some metric (e.g. Tarantola, 1984; Virieux
and Operto, 2009). The general form of the optimization problem that is solved is,

m̂ = min φ(u, m, d) subject to C(u,m) = 0
m

(2.1)

where m̂ is the estimated model computed through solution to the optimization problem,
m is the model used to generate synthetic data, u is the simulated wavefield, d are the
observed data, C is a constraint that is only satisfied when the chosen wave equation is
satisfied, and φ is an objective function that approaches a minimum as the modeled data and
observed data become consistent and when the model is consistent with prior information.
Inspection of equation (2.1) reveals that many decisions must be made that will influence
the quality of the model estimate we obtain in full waveform inversion. The choice of the
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wave equation (that satisfies C(u,m) = 0) used to generate modeled data dictates the level
of complexity that can be modeled, and what aspects of the field data can be matched. For
example, dispersion caused by attenuation wave physics cannot be modeled by an elastic
wave equation, and therefore effects in the data caused by dispersive attenuation cannot be
matched if we chose an elastic wave equation for modeling. Other choices must be made
on the form of the objective function we use to compare modeled and observed data, the
way in which the model is parameterized, and the optimization strategy that is employed to
obtain approximate solutions to equation (2.1). In this thesis I restrict my investigations to
isotropic elastic full waveform inversion, which limits the range of available wave equations
for data simulation, and the model parameterizations available. In the next sections I will
layout the details for the choices I make for the components of equation (2.1) with the goal
of supporting isotropic elastic FWI.

2.2 FWI objective functions
The objective function, defined by φ in equation (2.1), compares observed data and data
generated from a postulated model. The metric chosen to evaluate this discrepancy is a large
research area within FWI and many objective functions have been developed and tested. A
significant portion of the research on this subject has been directed at objective functions
that limit the influence of cycle skipping in FWI (Van Leeuwen and Mulder, 2010; Luo and
Sava, 2011; Warner and Guasch, 2016; Métivier et al., 2018). While some of these have been
successful, they tend to converge slower than other choices of the objective function. Once
cycle skipping is mitigated, these strategies often return to the objective function proposed
by (Tarantola, 1984),
Nf

N

s
1 XX
||Ruij − dij ||22
φD =
2 i=1 j=1
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(2.2)

with the goal of faster convergence, where Nf is the number of frequencies considered, Ns is
the number of shots, u is the modeled wavefield, R is a sampling operator that transforms the
wavefield into data from a given class of sensors, and d are the observed data. Importantly,
this objective function assumes independent identically distributed noise, or that the noise
has a white spectrum. Equation (2.2) minimizes the L2 norm of the sample-by-sample
difference between observed data and modeled data (Ru) and is the objective function I will
employ throughout this thesis for FWI.
Commonly, prior information about the model or wave physics is also known which may
be incorporated in the objective function to help FWI converge on a more accurate model.
This information can come from well logs, information about the seismic source, background
information about the geology, and other sources. To incorporate this information a regularization term is added to the objective function that balances data fit and the consistency of
the solution with prior information. The total objective function incorporating data misfit
and prior information is

φ = φD + ζφP

(2.3)

where ζ is a trade-off parameter that dictates the relative influence of data and prior information, and φP is the objective function that incorporates prior information. In Chapter 5
I make extensive use of prior information to help FWI converge when considering field data.
As they appear in Chapter 5, I explicitly define the form of the terms that contribute to φP .
2.2.1

Forward modeling in FWI

Regardless of the type of objective function we choose to evaluate, simulated data must
be generated to compare against the field data. This process of generating data from a
proposed model and acquisition geometry is known as the forward modeling problem or
forward modeling. Like inversion, forward modeling presents a number of choices that must
be made which will influence the inverted model. The main decision that must be made is
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the complexity of wave physics we wish to model which influences the complexity of data
features that can be matched. For example, acoustic modeling strategies are unable to match
converted and shear wave arrivals in the data. However, increased modeling complexity also
exposes FWI to a larger class of interacting parameters that must be inverted for which
tends to lead to cross-talk. Throughout this thesis I focus on 2D isotropic-elastic forward
modeling and inversion procedures, due in part to the apparent lack of significant anisotropy
at the field site we consider in Chapter 5 (Hall et al., 2018) and so that I may focus on the
inclusion of DAS data in full waveform inversion without needing additional analysis directed
at the complexity of attenuation physics. The choice of 2D wavefield simulations is made
due to computational constraints, and the significant overhead required for multiparameter
inversion. I also choose to forward model data in the frequency domain because it is a
natural domain in which to mitigate cycle skipping through multi-scale approaches (Bunks
et al., 1995). The wave equation I use for forward modeling in Chapters 4 and 5 (e.g Pratt,
1990) is,
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where ux = ux (x, z, ω) and uz = uz (x, z, ω) are the frequency domain particle displacements
in the x and z directions, fx and fz are the horizontal and vertical source components,
ω is the angular frequency, λ = λ(x, z) and µ = µ(x, z) are the Lamé parameters, and
ρ = ρ(x, z) is the density. Solving equations (2.4a) and (2.4b) using the finite difference
methods of Pratt (1990) provides the frequency-domain wavefields for the horizontal and
vertical displacements provided by geophone type sensors. In Chapter 4 I show how this can
be augmented to provide tangential strain data of the type supplied by DAS sensors.
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Equations (2.4a) and (2.4b) are parameterized in terms of the Lamé parameters λ and
µ and density (ρ). However, this wave equation can also be parameterized in terms of any
three elastic parameters, and the choice of parameterization, coupled with the acquisition
geometry has significant influence on the quality of the model that is estimated through
inversion (Pan et al., 2016, 2018, 2019). In Chapter 4 I employ a (1/vp)2 , (1/vs)2 , ρ parameterization. In Chapter 5, a single-parameter parameterization based on well log information
is developed to aid in the convergence of the field data inversion. The model obtained from
the single parameter inversion was then used as an input to a multiparameter inversion, however, no significant update was observed indicating the single parameter estimate sufficiently
characterizes the subsurface.

2.3 Evaluation of objective function derivatives
Minimization of the data discrepancy described by the objective function in equation (2.2)
requires derivatives of the objective function with respect to model parameters, m. Nearly all
FWI approaches require the gradient of the objective function, and many recent approaches
also require information about second derivative information contained in the Hessian-vector
product. In this chapter, I will focus on the data-fit portion of the objective function, and
follow the adjoint state method of Métivier et al. (2013). Chapter 5 will provide expressions
for the prior-information dependent objective function as they are introduced.
2.3.1

The gradient

Using equation (2.2), and letting C be the wave equation described by equations (2.4a) and
(2.4b) in operator notation, equation (2.1) is,
1
min ||Ru − d||22
m 2

subject to Su − f = 0
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(2.5)

where S is the wavefield operator and f is the source term forcing function. This view of
FWI as a constrained optimization problem naturally leads to a Lagrangian of the form,
1
L(m, u, κ) = ||Ru(m) − d||22 + S(m)u − f, κ ,
2

(2.6)

where κ is the Lagrange multiplier and < ., . > represents an inner product such that
P s †
< x, y >= N
i=1 xi yi . Solving equation (2.6) consists of finding its stationary points such
that ∂L/∂m = 0, ∂L/∂u = 0, and ∂L/∂κ = 0. The third condition is naturally satisfied by
letting ū(m) be the wavefield that satisfies the wave equation, such that Sū(m) = f. The
derivative of equation (2.6) with respect to the model parameters is the gradient given by,
∂L(m, ū, κ) ∂ ū(m)
∂L(m, ū, κ)
= ∇φD =
+
∂m
∂ ū(m)
∂m




∂S
ū(m), κ = 0.
∂m

(2.7)

The partial derivative wavefields, ∂ ū(m)/∂m are prohibitively expensive to compute.
However, they are not required at the stationary point ∂L/∂ ū = 0. The last step is to find
this stationary point. Let κ̄ be the Lagrange multiplier that satisfies,
∂L(m, ū, κ̄)
= 2RT Rū(m) − 2RT d + 2S† κ̄ = 0
∂ ū(m)

(2.8)

which has the solution,
S† κ̄ = RT (Rū(m) − d).

(2.9)

Equation (2.9) is the adjoint wave equation in operator notation where κ̄ is the adjoint
wavefield, and where the source term given by the right hand side is constructed from data
residuals, and the † on S is the Hermitian adjoint operator, indicating the data residuals are
back-propagated from the receiver locations in solving equation (2.9). The FWI gradient is,

∇φD =


∂S
ū(m), κ̄
∂m

(2.10)

which is the cross-correlation between a scaled version of the propagated wavefield ū and
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the back-propagated wavefield κ̄ .
2.3.2

Hessian-vector products

Many full waveform inversion methods also consider second derivative information supplied
by Hessian-vector products which provide cross-talk suppression (Virieux and Operto, 2009)
and enhanced convergence at a greater computational expense. The objective function I
have been using has the general form φD (m) =

1
ψ(m)2 .
2

The second derivatives of this

expression,
∂ 2φ
=
∂m2



T 
∂ψ T ∂ψ
∂ 2ψ
+
ψ ψT
∂m ∂m ∂m2

(2.11)

consist of two terms, the first of which is linear in the data residual ψ, and the second which
is non-linear. Assuming the data residual is small, the nonlinear term can be neglected giving
the Gauss-Newton approximation to the Hessian,
∂ψ T ∂ψ
= J† RT RJ
H=
∂m ∂m

(2.12)

where J = ∂u/∂m is the Jacobian. Equation (2.12) is too expensive to compute directly,
due to the need for the the partial derivative wavefields. We return to the adjoint state
method (e.g Métivier et al., 2013; Keating, 2020) to alleviate the requirement of computing
these derivatives directly. Consider the function,

h =< u(m), w >

(2.13)

which is the inner product between the wavefield u an arbitrary vector w. The derivative of
equation (2.13) with respect to the model is

∇h = J† w.
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(2.14)

If we let w = RT RJv, where v is another arbitrary vector, then the gradient of h
described by equation (2.14) is the linear-Hessian-vector product Hv. Equation (2.14) can
be evaluated by considering a Lagrangian of the form,

L(m, u, ν) =< u, w > + S(m)u − f, ν

(2.15)

where ν is the Lagrange multiplier. Similar to the previous section, the first stationary point
is satisfied by the condition Sū = f. The gradient of equation (2.15) is,
∂L
∂S
= J† w +
ū, ν + J† S† ν.
∂m
∂(m)

(2.16)

The requirement to compute the partial derivative wavefields contained in the Jacobian is
alleviated by allowing ν̄ to satisfy the equation,

S† ν̄ = −w.

(2.17)

which can also be derived by considering the stationary point ∂L/∂u = 0. If ν satisfies
equation (2.17), then similar to the discussion of the gradient in the previous section,
∂L
=
∂m



∂S
ū, ν̄
∂m


(2.18)

Solution of equation (2.17) requires knowledge of w, itself requiring computation of the
Jacobian, which remains impractical to compute. However, the product Jv is feasible to
compute. This product can be computed by considering derivatives of the forward problem
Su − f = 0 with respect to the model parameters multiplied by the vector v. Doing so yields
the expression (Keating, 2020),
X  ∂S 
S(Jv) = −u
vi .
∂mi

(2.19)

Solving equation (2.19) for Jv and using it to define w allows for the computation of ν̄ in
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equation (2.17). Using this definition of ν̄, the derivative ∂L/∂m in equation (2.18) is the
Gauss-Newton Hessian-vector product.

2.4 Numerical optimization methods
The constrained optimization problem in equation (2.1) and the objective functions I have
discussed cannot be directly solved in a single step. Instead, we must resort to using iterative
local-optimization techniques to drive the algorithm towards a local minimum. The choice of
optimization technique influences the accuracy of the model updates that can be obtained,
and can mitigate or expose us to issues associated with cross-talk and poor convergence.
Steepest descent optimization is a common and simple approach to minimizing equation
(2.1). In steepest descent optimization, the objective function is expanded in a first order
Taylor series approximation as,

φ(m + δm) = φ(m) +

∂φ
δmT + O(δm2 )
∂m

(2.20)

which may be written as,
δφ(m) ≈

∂φ
δmT
∂m

(2.21)

where δφ(m) is called the variation in the objective function. Expanding the variation in a
Taylor series, substituting equation (2.21) for the definition of the variation, and using only
the linear approximation to the Hessian gives,

δφ(m + δm) ≈

∂ 2φ
∂φ
δmT + δm
δmT
∂m
∂m2

(2.22)

The stationary point of equation (2.22) is any point for which the variation is zero.
Solving equation (2.22) for any stationary point gives the relation

HL δm = −g
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(2.23)

where HL is the linear Hessian, and g is the gradient. Equation (2.23) is known as a Newton
system of equations. The Hessian works to provide step length information, and focuses
the update direction provided by the gradient to mitigate cross-talk (e.g. Métivier et al.,
2014). In steepest descent optimization, the linear Hessian is replaced by a scalar αs , which
retains it step length properties, but removes cross-talk mitigating information. With this
replacement, the model update at iteration k + 1 for steepest descent optimization is,

mk+1 = mk − αs

∂φ(mk )
.
∂m

(2.24)

While steepest descent optimization is efficient, requiring only two wavefield propagation’s per source for the gradient computation, it has poor convergence properties and the
lack of cross-talk mitigating properties makes it unstable in multi-parameter elastic full waveform inversion. The Hessian is often too large to compute directly in FWI, so it is instead
iteratively approximated at each step. The two algorithms I employ for this are the limited memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (L-BFGS) (Nocedal and Wright,
2006) and Truncated Gauss-Newton approximations (Nocedal and Wright, 2006).

2.5 L-BFGS optimization
Here I will briefly review the L-BFGS optimization strategy, a more detailed account can
be found in (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). The BFGS algorithm named after its discoverers
(Broyden, 1970; Fletcher, 1970; Goldfarb, 1970; Shanno, 1970) finds an approximate solution
to the Newton system by considering the equation,

mk+1 = mk − αsk Bk gk

(2.25)

where Bk is an approximation of the inverse Hessian, αsk a step length, and gk the gradient.
Following Nocedal and Wright (2006), the approximate inverse Hessian must satisfy two
conditions. The first condition states that Bk must satisfy,
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B−1
k+1 [mk+1 − mk ] = gk+1 − gk

(2.26)

which the exact Hessian would for a quadratic function (i.e constant second derivatives).
Equation (2.26) is closely related to the secant method, and is referred to as the secant
equation by Nocedal and Wright (2006). The secant equation has infinite solutions. To
find a unique solution for Bk+1 , the BFGS method imposes the second condition that of all
symmetric positive definite matrices satisfying the secant equation, Bk+1 is the matrix that
is closest to the current estimate Bk . The metric chosen to measure closeness is the weighted
Frobenius norm,

1

1

2
min||W 2 (B−1 − B−1
k )W ||F

B

(2.27)

where W is a weighting matrix whose details can be found in Nocedal and Wright (2006).
In the BFGS algorithm the approximate inverse Hessian is iteratively estimated using the
conditions in equations (2.26) and (2.27).
The BFGS algorithm is considered to be one of the most effective quasi-Newton methods
(Nocedal and Wright, 2006), but it suffers from the large memory requirements needed to
store B especially in problems with many variables like FWI. The limited memory BFGS
algorithm (L-BFGS) algorithm circumvents the need to directly compute Bk by storing a
history of the model and gradient. This history is used to compute approximate Hessianvector products instead of the approximate Hessian itself (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). The
L-BFGS approach shares the fast convergence properties of BFGS methods but substantially
reduces the memory requirements. In this thesis I adopt the approach of Keating (2020) and
use the entire gradient and model history at each iteration. The last requirement for L-BFGS
is the initialization of B0k for which Nocedal and Wright (2006) suggest the approximation,

B0k = I

∆mT
k ∆gk
T
gk gk
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(2.28)

where I is the identity matrix, ∆mk = mk − mk−1 and ∆gk = gk − gk−1 . In this thesis I
make use of L-BFGS optimization when inverting the field data in Chapter 5. This choice
is made because the effective source gradients and model regularization that is employed is
simpler to compute when we only require a history of the gradient instead of the Hessian.

2.6 Truncated Newton optimization
The L-BFGS method in the previous section searches for exact solutions to an approximate
(quadratic) form of the Newton system. Conversely, truncated Newton methods search of
approximate solutions to the exact Newton system (Keating and Innanen, 2020). Truncated Newton algorithms are discussed as consisting of two loops. The first or ”outer” loop
computes the updated model,

mk+1 = mk + αs pk

(2.29)

where pk is the descent direction. The truncated Newton descent direction is computed in
the second or ”inner” loop through approximate solutions to the exact Newton system,
1
pk = min pT H(mk )p + pT g.
p 2

(2.30)

If the inner loop is allowed to iterate sufficiently, equation (2.30) will converge to the exact
Newton step −H−1 g. Typically however, a small number of iterations is considered and
the algorithm truncates at an approximate solution to the Newton system. The algorithms
chosen for the inner loop tend to converge rapidly and provide a sufficiently accurate approximation in a feasible number of iterations. The method discussed by Nocedal and Wright
(2006) uses the conjugate gradient method to evaluate the inner loop approximation. In
this thesis I employ the L-BFGS method to approximate the inner loop due to its superior
convergence properties in most scenarios (Nocedal and Wright, 2006). The TN optimization
method is used on synthetic studies in Chapter 4.
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2.7 The line search
The methods I have discussed so far compute descent directions for minimizing the FWI
constrained-optimization problem. The second piece of information required for updating
the model is a step length α that determines how far in a given direction to travel before
updating the model and determine a new descent direction. Determining α is achieved
through what are known as line search methods. Once a search direction is computed the
line search consists of solving the one dimensional minimization problem

min φ(m + αsk pk )

αsk >0

(2.31)

which in effect searches for the step αsk that finds the minimum value of φ along the direction
pk . A common choice for an inexact solution to equation (2.31), and the one that will be
used in this thesis is based on what are known as the Wolfe conditions. The first Wolfe
condition states that the objective function must significantly decrease for the step length
to be accepted. The significant decrease criterion states,

φ(mk + αsk pk ) ≤ φ(mk ) + c1 αsk ∇φT
k pk

(2.32)

where c1 is a constant. Essentially this expression states that in going from a step length of
zero to a step length of αsk the change in the objective function must be less than a small
fraction of the expected decrease α∇φT
k pk . Throughout this thesis c1 = 1e − 4. The second
condition, known as the curvature condition is,

∇φ(mk + αk pk )T pk ≥ c2 ∇φT
k pk

(2.33)

where c2 is a constant. This condition prevents unacceptably short steps and improves
converge rates, by requiring that the slope at αk is greater than a percentage of the slope
when no step is taken. Because pk is a descent direction, this means that the objective
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function slope is flatter at αk than it is when no step is taken ensuring that we move towards
the neighborhood of a minimum. In this thesis c2 = 0.9.

2.8 Conclusions
This Chapter summarizes the view of FWI as a constrained optimization problem and lays
out the major components that must be considered when developing FWI algorithms. The
choices I make in this thesis are a small subset of the possible choices that can be made for the
objective function, forward modeling strategy, optimization strategies, and model parameterization. With the exception of choosing to use elastic forward modeling, and neglecting the
effects of attenuation, the other choices made in this thesis should not significantly alter the
conclusions that are drawn. In summary I decide to use elastic forward modeling strategies
to provide a minimally complex framework in which challenges associated with multiparameter inversion may be investigated while allowing me to focus on the inclusion of DAS data
in FWI without needing to pay special attention to attenuation wave physics. In Chapter 4,
the standard L2 data fit objective function is used, and in Chapter 5 I augment it to include
prior information about the source and expected model behavior. The majority of the thesis
focuses on parameterizations of the model in squared slowness for the compressional waves
and shear wave (1/Vp2 , 1/Vs2 ), and density ρ. In Chapter 5, a special parameterization that
leverages well log information is introduced that allows for better convergence on the field
data. In Chapter 4, a TGN optimization is used with the inner loop approximations leveraging the L-BFGS algorithm. As previously stated, to include prior information about the
source and model in a simpler manner, the L-BFGS algorithm is used in Chapter 5 when
inverting the field data.
The work presented in this Chapter is not novel, but rather draws extensively from the
literature on FWI and optimization techniques. The methods and theory developed here
and in Chapter 3 will be coupled and used extensively to support original contributions to
this thesis in Chapters 4 and 5 that focus on FWI of field and synthetic DAS data.
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Chapter 3
Simulation of distributed acoustic sensing seismic data
Many algorithms for the treatment of seismic data are designed to operate with a single
(typically vertical component) or three orthogonal components of particle velocity measurements supplied by geophone sensors. Distributed acoustic sensing is a novel tool for the
acquisition of seismic data (based on fiber optic technology) and differs both in the way in
which it measures the seismic wavefield, and the portion of the seismic wavefield is sensitive
to. DAS has potential benefits for supporting FWI, especially in land reservoir settings, but
to include data of the type supplied by DAS within FWI a detailed understanding of how
DAS samples the seismic wavefield is required. This chapter focuses on the development
of tools for modeling DAS seismic data, and discusses how properties of the fiber influence
wavefield sensitivity, which will be shown to have an influence on parameter resolution in
full waveform inversion. Both analytic and numerical methods for modeling DAS data from
shaped fibers are developed. The analytic modeling procedure will be used to generate data
for a machine learning application of DAS data in Chapter 4, and the numerical modeling
will be used to generate modeled data for applications involving FWI in chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Theoretical basis for DAS sensing: phase-sensitive optical time-domain
reflectometry
Many, mostly proprietary, systems have been developed by vendors for acquiring seismic data
using fiber optic technology. These systems, which fall under the umbrella of distributed
acoustic sensing, consist of an interrogator unit connected to an optical fiber embedded in
subsurface. The interrogator consists of a complex network of optical circuitry that emits
a laser pulse into the fiber, then senses light backscattered from the fiber, and as its name
suggests, interrogates the backscattered light to make measurements of the seismic wavefield
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interacting with the fiber. As the laser pulse generated by the interrogator traverses the
length of the fiber it interacts with microscopic optical impurities in the fiber, and a portion
the light is backscattered towards the interrogator due to Rayleigh scattering (e.g. Posey Jr.
et al., 2000; Owen et al., 2012; Haiwen et al., 2020).
Consider two such scattering centers in the fiber, separated by a sufficiently small distance
∆z, such that the light backscattered by each interferes constructively at the interrogator.
The electric field at the interrogator due to this constructive interference is a superposition
of the two scattered electric fields. If the fiber is subjected to a disturbance between the two
scattering centers that elongates or compresses the fiber, such as a strain or temperature
variation, then the signal from the second scattering center experiences a phase modulation.
This phase modulation arises from change in the optical path length of the light from the
second scatterer, due to a change in the fiber length and carries information about the strain
that caused the modulation. The superposition of the electric field at the interrogator is
(Shatalin et al., 1998)
E(φ̃, t) = E1 (t) + E2 (t)e2iφ̃(t)

(3.1)

where,
Z

l1

E1 =

ξ(t − 2l/cf )r(l)e−2iβf l dl

(3.2)

ξ(t − 2l/cf )r(l)e−2iβf l dl

(3.3)

l0

Z

l2

E2 =
l1

and where, 2βf l is the phase delay, with βf being the wave propagation constant, r(l) is the
reflectively profile of the fiber, ξ(t − 2l/cf ) is the pulse with group delay 2l/cf . The electric
field intensity is,

I(φ, t) = |E(φ̃, t)|2 = I1 (t) + I2 (t) + 2

p
I1 (t)I2 (t) cos(2φ̃ + φ̃0 )

(3.4)

where, I1 (t) is the intensity of the light from the first scatterer, I2 (t) is the intensity of the
light from the second scatterer, φ̃0 is the phase difference between the two beams in an
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unperturbed fiber, and φ̃ is the phase modulation due to disturbance of the fiber at point l.
The intensity measured at the interrogator is a function of φ̃, which contains important
information about the conditions of the medium around the location of the fiber disturbance.
To obtain values for the phase (φ(t)), two pieces of circuitry were added to early interrogators,
the first was a Mach-Zehnder interferometer that allows for the interference of the scattered
light from two separated portions of fiber which improves signal-to-noise, and the second
is a 3x3 coupler that splits the signal into three signals, that are 120 degrees out of phase
with each other, allowing for demodulation of the phase (Posey Jr. et al., 2000; Todd et al.,
1999). Each of the three signals is passed to a photo diode which records a voltage,

Vn = Cn + An cos(φ̃(t) + 2π/3(n − 1)).

(3.5)

Making use of = C1 , A = A1 , and Dn = Cn /C1 = An /A1 (Todd et al., 1999), where A, C,
and Dn are a function of the system geometry, provides the three voltages at each diode,

V1 = C + A cos φ(t)

V2 = D2 (C + A/2[− cos φ̃(t) +
V3 = D3 (C + A/2[− cos φ̃(t) −

√

(3.6)

3 sin φ̃(t)])

(3.7)

√
3 sin φ̃(t)]).

(3.8)

The system of equations in (3.6)-(3.8) is solved for the phase modulation φ̃(t),

φ̃(t) = arctan

√
− 3


D3 V2 − D2 V3
.
D3 V2 + D2 V3 − 2D2 D3 V 1

(3.9)

. Each interrogator solves for φ̃(t) differently based on its circuitry, but this discussion
outlines the general idea of how DAS fibers sense a strain induced phase modulation.
The optical path difference (which corresponds to the phase difference) of the light from
two scatterers in an unperturbed fiber is given by the twice the initial separation between the
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two scatterers L0 . Suppose a seismic wavefield passes through the fiber at a point between
the two scatters, disturbing the fiber, and inducing a change in the scatterers separation
distance, ∆L. The relative change in the optical path differences in the perturbed fiber
OPDP and reference fiber OPD0 is,
L0 + ∆L − L0
∆L
OPDP − OPD0
=
=
.
OPD0
L0
L0

(3.10)

The last term in equation (3.10), which is the change in separation between two points
relative to their initial separation is the definition for one dimensional normal strain (e.g.
Krebes, 2019). Therefore the phase modulation is directly proportional to the normal strain
component oriented along the length of the fiber. In practice, the phase modulation is
computed for multiple strains in a lab, and then this empirical relationship is used to infer
measurements of seismic strain in the field from the interrogated phase modulations.

3.2 Geometric model of DAS fibers
Above, it was shown that the strain in an optical fiber produced by a propagating wavefield
changes the interference pattern of backscattered light by inducing a relative phase modulation between the two interfering signals, and that this phase modulation can be used to
make inferences about the seismic strain field. Some DAS systems output the phase angle,
while others use empirical relations as a proxy for strain or strain-rate. In the absence of
these empirical relations, I will assume that the strain and phase modulation are directly
related so that I may use strain in place of the phase modulation that is recorded by DAS
systems.
When modeling data from point sensors such as geophones or accelerometers it is common
practice to apply a masking operator to the modeled wavefields to extract the appropriate
wavefield components at the sensor locations. DAS fibers possess geometric and intrinsic
properties that add a layer of complexity in the modeling of their signals. Geometric proper-
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ties of the optical fiber, specifically the arc-length along the fiber, and the tangent direction
explored by the fiber at each point influence the reported location of modeled wavefield, and
the wavefield sensitivity of a given fiber geometry, while aspects of the interrogator such as
the gauge length also influence the modeled DAS data. Each of these, and the contribution
it has to the recorded signal will be discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1

Arc-length

In conventional seismic acquisition, the location of each receiver in three-dimensional space
is generally well known, and each sample on a seismic trace consisting of measurements of
particle velocity or acceleration can be parameterized in terms of the spatial position of the
receiver (xg , yg , zg ) and time. Conversely, DAS systems report strain measurements in units
of arc-length along the fiber based on the time it takes for the interfering signals to return
to the interrogator. Consider a fiber of arbitrary shape embedded in a three-dimensional
subsurface. Any point along the curve defining the fiber is given by position vector

c(x) = [x1 , x2 , x3 ].

(3.11)

The length of any vector, is simply the L2 norm of that vector. If we break the fiber into
small sections of length ∆x, and take the limit as ∆x → 0, then the direction of the vector
connecting the two end points c(x + ∆x) and c(x) of this small section approaches the
derivative,
c(x0 + ∆x0 ) − c(x0 )
dc
=
lim
.
dx0 ∆x→0
∆x0

(3.12)

Computing the length of this vector, and summing over all small sections of fiber gives the
arc-length along the fiber to point x,

0

Z

s (x) =
0

x



dc dc
dx
·
dx0 dx0
0
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1/2
.

(3.13)

It is along this arc-length that the fiber strains detected by interrogator are placed, and will
be the spatial dimension of the DAS seismic records that are modeled.
3.2.2

Frenet-Serret coordinate systems and the fiber tangent

A well known property of DAS fibers (Kuvshinov, 2015; Mateeva et al., 2014) is that they
are sensitive, only to those components of the wavefield, which induce normal strains along
the tangential direction of the fiber. Kuvshinov (2015) attribute this to the rigidity of
DAS fibers, but it also intuitively follows from the previous discussion of how DAS systems
work. Changes in the optical path difference due to strains induce a phase modulation in
the interference pattern detected by the interrogator, as a result of the change in distance
between two scattering centers on the fiber. This is a result of the change in length of the
fiber due to the seismically induced strain. Strain in axes perpendicular to the axis of the
fiber do not alter the optical path length of the light from either scattering center and thus
do not induce a phase change that can be used to infer strain. Strains in the axis of the
fiber, delay (for a stretch of the fiber) or advance (for a squeeze in the fiber) the signal from
the second scatterer and induce a phase modulation. For this reason DAS fibers are only
sensitive to the normal-tangential component of the strain field, or the portion of the seismic
wavefield causing strain along the fiber axis. For my modeling procedure to be robust, such
that I can model the response of arbitrarily shaped fibers exploring multiple tangents either
on a large scale, such as those in horizontal well, or on a small scale such as shaped fibers,
a method is required for careful tracking of the fiber tangent along its trajectory.
Consider two points on a DAS fiber, c(s + ∆s) and c(s), separated by a small arc-length
∆s. The direction of the the vector connecting these two points, approaches the tangent
direction of the fiber, in the limit that the two points become infinitesimally close together.
The unit tangent is then defined as,
c(s0 + ∆s0 ) − c(s0 )
.
∆s →0
∆s0

t̂(s0 ) = lim
0
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(3.14)

It is along this tangent direction at arc-length s that the fiber samples the propagating
wavefield. To fully define a local fiber coordinate system we can also define two vectors in the
plane normal to the tangent vector, known as the normal and binormal vector. The derivative
of a vector of fixed length, such as the unit tangent, can be shown to be perpendicular to
the vector itself (e.g. Pressley, 2012). This is the definition we adopt for the normal vector,

n̂(s0 ) =

n(s0 )
|n(s0 )|

with

n(s0 ) =

dt̂(s0 )
.
ds0

(3.15)

The binormal vector is the vector lying in the same plane as the normal, that is perpendicular
to both the tangent and normal vector defined by the cross-product,

b̂(s0 ) = t̂(s0 ) × n̂(s0 ).

(3.16)

The coordinate system defined by the tangent, normal, and binormal vectors is known as
a Frenet-Serret coordinate system (Serret, 1851; Frenet, 1852). Its dependence on the arclength means that it is a local coordinate system which varies with position along the fiber.
It is within this local coordinate system that the DAS fiber response at each arc-length
position is computed in the modeling strategy developed here.
3.2.3

Fiber sensitivity

Equation (3.10) suggests that the DAS fiber response is directly proportional to the strain
induced in the fiber by a disturbance such as those created by a propagating seismic wavefield. Strain is a tensor quantity of rank two, whose components are defined in Cartesian
coordinates as (e.g. Krebes, 2019),


1 ∂ui ∂uj
+
ij =
2 ∂xj
∂xi
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i, j = 1, 2, 3

(3.17)

where ui is the displacement in the ith direction. To compute the strain tensor in the local
coordinate system of the fiber, the expression for the projection of a tensor of rank two is
used (e.g. Krebes, 2019),
tnb (s) = P(s)xyz P(s)T

(3.18)

where P(s) is the arc-length dependent operator that projects the Cartesian strain tensor
into the local coordinate system of the fiber,




 t̂(s) · x̂ t̂(s) · ŷ t̂(s) · ẑ 



P(s) = 
n̂(s)
·
x̂
n̂(s)
·
ŷ
n̂(s)
·
ẑ




b̂(s) · x̂ b̂(s) · ŷ b̂(s) · ẑ

(3.19)

The DAS fiber response for a single arc-length position (s) can be computed by expanding
equation (3.18) and extracting the normal tangential component (tt ), with the definitions
of xyz and P provided by equations (3.17) and (3.19). The resulting expression,
tt (s) = (t̂(s) · x̂)2 xx + 2(t̂(s) · x̂)(t̂(s) · ŷ)xy + 2(t̂(s) · x̂)(t̂(s) · ẑ)xz
(3.20)
2

2

+(t̂(s) · ŷ) yy + 2(t̂(s) · ŷ)(t̂(s) · ẑ)yz + (t̂(s) · ẑ) zz
is a weighted sum of the Cartesian components of the strain tensor, where the weights depend on the fiber geometry expressed by the tangents explored by the fiber at position s.
Commonly, straight DAS fibers are deployed in VSP surveys in vertical wells. In this geometry, the DAS fiber explores a single, vertical, tangent direction over its entire length and all
but the last term of equation (3.20) are zero, resulting in a fiber that is restricted to measurements of zz . Fibers of this type, and all fibers that are minimally sensitive to more than
one strain component cannot supply information about the remaining strain components.
Additionally, as shown by Innanen (2017) and Ning and Sava (2018) for many commonly
theorized shaped fibers, the reconstruction of the strain tensor is under-determined, especially for long gauge lengths. This will be analyzed further in Chapter 4. Ideally, we would
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like DAS fibers to be sensitive to a larger portion of the additional five components of the
strain tensor. To achieve this, research has focused on shaping DAS fibers into some characteristic shape, allowing the fiber to explore more tangents, and improve its sensitivity to
more components of the wavefield (Kuvshinov, 2015; Ning and Sava, 2018; Innanen et al.,
2019). In Chapter 4, helical fibers will be explored, and the influence of the extra tangents
they explore both on fiber measurements of strain, and parameter resolution in FWI will be
discussed. Chapter 5 will explore the use of straight fibers in VSP geometries in field FWI.
3.2.4

Gauge length simulation

When using DAS fibers for seismic acquisition, we desire point measurements of the strain
tensor along well defined tangent directions. However, the relatively weak back-scattering of
light in the fiber imposes limitations on this goal. To compensate for this, measurements of
the backscattered light are averaged over a spatial length of fiber, known as the gauge length
in a process akin to stacking. In practice, this is achieved through the use of an unbalanced
Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) in the interrogator. For the purposes of DAS sensing,
the unbalanced MZI contains two lengths of fibers, with one being longer than the other.
Incoming light is split and a portion is sent to each arm of the interferometer. The portion
of the light that takes the longer path is delayed, allowing it to interfere constructively with
backscattered light from a more distant section of fiber. The length of fiber separating the two
scattering centers, which is directly proportional to the length of delay fiber in the MZI, is the
gauge length. All of the disturbances in the DAS fiber between the two scattering centers
contribute to the phase modulation of the light from the second, more distant, scatterer.
This has the effect of averaging all of the strain contributions over the gauge length, and
improving the signal-to-noise ratio. The DAS measurement with arc-length s for a shaped
fiber with gauge length GL is,
Z

∞

d(s) =

W (s − s0 , GL )tt (s0 )ds0

−∞
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(3.21)

with,


 1/GL , −GL /2 < s < GL /2
W (s, GL ) =
,

 0,
otherwise

(3.22)

and with tt (s) defined by equation (3.20).
Typical values for the gauge length are on the order of ten meters, but this is rapidly
decreasing (Farhadiroushan et al., 2016). Assuming the strain tensor is constant over spatial
distances close to the gauge length, equation (3.20) can be written as,
 Z GL /2
Z GL /2
1
2
xx
(t̂(s) · x̂) + 2xy
(t̂(s) · x̂)(t̂(s) · ŷ)
tt (s) =
GL
−GL /2
−GL /2
Z GL /2
Z GL /2
+2xz
(t̂(s) · x̂)(t̂(s) · ẑ) + yy
(t̂(s) · ŷ)2
Z

−GL /2
GL /2

Z

−GL /2
GL /2

(t̂(s) · ŷ)(t̂(s) · ẑ) + zz

+2yz
−GL /2

2

(t̂(s) · ẑ)

(3.23)


.

−GL /2

Equation (3.23) suggests, provided the assumption of constant strain over the gauge length
holds, that the main affect of the gauge length on the DAS measurement is an averaging of
the spatial variability of the tangent. Thus for large gauge lengths, much of the improved
sensitivity gained by shaping of the DAS fiber is averaged away, reducing the sensitivity
of the fiber. In Chapter 4 I explore how the gauge length, especially in relation to fiber
geometry influences data sensitivity and parameter resolution in FWI.

3.3 Analytic modeling of DAS data from moment tensor sources
There has been a growing interest in DAS for microseismic monitoring during hydraulic
fracturing treatments, and for recording of teleseismic waves generated by large earthquakes
(Lindsey et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2019). The significant benefit of DAS for these applications,
is the ability to use DAS fiber where the deployment of conventional sensors is challenging, such as horizontal wells or in deep sea deployments. In microseismic and earthquake
monitoring, often the direct arrivals are the main interest for learning information about
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medium properties and earthquake location. The direct arrivals may also be used to infer
properties of the source mechanism, often idealized by the moment tensor with components
Mpq = fp /δxq where fp is a force couple acting in direction p separated by distance δxq along
direction q. Assuming a homogeneous medium, the direct arrivals from moment tensour
sources can be efficiently modeled through analytic expressions. Aki and Richards (2002)
present analytic expressions for the displacement at a distance r generated by the excitation
of a moment tensor source Mpq ,
Z
1 15mγi − 3tr γi − 6γi0 r/β
τ s(t − τ )dτ
ui (r) =
4πρ
r4
r/α
1 6mγi − tr γi − 3γi0
1 6mγi − tr γi − 2γi0
s(t − r/α) −
s(t − r/β)
+
4πρα2
r2
4πρβ 2
r2
1 mγi
1 mγi − γi0
+
ṡ(t
−
r/α)
−
ṡ(t − r/β)
4πρα3 r
4πρβ 3
r

(3.24)

where α and β are the P-wave and S-wave velocity of the medium, ρ is the medium density,
s(t) is the source time function, ṡ(t) is its first temporal derivative, γi = xi /r is a directional
P
cosine, m = γp Mpq γq , tr =
Mpp , and γi0 = γq Mqi .
Modeling DAS signals requires expressions similar to those in equation (3.24) for the
strain induced by a propagating seismic wavefield generated by a moment tensor source.
The strain tensor as described in equation (3.17) is defined by terms of the form ∂ui /∂xj
and ∂uj /∂xi . Therefore, the analytic strain field can be computed by (1) taking partial
spatial derivatives of equation (3.24), (2) computing the second term in the strain tensor by
swapping i and j, and (3) averaging the two resulting terms. The resulting analytic strain
expression consists of seven terms. Three of these are P-wave terms which decay with 1/r,
1/r2 , and 1/r3 and propagate with velocity α, three are S-wave terms, with the same decay
as their associated P-wave terms but which propagate with velocity β, and the final term,
decaying with 1/r4 produces neither pure P-wave or S-wave motion. Terms that decay with
1/r are known as far-field contributions because they dominate over all other terms far from
the source. Terms that decay as 1/r2 , and 1/r3 are called intermediate field terms, as they
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never dominate at any distance. The final term is called the near field as it dominates very
close to the source. The P-wave contribution, computed through spatial derivatives of terms
one, two, and four in equation (3.24) are
Pij


−1 mγi γj
m(δij − 10γi γj ) + tr γi γj + 4Γij
=
s̈(t − r/α) −
ṡ(t − r/α)
4
4πρ α r
α3 r 2

m(6δij − 45γi γj ) − tr (δij − 6γi γj ) + 24Γij − 2Mij
−
s(t − r/α) .
α2 r 3

(3.25)

Similarly, the S-wave contribution, computed through spatial derivatives of terms one, three,
and five in equation (3.24) are,
Sij


1 mγi γj − Γij
m(δij − 10γi γj ) + tr γi γj + 7Γij − Mij
=
s̈(t − r/β) −
ṡ(t − r/β)
4
4πρ
β r
β 3 r2

m(6δij − 45γi γj ) − tr (δij − 6γi γj ) + 27Γij − 3Mij
−
s(t − r/β)
β 2 r3
(3.26)

where, δij is the Kronecker delta (δij = 1 ⇔ i = j), and Γij = (γi γj0 + γi0 γj )/2. The near field
term, computed trough derivatives of the first term in equation (3.24) is,

N
ij

1 m(15δij − 105γi γj ) − 3tr r(δij − 5γi γj ) + 60Γij − 6Mij
=
4πρ
r5

Z

r/β

τ s(t − τ )dτ

(3.27)

r/α

Each of the terms in equations (3.25)-(3.27) has a similar form, consisting of a numerator
that is a function of the directional cosines and moment tensor, a denominator that is a
function of the distance between the source and a point on the wavefront, and a source time
function or its derivatives. The numerator is known as the radiation pattern which describes
the angular radiation of seismic energy away from the source and is strongly dependent
on the moment tensor. The denominator describes how quickly each wavefield component
decays as it propagates. Terms with higher order dependence on r decay faster, meaning
that the wavefronts measured far from the source get their main contribution from far-field
terms in r−1 . Comparing the expressions for analytic strain in equations (3.25)-(3.27) to
those for analytic displacement in equation (3.24) reveals some distinct differences in the
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strain and displacement wavefields. Importantly the far-field strain terms depend on the
second derivative of the source time function, while their displacement wavefield counterparts depend on the first derivative of the source time function. Thus far-field strain and
displacement measurements from moment tensor sources are expected to be 90-degrees out
of phase. Another important distinction is that the near-field strain decays faster (r−5 ) than
the near-field displacement (r−4 ). Comparing for example the far-field P-wave contributions,
the radiation pattern for the strain field is more complex than the displacement term; this is
consistent for all components. Finally, the strain-field has two additional intermediate r−3
terms that are absent from the displacement field.
3.3.1

Confirmation of P-wave and S-wave motion

If equation (3.25) represents pure P-wave motion in a homogeneous medium then it should
produce no rotational motion (i.e. ∇ × u = 0). The curl of the displacement field can be
written in terms of strain as,


32 − ∂u2 /∂x3 



∇ × u = 2
13 − ∂u3 /∂x1  .


21 − ∂u1 /∂x2

(3.28)

If the derivative ∂ui /∂xj is symmetric, then the strain tensor reduces to ij = ∂ui /∂xj =
∂uj /∂xi , and the curl in equation (3.28) will be zero. The derivative of the far-field displacement term for the P-wave is ∂ui /∂xj = mγi γj which is clearly symmetric. It can be shown
in a similar way that the other two terms in equation (3.25) are symmetric, confirming that
it is the analytic expression for the compressional wave strain produced by a moment tensor
source since the condition ∇ × u = 0 is satisfied.
For the expression in equation (3.26) to represent pure S-wave motion in a homogeneous
medium, it must produce no dilatational motion (i.e. ∇ · u = 0). This is equivalent to saying
that the trace of the strain tensor (tr() = 11 + 22 + 33 ) is zero. The trace of the far-field
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S-wave term for strain is,

tr() ∝ m(γ12 + γ22 + γ32 ) − (Γ11 + Γ22 + Γ33 ).

(3.29)

Equation (3.29) evaluates to zero, because γ is a unit vector with length γ12 + γ22 + γ32 = 1 and
Γ11 + Γ22 + Γ33 = γp Mpq γq = m. Similarly, the remaining two terms of equation (3.26) can
be shown to produce no dilatational motion, confirming that equation (3.26) is the analytic
term for a strain field producing no dilatational motion.
3.3.2

Near-field and far-field dominance

The far-field P-wave and S-wave components, i.e. those terms which decay with the distance
traveled (r−1 ), dominate over the intermediate and near-field waves far from the source, and
are typically the body wave components measured on seismograms. However, DAS fibers
placed near to the source such as those in a hydraulic fracture monitoring could potentially
record significant near-field energy that dominates over the far-field component (Luo et al.,
2021). To gain a sense of what classifies as close to the source, and at what distances we
may expect near-field components to dominate, I examine the contributions of near-field and
far-field components at various distances from the source. Consider the source time function,

s(t) =

T2
T 2 + t2

(3.30)

where T is the temporal half-width of the pulse at half the maximum value, and t is the time
after source excitation. This source time function, and its first two derivatives are plotted
in Figure 3.1a-3.1c.
Consider a homogeneous medium with P-wave velocity, Vp = 4000 m/s, and S-wave
velocity, Vs = 2000 m/s. Let T = 1.6 × 10−2 giving the velocity component ṡ(t) a dominant
frequency of 100 Hz. Eaton et al. (2010) shows that near-field term for analytic displacement
wavefields dominate within approximately one-wavelength of the source. The near-field
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Figure 3.1: (a) Source time function from equation (3.30), (b) the first temporal derivative
of the source time function, (c) the second temporal derivative of the source time function.
displacement term should dominate within 40 meters of the source location. Figure 3.2,
plots the full field for distances of r = 40 m, r = 100 m, and r = 500 m in (a),(c), and
(e) respectively, and the near-field component in red, and the far-field component in blue
for the same distances in (b),(d), and (f) respectively. Within 40 meters of the source, the
near-field component dominates over the far-field component, and masks the separation of
the P-wave and S-wave, altering the pulse shape. At distances of 100 and 500 meters from
the source, the near-field component no longer dominates, and instead manifests as a low
frequency coda between the P-wave and S-wave arrivals.
The near-field strain is higher order in r, and should decay faster than the displacement
wavefield. However, the far-field is also a function of s̈(t), meaning that it is of higher
frequency as seen in figure 3.1 (c). These two ideas combine, and the result is that the
near-field is expected to dominate, only in those regions very close to the source, assuming
that it also dominates within one-wavelength as was seen for the displacement case. Given
the same medium properties, and a dominant frequency for the acceleration source time
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Figure 3.2: Full field displacement for (a) r = 40 meters, (c) r = 100 meters, and (e) r = 500
meters. Near-field displacement component in red, and far-field displacement component in
blue for (b) r = 40 meters, (d) r = 100 meters, and (f) r = 500 meters
function of 200 Hz, it is expected that the near-field strain will dominate only in the first
20 meters from the source. Figure 3.3 (a) plots the full strain field at a distance of 18
meters from the source, and Figure 3.3 (b) plots the near-field component in red and the
far-field component in blue, for the same 18 meter distance. At this distance, the near-field
component dominates over the far-field P-wave component, and masks the separation of
P-wave and S-wave components, again altering the pulse shape. This suggests that the nearfield strain still dominates within one wavelength from the source, but that wavelength is
much shorter than the displacement component. Given that microseismic data has dominant
frequencies on the range of hundreds of hertz (Eaton et al., 2010; Das and Zoback, 2011),
it is unlikely that the near field will contribute significantly to the wavefield recorded by
downhole DAS sensors, except for events in very close proximity to the well bore, dependent
on source magnitude. Despite this, recent studies of DAS in fiber in treatment wells which
places the fiber in very close proximity to the events have shown observations of significant
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near-field energy (Luo et al., 2021). This means DAS offers unique access to a portion of the
wavefield that is often theorized by rarely sampled.

Figure 3.3: (a) Full strain field for r = 18 meters. (b) Near-field strain component in red,
and far-field strain component in blue for r = 18 meters.

3.3.3

Far-field radiation patterns

Assuming a DAS fiber records seismic energy far (r >> λc ) from a moment tensor source,
then the data are mainly influenced by far-field propagation effects. Neglecting the intermediate and near-field terms, the strain field produced by a moment tensor source in the
far-field approximation is,


−1 mγi γj
mγi γj − Γij
s̈(t − r/α) −
s̈(t − r/β) .
ij =
4πρr
α4
β4

(3.31)

The terms mγi γj and mγi γj − Γij in the numerators are the far-field radiation patterns for
the P-wave and S-wave strain respectively. They are a function of both the angle between
the source and a point on the DAS fiber through the directional cosine γ, and the moment
tensor through the terms m and Γij . For a given source-receiver pair, the vector γ is constant,
irrespective of the source mechanism type. Therefore, it is the moment tensor that controls
the character of the seismic data at each value of γ. Each moment tensor, representing
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a different type of earthquake or fracture in the subsurface, radiates seismic energy in a
diagnostic way defined by the radiation pattern. Providing a sufficiently wide aperture of
the radiated energy is recorded, the data can be used to estimate the source mechanism and
infer the fracture type (Eaton et al., 2014; Eyre and van der Baan, 2015; Willacy et al.,
2019), which is important both in hydraulic fracture monitoring and earthquake seismology.
In Appendix A I explore an application of machine learning to solving the challenge of
estimating the moment tensor from simulated DAS-microseismic data in a homogeneous halfspace, where equation (3.31) will be used to simulate the training and validation datasets.
Consider a horizontal well aligned with the minimum horizontal stress direction σh , and
assume without loss of generality that σh is aligned in the x-direction. For this geometry,
a DAS fiber in the horizontal portion of the well will have a tangent aligned in the xdirection, limiting its sensitivity to only the xx component of the wavefield. The fiber
sensitive radiation patterns for the P-wave and S-wave components for this geometry are,

P11 ∝ mγ12

(3.32)

S11 ∝ mγ12 − Γ11 .

(3.33)

and,

Consider four source types, MEXP , MTC , MCLVD , and MDC , representing explosive, double
couple, compensated linear vector dipole, and tensile crack opening sources, with moment
tensors M = {Mxx , Mxy , Mxz , Myy , Myz , Mzz } defined by,

MEXP = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1}

(3.34)

MTC = {2, 0, 0, 3, 0, 2}

(3.35)

MCLVD = {−1, 0, 0, 2, 0, −1}

(3.36)
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MDC = {0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0}

(3.37)

The three-dimensional radiation patterns computed using these source mechanisms in equations (3.32) and (3.33) are plotted in Figure 3.4 for the explosive source in (a) and (e), the
tensile crack opening source in (b) and (f), compensated linear vector dipole source in (c)
and (g), and the double couple source in (d) and (h). Each moment tensor radiates seismic
energy in a unique and diagnostic way, especially when considering both P-wave and S-wave
motion. For example the explosive and tensile crack source radiate P-wave energy in a similar way, but radiate S-wave energy very differently. Figure 3.5 (a) plots an example well
trajectory and source location, and Figure 3.5 (b)-(e) plot the simulated data recorded by a
fiber in this well for the four source types in equation (3.34)-(3.37). Each dataset contains
diagnostic features indicative of the source type. For example, the tensile crack source has
balanced P-wave and S-wave amplitude ratios, a feature diagnostic of these source types
(Eaton et al., 2014). As another example, the S-wave (Figure 3.5 (e)) generated by the
double couple source has a distinct polarity pattern. Features of this type, controlled by
the radiation pattern, are highly diagnostic of the source type. In Appendix A I present a
machine learning algorithm that learns how to detect these features and leverage them for
source mechanism information.

3.4 Velocity-stress finite-difference method for DAS data simulation
The analytic modeling methods discussed so far are useful for measuring the direct arrivals
of seismic waves generated by moment tensor sources in a homogeneous medium and prove
useful in the seismology studies presented in Appendix A. Modeling data in more complex
heterogeneous, isotropic-elastic media requires numerical wave propagation techniques. Any
elastic wave propagator can be augmented to model DAS data using the methods discussed
previously in this chapter, here I discuss application of the velocity-stress method for its
ease in incorporating strain measurements. Later I will discuss the use of a finite-difference
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Figure 3.4: (a)-(d) The xx component of the far-field P-wave radiation patterns for MEXP ,
MTC , MCLVD , and MDC respectively. (e)-(h) The same as in (a)-(d) for the S-wave radiation
patterns.

Figure 3.5: (a) An example horizontal well trajectory and source location (gray star). Simulated data recorded by a DAS fiber in the horizontal well for (b) an explosive source, (c) a
tensile crack opening source, (d) a CLVD source, and (e) a double couple source.
method based on the isotropic-elastic wave equation shown in Chapter 2 to generate modeled
data to support FWI results in Chapters 4 and 5.
The velocity-stress method uses the elastodynamic equation of motion (Virieux, 1984,
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1986),
∇·σ+f =ρ

∂v
∂t

(3.38)

as the driver for simulations of wave propagation, where σ is the stress tensor, f is the body
force vector, ρ is density, and v is the particle velocity. The stress tensor is related to the
strain tensor through Hooke’s Law,
σ = K

(3.39)

where K is the stiffness tensor and depends on the type of modeling; for example in isotropic
elastic modeling,

λ
λ
λ + 2µ

 λ
λ + 2µ
λ



 λ
λ
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 0
0
0


 0
0
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0
0
0


0 0 0

0 0 0



0 0 0
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0 µ 0


0 0 µ

(3.40)

where λ and µ are the Lamé parameters. Taking the temporal derivative of Hooke’s Law
gives a system of coupled first-order differential equations,

∇·σ+f =ρ

∂v
∂t

∂σ
∂
=K .
∂t
∂t

(3.41)

(3.42)

The time derivative of the strain tensor in equation (3.42), often referred to as the strainrate tensor, is constructed from particle velocity as ˙ = ((∇v)T + ∇v)/2. The velocity-stress
finite difference method alternates between solving equation (3.41) for particle velocity and
equation (3.42) for stress. In practice, a stable scheme (Madariaga, 1976; Virieux, 1984, 1986)
for solving this coupled system of equations involves solving equation (3.41) using a central
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finite-difference approximation, and equation (3.42) on a grid staggered by a half step in
time and space using forward finite-difference approximation. As an example, if we consider
modeling in a one-dimensional homogeneous medium, the finite-difference approximations
for equations (3.41) and (3.42) are,
n+1/2

u̇k

n−1/2

= u̇k

+

n
n
τ σk+1/2 − σk−1/2
ρk
∆z

n+1/2

n+1
n
σk+1/2
= σk+1/2
+ τ (λ + 2µ)k+1/2

u̇k+1

(3.43)
n+1/2

− u̇k
∆z

(3.44)

where τ is the time step, and ∆z is the grid spacing, n represents nodal points in time, and
k nodal points in space. The strain-rate tensor is computed at each time step, by using
the definition ˙ = ((∇v)T + ∇v)/2. The strain-rate tensor is then coupled to the geometric
model of a DAS fiber, through equations (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) at the location of the
DAS fiber.
3.4.1

Inclusion of moment tensor sources

The increased application of DAS in reservoir monitoring (Karam et al., 2013; Webster
et al., 2013; Karrenbach et al., 2018; Luo et al., 2021) and earthquake seismology (Lindsey
et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2019; Lindsey et al., 2019) studies motivates the inclusion of moment
tensor sources in the velocity-stress finite-difference method for modeling DAS data. The
moment tensor, describing force couples with magnitude fi separated by a moment arm with
length δxj , has components defined as Mij = fi δxj . The moment tensor force components
normalized by the volume of the element in which the source exits are,

fi =

Mij
.
(δxj )4

(3.45)

These have been applied by various authors to the stress components (Coutant et al., 1995)
and velocity components (Graves, 1996). For simplicity, I follow the approach of Graves
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(1996) in applying the source terms to the velocity components.
3.4.2

Comparison to analytic method

To compare the the finite-difference method, to the analytic expressions that were derived
in the previous sections, I propagate a wavefield through a homogeneous medium with Vp =
4000 m/s, and Vs = 2000 m/s and compare a snapshot of this wavefield to the analytic
radiation patterns. Figures 3.6 (a)-(f) plot snap shots of this wavefield in this medium, 0.075
seconds after source excitation, using the double couple source mechanism in equation (3.37),
for xx , yy , zz , xy , xz , and yz respectively. For comparison, the analytic P-wave radiation
patterns for the double couple source for xx , yy , zz , xy , xz , and yz are plotted in Figures
3.7(a)-(f). The same are plotted for the S-wave in Figures 3.8(a)-(e)

Figure 3.6: Snapshots of a numerically modeled wavefield using the velocity-stress method
with the double couple source mechanism in equation (3.37) for (a) xx , (b)yy ,(c) zz ,(d) xy ,
(e) xz , and (f) yz .
Qualitatively, there is strong agreement between the analytic radiation patterns and numerically modeled wavefields, suggesting that the strategies are comparable in homogeneous
media, as expected.
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Figure 3.7: Analytic P-wave radiation patterns for the double couple source mechanism in
equation (3.37) for (a) xx , (b)yy ,(c) zz ,(d) xy , (e) xz , and (f) yz .

Figure 3.8: Analytic S-wave radiation patterns for the double couple source mechanism in
equation (3.37) for (a) xx , (b)yy ,(c) zz ,(d) xy , (e) xz , and (f) yz .

3.5 Conclusions
DAS data continues to attract a lot of interest from the applied seismology community. The
inclusion of DAS data in processing, imaging, and inversion workflows requires methods for
the modeling of the synthetic data acquired by embedded DAS fibers. In the theoretical
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development it was shown that DAS fibers are sensitive to portions of the seismic wavefield
that cause elongation or contraction along the tangent of the fiber. Therefore, modeling of
DAS signals requires a geometric model of the fiber that culminates in tracking the tangent
direction as function of the fiber arc-length, and a method for propagating seismic strain
fields. I develop two distinct methods for the latter, an analytic method that is efficient but
can only propagate wavefields in a homogeneous isotropic-elastic medium, and a numerical
method for wavefield propagation in more complex heterogeneous isotropic-elastic media.
These, and similar methods will be used to support the developments in Chapters 4 and
5 and Appendix A. In Appendix A the analytic modeling methods presented here will be
used to generate large datasets used for training and validation of a neural network that
learns to make moment tensor predictions from DAS-microseismic data. Chapter 4 relies
on a frequency domain elastic wave propagator to produce synthetic data to evaluate the
inclusion of DAS data in FWI. The frequency domain method differs from the velocity-stress
method presented here, but is similar in its goal of modeling DAS data in heterogeneous
isotropic-elastic media. In Chapter 5 the same frequency-domain elastic method is used to
generate synthetic data for elastic FWI of DAS field data collected at CO2 sequestration site
in Alberta.
The work presented in this Chapter draws from theoretical discussions of optical time
domain reflectometry (OTDR) that have existed in structural and mechanical engineering
literature for decades (Butter and Hocker, 1978; Sirkis, 1993; Merzbacher et al., 1996). The
use of OTDR for seismic data acquisition is a relatively new advancement of these technologies. The developments in this Chapter that focus on the analytic modeling of microseismic
signals, and modeling of DAS data from arbitrarily shaped DAS fiber are a novel contribution to this thesis. I am unaware of publications that cover these developments from the time
period in which I developed them, however, recently Vera Rodriguez and Wuestefeld (2020);
Luo et al. (2021) have published similar work on the analytic modeling of DAS-microseismic
data. The modeling tools presented here will be used in Chapters 4 and 5 and Appendix A to
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support the novel development of machine learning and full waveform inversion algorithms
that can incorporate DAS data from arbitrarily shaped fibers.
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Chapter 4
Full waveform inversion of DAS data
4.1 Summary
Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is a rapidly growing technology for seismic acquisition,
with the potential to sample rarely available wavefield components in reservoir settings. How
to best utilize the information DAS supplies to estimate reservoir properties is an open question. Full waveform inversion (FWI) of DAS data, alone or in combination with geophone
data, is a natural possibility to pursue. A mixed formulation must accommodate particle
velocity data and single component measurements of strain or strain-rate in the direction
tangent to a fiber-optic cable, which itself may take on some characteristic shape. Expecting that these amplitude and directionality properties of DAS data will impact parameter
resolution in FWI, especially when incorporating finite gauge lengths, this chapter develops
two appraisal methods. The first is an analytic description of the relationship between the
spatial period and the elastic wave sensitivity within a helical-wound fiber (which builds on a
symmetry class of fibers insensitive to shear-strains). The second is an extension of scattering
radiation pattern analysis to DAS sensors of arbitrary geometry. I then numerically analyze
the FWI response by augmenting the methods presented in Chapter 2, to incorporate the
DAS modeling presented in Chapter 3. Using 2D simulations and several simple models and
the Marmousi2 the effect that shaping of the DAS fiber has on parameter estimations is
analyzed, by comparing inversion results derived from straight and various coiled fibers in a
horizontal well. Fiber geometry is observed to have important implications for the accuracy
and fidelity of DAS-FWI parameter estimates. It is also clear that the complementary features of DAS and standard geophone data impact FWI. Simultaneous inversions of surface
geophone and DAS data from a horizontal wells convincingly out-perform inversions from
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either dataset alone.

4.2 Introduction
As developed in Chapter 2, in full waveform inversion, or FWI (Tarantola, 1984, 1986),
a subsurface property model is inferred by iteratively minimizing the differences between
observed data from a seismic survey and simulated data from a postulated model. Most
current production FWI focuses on the recovery of P-wave velocity, assuming acoustic wave
physics and constant density (Operto et al., 2006; Shin and Cha, 2008; Virieux and Operto,
2009). However, wave propagation in the earth is generally more complex and requires multiple independent parameters for modeling. Furthermore, through what are being termed
high-frequency FWI approaches, these parameters can in principle be estimated for reservoir characterization (Chi, 2019; Naeini, 2019; Wang, 2019). Multi-parameter versions of
FWI seek simultaneous and independent estimates of multiple physical subsurface properties (Virieux and Operto, 2009). Elastic full waveform inversion (Tarantola, 1986; Mora,
1987; Köhn et al., 2012; Modrak et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2018, 2019) commonly assumes
an isotropic elastic medium with unknown spatial distributions of three independent elastic
parameters, P-wave velocity (vp ), S-wave velocity (vs ), and the density (ρ), with extensions
to anisotropic media (Gholami et al., 2013a,b; Alkhalifah and Plessix, 2014; Podgornova
et al., 2015; Kamath and Tsvankin, 2016; Pan et al., 2016) and visco-acoustic and viscoelastic media (Hak and Mulder, 2010, 2011; Malinowski et al., 2011; Kamei and Pratt, 2013;
Plessix et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2016; Fabien-Ouellet et al., 2017; Keating and Innanen, 2019,
2020) also reported. Here the focus is on isotropic-elastic FWI, where the goal is to provide
estimates of the spatial distributions of up to three unknowns. This chapter concerns the
formulation of elastic FWI procedures driven by standard (geophone-based) seismic data
and fiber-optic (Distributed Acoustic Sensing, or DAS) data by coupling ideas developed in
Chapters 2 and 3.
For reasons outlined in Chapters 1 and 3, the motivation for considering the inclusion
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of DAS data in FWI, is the possibility of such data supplying information from ray-paths
which are not commonly available to support inversion. In this chapter, the L2 objective
function introduced in chapter 2 is considered. In formulations of this type, if the observed
and modeled data are out of phase by more than one half cycle then the model will erroneously update to match adjacent cycles of the observed and modeled data, a situation
known as cycle skipping (Virieux and Operto, 2009). Common mitigation strategies tend to
involve expanding the convexity of the objective function over some region (Van Leeuwen
and Mulder, 2010; Luo and Sava, 2011; Warner and Guasch, 2016; Métivier et al., 2018).
However, the best remedy for cycle-skipping is to acquire data which themselves contain
long-wavelength information about the model. Low frequency information can be stably
incorporated through, e.g., multiscale approaches (Bunks et al., 1995). However, geophones
used on land typically have a natural corner frequency of near 10 Hz, and Brossier et al.
(2009) shows that with land seismic data over a complex target, frequencies of 1.7 Hz are required to mitigate cycle skipping; these frequencies cannot always be assumed to be present.
When they are not, long-wavelength model information can alternatively be supplied with
transmission data, which DAS provides greater access.
Distributed acoustic sensing is a rapidly growing technology for seismic acquisition, with
applications both in academic and industrial geophysics. Since its inception, DAS has experienced rapid growth and is now applied in microseismic monitoring (Karam et al., 2013;
Karrenbach et al., 2018), vertical seismic profiling for reservoir monitoring (Mestayer et al.,
2012; Daley et al., 2013; Mateeva et al., 2014; Hall et al., 2019), near-surface monitoring (Dou
et al., 2017), and time-lapse monitoring (Dou et al., 2016). As discussed previously in this
thesis, DAS technology provides a low-cost and noninvasive alternative to standard sensors,
which can be readily deployed in borehole environments not easily accessible by geophones.
These configurations in principle enable dense sampling of transmitted ray paths, a useful
data mode for FWI as discussed throughout this thesis. Additionally, DAS is sensitive to
lower seismic frequencies than standard sensors, with some studies showing useful signal in
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the millihertz range (Jin and Roy, 2017; Becker et al., 2018; Becker and Coleman, 2019).
Both of these features of DAS make it a potential enabler for multi-parameter elastic FWI.
However, DAS data introduces several challenges. DAS sensors are sensitive only to
wavefield strain along the tangential, or axial, direction of the fiber core (Kuvshinov, 2015),
and as such it is inherently a single component recording system. This exposes DAS systems
to the issue of broadside insensitivity to strain (Kuvshinov, 2015). Directional sensitivity can
be enhanced by varying the fiber geometry, through for instance the introduction of a helical
wind, so that it samples more tangent directions. This is complicated by the gauge length,
an averaging of the strain over several meters (e.g., Dou et al., 2017), meaning that shaped
fibers do not supply point measurements of strain in a given tangential direction, but rather
an average across all tangential directions contained within the gauge length. Simulating
DAS data as shown in the developments of Chapter 3, requires both the projection of tensor
strain onto fiber tangent directions, and an appropriate averaging to represent the effect of
gauge length.
Three-component geophones and DAS systems can be viewed as supplying complementary datasets. DAS provides acquisition geometries and frequency content which geophones
cannot; whereas, geophones provide multi-component data with a relatively high signal to
noise ratio, both often missing from DAS. Taken together, the two provide a more complete dataset, which may have the potential to improve inversion outcomes. To realize this,
multi-parameter elastic FWI must be formulated to include both DAS and geophone data,
together or separately. Early work in applying FWI to DAS has been presented by Podgornova et al. (2017) and Egorov et al. (2018) with encouraging results. To date, applications
of FWI to DAS data have been restricted to straight fibers in vertical seismic profiling acquisitions (an example of which is examined in Chapter 5), and, therefore, have involved
only the z-component of strains in DAS simulations. To incorporate deviated or horizontal
wells, and the possibility of shaped fibers, and in particular to allow for a combination of
DAS and geophone data, a more complex book-keeping, i.e. tracking tensor strain and local
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fiber tangent directions, is needed. The methodologies for such a procedure was developed
in Chapter 3, the goal in this chapter is use those findings to develop a flexible means of
computing the FWI gradient for DAS data from an arbitrarily-shaped fiber, and explore the
use of these data, in isolation or in combination with geophone data, in multi-parameter
FWI model constructions.

Simulation of Distributed Acoustic Sensing data
Developing an inversion framework for DAS data requires a general procedure for the modeling of DAS signals. This was extensively outlined in Chapter 3. Here, the main components
required to support FWI are reviewed and expanded on. For this, a geometric model that
contains the position vector for the fiber axis, arc-length along the fiber, and the fiber tangent direction for each point on the fiber is required. This involves transforming from a
field coordinate system to a spatially-variable system of fiber coordinates based on the tangent (t̂), normal (n̂), and binormal (b̂) unit vectors of the fiber using equation (3.18). The
seismic DAS measurement is related to the projection of the strain tensor onto the tangent
direction (t̂) of the optical fiber at each point along its arc-length. A full simulator allowing
the response of a fiber of arbitrary shape embedded in a general 3D elastic medium to be
computed has been developed and analyzed in Chapter 3. Here, so that the geometric model
can be coupled to an existing FWI code in a maximally simple way, wave propagation is formulated within a 2D frequency domain isotropic-elastic wave equation solver, which involves
variations in depth and in an inline horizontal coordinate direction x, and then consider
a 3D fiber in a medium with no medium or wavefield variation in the crossline coordinate
direction y.
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4.2.1

Elastic wavefield simulation

Following Pratt (1990), the 2D displacement field is computed through solutions to the
coupled system of equations:
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where ux = ux (x, z, ω) and uz = uz (x, z, ω) are the frequency domain particle displacements
in the x and z directions, fx and fz are the horizontal and vertical source components,
ω is the angular frequency, λ = λ(x, z) and µ = µ(x, z) are the Lamé parameters, and
ρ = ρ(x, z) is the density. Solving equations 4.1a and 4.1b using the finite difference methods
of Pratt (1990) provides the frequency-domain wavefields for the horizontal and vertical
displacements. The associated strain field,


1 ∂ui ∂uj
+
, (i, j) ranging over (x, y, z),
ij =
2 ∂xj
∂xi

(4.2)

can be computed from displacements via a finite-difference approximation, but it is observed
that by solving equations 4.1a and 4.1b with finite differences all three of the relevant inline/depth strain components xx , xz , and zz , have already been computed.
In practice, the strain fields in equation 4.2 are solved on a grid which is staggered relative to that of the displacements (Figure 4.1). The gray circles are at grid points on the
displacement grid and contain values of the horizontal and vertical components of displacement, obtained through solutions to equations 4.1a and 4.1b. Let ux (xn , zn ) and uz (xn , zn )
be the values of the x and z displacements in the northwest cell of Figure 4.1. From equation
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Figure 4.1: Grid used for wavefield propagation and strain field computation. The grey
circles represent grid points at which values of the displacement field are computed. The
black square indicates the position of the receiver location used for strain field computation.
4.2 the strain values on the spatially staggered grid are approximated by
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(4.3c)

4.3 Sensitivity of helical DAS fibers to elastic waves
In Chapter 3, a modeling strategy was outlined for simulating data acquired using DAS
fibers of arbitrary shape. The main components of this strategy were a simulator for elastic
wave propagation and a geometric model of the fiber that incorporated among other things
the fiber tangent and gauge length. The previous section outline the method that will be
used for the former, and this section will cover a special class of fiber that possesses special
properties for the latter. The datum for a DAS fiber which considers the fiber geometry and
gauge length was presented in Chapter 3. Here, they are reproduced in slightly altered form
that will make the subsequent discussion more intuitive.
Consider a DAS fiber that returns a single strain datum from the arc-length s from strains
measured over a gauge length GL . The datum for this fiber is,

d(s) = xx Āxx + yy Āyy + zz Āzz + xy Āxy + xz Āxz + yz Āyz

(4.4)

where,
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are the gauge length averaged, fiber dependent, sensitivities to normal strain components
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t̂y (s0 )t̂z (s0 )ds0

are the gauge length averaged, fiber dependent sensitivities to shear strain components, and
t̂x (s0 ), t̂y (s0 ), t̂z (s0 ) are the components of the unit tangent at arc-length s. The sensitivities
in equations (4.5) and (4.6) are influenced by the fibers gauge length, and geometry. The
interplay between these fiber properties is the main control on the datum that is supplied
at a given arc-length and greatly influence the seismic data that can be recorded to support
FWI. In this chapter I examine how the fiber geometry and its relation to gauge length
effect parameter resolution in FWI. The first portion of this chapter focuses on how the fiber
geometry affects parameter resolution given a constant gauge, and the second how the gauge
length affects parameter resolution given a constant geometry.
In this chapter, most of the analysis considers a special class of shaped fiber, known as
helical fibers which have special influence on the sensitivities and allow for analytical insights
into the influence of fiber shape on sensitivity. DAS fibers with straight or helical winds have
directionality responses which produce complex multi-parameter FWI sensitivities. This
means the details of DAS fiber geometries, in isolation and relative to the DAS gauge length,
will be central to questions of parameter resolution and cross-talk in the determination of
models of subsurface properties. In this section I explore some relevant directionality features
of helical-wound fibers, to be referred to in forthcoming sections.
4.3.1

DAS sensitivity for a helical fiber oriented inline

Consider a helical fiber whose core lies along the x-axis in a (x, y, z) field coordinate system,
with radius r and with a turning rate fixed by the parameter υ. A vector s pointing from
the origin to any point s along the length of the fiber can be expressed as




x


s=
 r cos x/υ

r sin x/υ
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,



(4.7)

with x = Λs and Λ = (1 + r2 /υ 2 )

1/2

. A single period (from x = 0 to x = 2πv) of such a

fiber, chosen with r = 1 and shifted so that at x = 0 it touches y = 0, z = 1, is illustrated
in Figure 4.2, where the period of the fiber is the distance advanced by the fiber in one
complete wind.

Figure 4.2: One period of a helix (radius r=1) oriented with its core along the x axis: (a)
y-z plane view; (b) x-z plane view.
The tangent vector t̂ = ds/ds to this fiber and its associated normal and binormal unit
vectors are, using the definitions of these vectors in Chapter 3 are,
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(4.8)

Substituting the geometry embodied in equation 4.8 into equation 4.4 we obtain for the
normal strain in the tangent direction at any point s (or x):

tt =Axx xx + Ayy yy + Azz zz + Axy xy + Axz xz + Ayz yz ,
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(4.9)

within which
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(4.11)

where A0 = 2Λ2 (r/υ), represent the contributions of the shear strains. Having parameterized
these in terms of x, the coordinate axis aligned with the core of the helical fiber, these can
now be integrated to simulate the effect of gauge length by integrating over multiples of
the interval x = (0, 2πυ). Assuming that for any fiber the gauge length either (1) contains
an integer number of periods of the fiber wind, or (2) is sufficiently long that residual fiber
outside of some integer set of periods contributes negligibly, and also assuming that the strain
field is approximately constant within this interval, we obtain for a gauge length consisting
of N helix periods a datum d where
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0

From equation 4.11 it is apparent that the three integrals representing contributions from
the shear strains vanish. Evaluating the three contributing terms,

d = 2πυN Λ

2




1  r 2
(yy + zz ) .
xx +
2 υ

(4.13)

Because no restrictions have been placed on r or υ, which together fully characterize the helix
shape, the helical-wound DAS fiber type introduced here appears to be generally insensitive
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to shear strains. Furthermore, in the presence of a helical fiber for which r/υ =

√

2, evidently

d = 2πυN Λ2 (xx + yy + zz ) = 2πυN Λ2 (∇ · u),

(4.14)

meaning that only dilatational motion will be sensed. Parameterizing in terms of the lead
angle, tan Ω = υ/r, the condition on r/υ becomes
1
tan Ω = √ .
2

(4.15)

Helical-wound DAS fibers with this lead angle, approximately 35.3◦ , assuming large gauge
lengths relative to helix period, will be insensitive to S-waves.
4.3.2

A class of DAS fibers insensitive to shear strain and S-waves

The above results generalize to arbitrarily-directed helical DAS fiber geometries (i.e., with
“core” not aligned with a specific coordinate axis), and arbitrary, or chirped, wind rates.
Consider again a point s along a shaped DAS fiber, at which t̂(s) is the tangent. Let ĉ(s) be
the tangent to the helix core, and let p̂(s) be an arbitrary unit vector in the plane normal
to ĉ(s). The contribution of the shear-strain component cp to the DAS response is



P (s) = 2cp t̂(s) · ĉ(s) t̂(s) · p̂(s) ,

(4.16)

which when integrated over N helix periods of length GL to approximate the response with
gauge length gives the contribution
Z
dcp = 2N cp

GL





t̂(s) · ĉ(s) t̂(s) · p̂(s) ds,

(4.17)

0

where it has again been assumed that the strain is approximately constant over the gauge
length.
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Suppose the chosen fiber geometry is symmetric in the the sense that:
1. Each segment (0, GL ) itself contains a single period of fiber wind, such that
i p̂(0) = p̂(GL ).
2. These segments consist of k points of fiber and for each point on this segment, Lk ,
there exists another point at a distance δk along the fiber such that:
i p̂(Lk ) = −p̂(Lk + δk )
ii ĉ(Lk ) = ĉ(Lk + δk )
as shown in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Example of a section of symmetric fiber, showing change in sign of t̂(s) · p̂(s)
and preservation of the sign of t̂(s) · ĉ(s) from Lk to Lk + δk . The thin line represents a
section of symmetric fiber, the dashed lines the tangent to the fiber, and the thick lines the
components of the tangent t̂(s) · ĉ, t̂(s) · p̂1 , and t̂(s) · p̂2 .
This definition of symmetry states that for every point on the fiber, Lk , there exists a
point, Lk + δk within the interval (0,GL ), such that the projection of the tangent to the
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helix core (ĉ) onto the fiber tangent is preserved, and the projection of the normal to the
helix core (p̂) onto the fiber tangent is negative. Using this definition of symmetry, the
integral in equation 4.17 vanishes, suggesting fibers of this type are insensitive to shearstrain components dcp .
Any periodic fiber that is symmetric according to this definition can be characterized by
a helical fiber with a lead angle appropriately selected to produce a fiber with the correct
relative sensitivity to cc and pp , expressed through the ratio Acc : App . This chapter
compares the parameter estimations from helical DAS fibers of varying lead angles, and
therefore varying sensitivity ratios, and a straight DAS fiber in horizontal wells. In 2D
varying the lead angle, Ω, has an affect on the ratio of the sensitivity of the fiber to the
normal strain components xx and zz . The ratio of these sensitivities (Axx and Azz ), given
by equation 4.5, is
R GL /2
(t̂(s0 ) · x̂)2 ds0
Axx
−GL /2
.
= R G /2
L
Azz
(t̂(s0 ) · ẑ)2 ds0

(4.18)

−GL /2

For a helical fiber with lead angle Ω whose central axis is in the x-direction, the expression
in equation 4.18 becomes,
R GL /2

(t̂(s0 ) · x̂)2 ds0
−GL /2
R GL /2
(t̂(s0 ) · ẑ)2 ds0
−GL /2

=

sin2 Ω
= 2 tan2 Ω
cos2 Ω hcos2 θi

(4.19)

where hcos2 θi = 1/2 is the expectation of the z-component of the tangent direction as the
helix winds about the central axis. Returning to the example of a fiber with a lead angle
√
of approximately 35.3◦ , such that tan Ω = 1/ 2, results in the ratio of equation 4.19 being
equal to one. For this special case, equation 4.4 reduces to,

tt = xx + zz = ∇ · u

(4.20)

further expressing that the special case of a symmetric fiber balanced in its sensitivity to
xx and zz coupled with a gauge length much longer than the periodicity of the fiber wind
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is shear wave blind. A section of a fiber of this type is shown in Figure 4.4a, with its
corresponding sensitivity to xx , xz , and zz shown by the solid black line and the gauge
length averaged sensitivity by the black dashed line in Figure 4.4c and 4.4d. Fibers that are

Figure 4.4: Effect of gauge length on the sensitivites from a 35.3 degree helical fiber. (a)
Section of 1:1 helical fiber and the sensitivity of this section of fiber to (b) xx , (c) xz , and
(d) zz . The solid lines indicate the pointwise sensitivity and the dashed lines the gauge
length averaged sensitivity.
wave mode discriminatory are of great interest and an important result of this chapter will
be to explore how this shear blindness and shear strain insensitivity affects FWI parameter
estimates.
4.3.3

Five benchmark DAS fiber geometries

In addition to the 1:1 (Ω = 35.3◦ ) fiber, three additional symmetric fiber geometries are
considered, a straight fiber (Ω = 90◦ ), a 4:1 fiber (Ω = 54.7◦ ), and a 1:4 fiber (Ω = 19.5◦ ),
where the ratios indicate the relative sensitivity of a fiber in xx : zz , and smaller values of Ω
are indicative of tighter winds. A fifth fiber that violates the above definition of symmetry
is also trialed to understand the role that shear strain components play in FWI. The five
benchmark geometries considered in this paper are represented in Figure 4.5. Of interest is
how the choice of geometry which affects the wavefield sensitivity influences the successful
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estimation of elastic subsurface parameters.

Figure 4.5: Five benchmark fiber geometries used in this study. (a) Straight fiber, (b) 54.7◦
(4:1) helical fiber, (c) 35.3◦ (1:1) helical fiber, (d) 19.5◦ (1:4) helical fiber, (e) asymmetric
(2:1:2) helical fiber.
It has been shown that every fiber meeting the definition of symmetry presented here is
insensitive to shear-strain (xz ) components, restricting the data they can record. Realistic
fiber geometries can be constructed that violate this definition of symmetry allowing for
non-negligible sensitivity to shear strain components. The hybrid helical fiber shown in
Figure 4.5e is an example of a plausible asymmetric fiber. This fiber consists of segments of
four and a half winds of a 19.3◦ helical fiber connected by a half wind of 59.5◦ helical fiber.
This geometry is specifically designed to violate the definition of symmetry presented here
and produces a fiber that has a 2:1:2 sensitivity ratio of xx : xz : zz as shown in Figure
4.6b-4.6d. Fibers of this type have a relatively large sensitivity to shear strain components.
Of interest is how sensitivity to this extra wavefield component affects parameter estimates
in FWI.
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Figure 4.6: Effect of fiber asymmetry on the relative strain sensitivities. (a) Section of 2:1:2
hybrid fiber and the sensitivity of this section of fiber to (b) xx , (c) xz , and (d) zz . The
solid lines indicate the pointwise sensitivity and the dashed lines the gauge length averaged
sensitivity. Of note is the nonzero sensitivity to the shear strain component xz .
4.3.4

Helical fiber obliquity

Distributed acoustic sensing fibers, as discussed so far are inherently single component sensors, that record seismic strain along a tangent explored by the fiber. For this reason, DAS
fibers are discussed as having an obliquity factor, meaning that they have a theoretical
response that is a function of the angle between the wavefield propagation and the fiber
tangent. Kuvshinov (2015) showed that a straight DAS fiber has an obliquity to P-waves
and S-waves of,
Ptt ∝ cos2 (θ)

(4.21)

Stt ∝ sin(2θ)

(4.22)

where θ is the angle between the wave slowness vector and the fiber tangent.
Consider P-Sv wave propagation in a 2D medium where the displacement is described
by the harmonic wave
u = Aeiω(s·x−t) d
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(4.23)

where s and d are the slowness and polarization vectors which for P-wave motion are,

sP =

1
(sin θ, 0, cos θ)
vp

dP = (sin θ, 0, cos θ)

(4.24)

dS = (cos θ, 0, − sin θ)

(4.25)

and for S-wave motion are,

sS =

1
(sin θ, 0, cos θ)
vs

Now consider a helical fiber with a wind angle Ω, and with its core aligned in the z-direction.
Assume its gauge length (GL ) is much longer than the distance advanced by the fiber in one
wind such that is insensitive to shear strains. This fiber has a response,
1
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Z
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2

2
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Assuming that the strain field is constant over the gauge length, this expression reduces to,


1 1
2
2
xx cos Ω + zz sin Ω
tt =
GL 2

(4.27)

where the definition of the inner product has been used, and the 1/2 coefficient comes
from the expectation of the tangent in the x-direction as the fiber winds. To determine
the obliquity for this fiber expressions for the strain are required. To determine the strain
expressions, the derivatives of equation (4.23) are required.

xx =

∂ux
iωA iω(s·x−t)
=
e
s x dx
∂x
v

(4.28)
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Using the slowness and polarization vectors for P-wave motion,

Pxx ∝ sin2 (θ)

Pzz ∝ cos2 (θ)

(4.30)

Szz ∝ − sin(2θ)

(4.31)

and for S-wave motion,
Sxx ∝ sin(2θ)

Using these in equation (4.27) gives the angle dependent sensitivity of a helical fiber with
wind angle Ω to a wave propagating at angle θ relative to the fiber core. For a P-wave, this
obliquity factor of the helical fiber is,

Ptt



1 1 2
2
2
2
=
sin (θ) cos (Ω) + cos (θ) sin (Ω)
GL 2

(4.32)



sin(2θ) 1
2
2
cos (Ω) − sin (Ω) .
=
GL
2

(4.33)

and for S-wave motion,

Stt

Figures 4.7a and 4.7b plot the obliquity expressions in equations (4.32) and (4.33) for
the straight fiber and three benchmark helical fibers with wind angles of 90◦ , 54.7◦ , 35.3◦ ,
and 19.5◦ for propagation angles of 0◦ (parallel to the fiber) to 90◦ (perpendicular to the
fiber). As expected, the fiber that is equally sensitive to xx and zz has constant sensitivity
to P-wave motion given by the dilation, and no sensitivity to S-wave motion. Interestingly,
fibers that are more sensitive in the z-direction will sense an opposite polarity to the same
wavefield, compared to fibers more sensitive in the x-direction. This makes intuitive sense.
For an S-wave propagating in positive z-direction in the x-z plane, the z-component of the
Polarization vector is negative, but the x-component is positive. Fibers with more sensitivity
to xx sense a stronger component of wave motion with a positive polarization vector, and
those with more sensitivity to zz sense a stronger component of wave motion with a negative
polarization vector, resulting in the sign change. The same will hold for upgoing waves.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Oblquity of a helical fiber to P-wave motion for 5 different wrapping angles.
(b) Oblquity of a helical fiber to S-wave motion for 5 different wrapping angles.

4.4 Scattering radiation patterns for DAS sensors
In seismic inversion, the sensitivity of data, i.e. measurements of displacement u, to model
parameters m, is characterized by examining derivatives of the form
∂u
u(m + δm) − u(m)
≈
,
∂m
δm

(4.34)

where δm is some appropriately designed model parameter perturbation. To examine the
sensitivity of the wavefield to changes in density (ρ), P-wave velocity (vp ), and S-wave velocity (vs ), consider a reference medium that is homogeneous in each parameter and a perturbed
medium containing a single point perturbation in one of the three parameters (Tarantola,
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1986). The difference between the reference and perturbed wavefields is the scattering radiation pattern.
Scattering radiation patterns allow parameter resolution issues to be approximately predicted, by exposing characteristic variations in seismic amplitudes emerging from various
parameter perturbations as a function of scattering angle. This allows for investigation into
if pairs of model parameter types are resolvable within given reflection or transmission angle
intervals, and thus if a certain acquisition geometry can be used to separately determine
some set of desired model parameters. Radiation patterns from different model parameters
should be minimally correlated; parameters with strongly correlated radiation patterns leak
into one another, exposing FWI to cross-talk. Radiation patterns are effective in diagnosing
or predicting cross-talk given desired parameter classes and acquisition geometries.
In Figure 4.8, example scattering radiation patterns involving displacement wavefields for
perturbations in ρ, vp , and vs are plotted. Figure 4.8a-4.8c contains plots of the z-component
of displacements radiating from ρ, vp and vs perturbations (perturbation locations are labeled
with a green dot); in Figure 4.8d-4.8f the x-components are plotted likewise. To interpret
the plots in Figure 4.8a-4.8c, one imagines a 1C, vertically-oriented geophone located at
each grid point and responding at a fixed time. Similarly, the scattering radiation patterns
for x-displacement can be interpreted by envisioning a planar distribution of 1C horizontal
geophones.
Likewise the angular dependence of scattered strain fields can be examined through
strain radiation patterns for ρ, vp , and vs by applying the spatial derivatives in equation
4.2 to displacement radiation patterns such as those in Figure 4.8. These associated strain
radiation patterns are plotted in Figure 4.9. In Figure 4.9a-4.9c the xx radiation patterns
are plotted for perturbations in ρ, vp , and vs . In Figures 4.9d-4.9f similar patterns for xz
components are plotted; in 4.9h-4.9i patterns for zz are plotted.
A novel contribution in this thesis is the construction of radiation patterns characteristic
of DAS sensing for various fiber geometries, thus producing a tool for appraisal and design of
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Figure 4.8: Displacement scattering radiation patterns for ρ, vp and vs . (a)-(c) show the
z-component scattering radiation patterns for perturbations in ρ, vp , and vs respectively.
(d)-(f) show the x-component scattering radiation patterns for perturbations in ρ, vp , and
vs respectively. The red star indicates the source location for wavefield modeling while the
green dot indicates the location of the model perturbation.
DAS geometries for FWI. This can be accomplished by combining strain component results
like those in Figure 4.9 with weights dictated by the fiber tangents, as developed in previous
chapters. Interpretation of the fiber strain radiation pattern is as follows. One visualizes
a representative interval of fiber, either straight or wound into the desired shape/geometry,
being generated, and then “zoomed-out” from, so that it can be thought of approximately
as a point-like sensing element. Identical copies of these elements are then distributed uniformly throughout the computational volume; in 2D, this distribution of shaped fiber sensing
elements forms a sheet. The scattering radiation pattern is a plot of the response of this
suite of small fiber elements at a fixed instant to a computed elastic wavefield.
In the 2D numerical examples examined in this chapter, using equation 4.4, DAS radiation
patterns can be calculated through a weighted sum of the xx , xz , and zz strain radiation
patterns, where the weights are decided by the fiber geometry. For example, the vp fiber
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Figure 4.9: Strain scattering radiation patterns for ρ, vp and vs . (a)-(c) show the xx component scattering radiation patterns for perturbations in ρ, vp , and vs respectively. (d)(f) show the xz -component scattering radiation patterns for perturbations in ρ, vp , and vs
respectively. (g)-(i) show the zz -component scattering radiation patterns for perturbations
in ρ, vp , and vs respectively. The red star indicates the source location for wavefield modeling
while the green dot indicates the location of the model perturbation.
strain radiation pattern for a fiber with equal sensitivity to xx and zz can be computed by
summing the radiation patterns in Figures 4.9b and 4.9h with equal weights. The fiber strain
radiation patterns for straight, 4:1, 1:1, and 1:4 and the hybrid 2:1:2 fibers in a horizontal
well are plotted in Figures 4.10a-4.10c, 4.10d-4.10f, 4.10g-4.10i, 4.10j-4.10l, and 4.10m-4.10o
respectively, where the ratios indicate the relative fiber sensitivity to xx , xz , and zz .
Figures 4.10g-4.10i contain the scattering radiation patterns for a fiber with equal sensitivity to xx and zz . In the previous section it was shown that this fiber geometry is only
sensitive to the dilatational component of the wavefield, and is therefore insensitive to shear
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Figure 4.10: Fiber sensitive portion of the strain scattering radiation patterns for ρ (column
1), vp (column 2) and vs (column 3), for a straight fiber (a)-(c), 4:1 fiber (d)-(f), 1:1 fiber
(g)-(i), 1:4 fiber (j)-(l), 2xx :1xz :2zz fiber (m)-(o). The red star indicates the source location
for wavefield modeling while the green dot indicates the location of the model perturbation.
waves. This is supported by the results in 4.10g-4.10i, as the plots lack shear modes for all
three variables. It is further observed that the vp and vs scattering patterns are correlated
over a large range of scattering angles, suggesting that strong vp -vs cross talk should be
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expected for data from this DAS geometry. In Figures 4.10a-4.10c, the radiation patterns
for a straight fiber are plotted; Figures 4.10d-4.10f contain the radiation patterns for a 4:1
fiber. Comparing these panels, it is observed that only a small amount of zz information
is added by imposing this “gentle” 4:1 wind (i.e., a relatively long helical period). Such a
fiber does not significantly alter the radiation pattern away from that of the straight fiber
case, except at near-normal reflection and transmission angles; it is therefore expected that
differences in parameter resolution between straight and 4:1 winds will be negligible.
The radiation patterns for the 1:4 fiber in Figure 4.10j-4.10l indicate that a “tightly”
wound fiber (i.e., with a short helical period) provides significantly different information
than the straight or 4:1 fibers, and altered parameter resolution behavior in inversions based
on DAS data of this type is predicted. First, it is observed that this fiber is more sensitive to
vertical components of strain in the case of P-wave scattering; when vertical ground motion
dominates this configuration should be optimal; although DAS acquisition is not commonly
used for reflection experiments, in those settings the 1:4 fiber is preferred. Figure 4.10k
and 4.10l also exhibit very different patterns of P-wave and S-wave scattering in vp and vs
relative to other fibers. Fibers of this type should therefore be expected to be more immune
to cross talk between vp and vs than the other benchmark geometries. All of the benchmark
fibers lack sensitivity to density perturbations at transmission scattering angles indicating
that fibers deployed in horizontal wells will likely struggle to invert for density.
Fiber geometries with the helical symmetry discussed in the previous section lack sensitivity to xz when the gauge length is larger than the wind. Figure 4.9 indicates that xz
carries significant information about the wavefield; its exclusion may be detrimental. To examine the role of the shear component in inversions the asymmetric fiber geometry plotted
in Figure 4.5e, which has a sensitivity ratio of 2xx : xz : 2zz as shown in Figure 4.6b-4.6d is
also considered. The radiation patterns for a fiber of this type are plotted in Figure 4.10m4.10o. Because of the wind direction, the sign on the xz sensitivity is negative, producing an
asymmetry, and a preferred direction, in the radiation patterns. To negate this, two fibers
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wound in opposite directions can be used. DAS fibers of this type provide near-complete
sensitivity of both P and S-wave modes, as evidenced by the large amplitudes at nearly all
scattering angles for P-wave energy in Figure 4.10n and S-wave energy in Figure 4.10o. I
predict relatively robust parameter estimates from such fiber geometries, due in particular
to their inclusion of shear strain components.

4.5 Full waveform inversion of DAS and geophone data
Full waveform inversion of DAS data can be conveniently developed as an outgrowth of standard least-squares elastic FWI of multicomponent geophone data as developed in Chapter 2.
The objective function considered here is the L2 norm based objective function introduced
in Chapter 2,
1
φD = ||Ru − d||22 ,
2

(4.35)

where R is the receiver matrix, which, when inverting geophone data, is designed to sample
displacement or velocity components of the full elastic wavefield at a given set of receiver
positions, u is the modeled wavefield, determined by solving equations 4.1a and 4.1b, and
d is the observed data. As a brief review FWI is formulated as a constrained optimization
problem involving equation 4.35 (e.g. Métivier et al., 2013):
1
min ||Ru − d||22
m 2

subject to Su = f,

(4.36)

where S is the wave equation operator (e.g., Marfurt, 1984), m is a vector of the model
parameters, which in this case is selected to be squared slowness (1/vp2 , 1/vs2 ) and density
(ρ); and, f is the source function. This in turn leads to the definition of a Lagrangian
1
L(m, u, λ) = ||Ru − d||22 + S(m)u − f, κ ,
2
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(4.37)

where h·, ·i is an inner product over experimental variables, and κ is the adjoint variable.
The gradient of φD with respect to m, using the adjoint state method (e.g. Métivier et al.,
2013), is then obtained via
∂φ
=
g=
∂m




∂S
u, κ ,
∂m

(4.38)

where κ is determined by solving the adjoint problem

S† κ = R† (Ru − d).

(4.39)

The FWI update direction is then computed based on g. In Newton optimization methods

H∆m = −g,

(4.40)

is solved for the update ∆m. Generally, H, the Hessian matrix, is too large to directly
compute. Truncated Gauss-Newton method (TGN) optimization is used to approximate
∆m, within which H is iteratively computed using a L-BFGS algorithm (for a full description
of TGN methods, see, e.g., Nocedal and Wright, 2006).
4.5.1

Incorporation of DAS data within FWI

Full waveform inversion incorporating DAS data requires that the objective function be a
measure of the residual between modeled and observed fiber strain data. In the development
of FWI above, R, which ostensibly acts to sample the displacement wavefield, can be understood more generally as an operator which transforms the output of the numerical simulation
of the wavefield into quantities which are directly comparable to the observed data. If R
is extended such that some elements of Ru simulate fiber strain data, then equation 4.35
and the subsequent optimization formulas, are applicable to DAS as well as geophone data.
In this section, R is augmented such that some or all of its rows are built to simulate DAS
data, per the methods of the previous chapters. This involves:
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1. Computing the wavefield strain tensor (in the field coordinate system) at points in the
computational volume matching channel locations along the desired DAS cable, using
equations 4.3a-4.3c;
2. Averaging the fiber sensitivities over the gauge length using equations 4.5 and 4.6.
3. Computing the DAS response, d(s), using equation 4.4.
Each point on the receiver grid containing a section of fiber is assigned one fiber strain
datum. A 2D receiver matrix designed for DAS data is set up of the form
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where the vector on the right-hand side contains the x- and z-components of the displacement
field at each point in space at a fixed frequency, and the points on the left-hand side are
directly comparable to the DAS strain data at each of the NR channel locations. The
receiver matrix also appears in the gradient in equation 4.38. Thus, a formulation of R that
correctly extracts fiber strain data from the simulated wavefield, also provides the gradient of
a least-squares misfit function involving DAS data. The L-BFGS algorithm by which Hessian
information is approximated is, in turn, based on the gradient. Therefore, by incorporating
a properly defined R otherwise standard TGN-FWI is employed to invert DAS data. The
approach discussed here is then readily adaptable to many FWI algorithms already in general
use.
The receiver matrix is straightforwardly extendable to simultaneously incorporate both
geophone and fiber data. In this case some rows of R are designed to sample the displacement
wavefield components at geophone positions, while the others compute DAS data at channel
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positions along the fiber. Formulations of this kind are particularly useful in designing and
appraising acquisitions with complementary DAS and geophone geometries. Schematically
we have
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R
N
tt

In the simulations presented here, and commonly in field data, the amplitudes of geophone
and DAS data differ by orders of magnitude. As a result of this the geophone residuals
are also orders of magnitude larger than the DAS residuals, and therefore have a stronger
influence on the objective function and gradient. To balance the contribution of each dataset
in the residual, I propose normalizing the geophone residuals by the L2 norm of the observed
geophone data and the DAS residuals by the L2 norm of the observed DAS data. In practice
one geophone norm and one DAS norm are computed for each source at each frequency.
To incorporate this a square-diagonal weighting matrix W is introduced into the objective
function whose purpose is to normalize the residuals by the appropriate L2 data norm. The
normalized objective function is given by,
1
φ = ||W(Ru − d)||22 ,
2
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(4.43)

4.6 Numerical examples
4.6.1

Inversion of DAS data from shaped fibers: simple model

To analyze the role fiber geometry plays in the accuracy and robustness of parameter estimates obtained through FWI, data are inverted from the five benchmark fiber geometries,
and the recovery of a simple elastic model is examined. The true models, plotted in Figure
4.11a-4.11c, contain spatially-separated anomalies in density (ρ), P-wave velocity (vp ), and
S-wave velocity (vs ). This design helps to diagnose and evaluate parameter resolution issues,
such as exposure to inter-parameter cross talk (Pan et al., 2016; Keating and Innanen, 2019,
2020). Starting models are constant and equal to the background values (ρ = 1400 kg/m3 ,
vp = 3000 m/s, and vs = 1800 m/s).
The data are generated with 33 explosive sources, spaced 30 m apart at a depth of 30
m. They are recorded by a simulated DAS fiber deployed within a horizontal well at 750
m depth, with a channel spacing of 10 m. Each channel containing the fiber sensitivities
averaged over a gauge length of 10 m centered on the cell containing the channel. Data are
generated for six sensor types: geophones, a straight fiber, 4:1 fiber, 1:1 fiber, 1:4 fiber, and
a 2:1:2 fiber. The FWI is carried out with a multiscale truncated Gauss-Newton (TGN)
optimization, with one TGN iteration per frequency band. At each iteration, ten frequency
bands are employed, with the minimum frequency in each band set to 1 Hz, and the maximum
frequency increasing by 2 Hz for each band, growing from 2-20 Hz during the inversion. The
Hessian used in the TGN iteration is approximated with 20 L-BFGS iterations.
In Figure 4.11 inverted models generated from geophone data 4.11d-4.11f, straight fiber
data 4.11g-4.11i, 4:1 fiber data 4.11j-4.11l, 1:1 fiber data 4.11m-4.11o, 1:4 fiber 4.11p-4.11r
data, and 2:1:2 fiber 4.11s-4.11u data are plotted.
Broadly, inversion results from all of the DAS fiber geometries, with the exception of the
1:1 fiber (Figure 4.11m-4.11o), are comparable to that obtained from geophone data. In the
1:1 case, in which data from a fiber equally sensitive to xx and zz were used, a distinctly
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Figure 4.11: Inversion results from a toy model, for density (column 1), P-wave velocity
(column 2), and S-wave velocity (column 3). The true models (a)-(c), inversion result for
data from geophones (d)-(f), inversion result for data from a straight DAS fiber (g)-(i), 4:1
fiber (j)-(l), 1:1 fiber (m)-(o), 1:4 fiber (p)-(r), and a 2:1:2 fiber (s)-(u).
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lower level of accuracy than any of the other sensor types is apparent, especially in the Swave velocity recovery. I ascribe this to the S-wave insensitivity of the 1:1 fiber, as developed
in the DAS sensitivity section above. These fibers being sensitive only to the dilatational
component of the wavefield, means the only manner in which an inverse scheme acquires
information relevant to the S-wave velocity is from elastic amplitude-variation-with-offset
(AVO) type variations. This has a detrimental effect on shear parameter estimations using
these fibers.
Amongst themselves, the other fiber geometries (i.e., with the exception of the 1:1 fiber)
exhibit little variation in accuracy, in spite of the variations suggested by the radiation
patterns. I interpret this as being a figment of the simulated experiments, wherein even
very small variations in the clean data can be used to update the model parameters. I
conclude that some simulated data error is needed to make meaningful distinctions between
fiber geometries. The same inversions were repeated with additive random noise included,
giving the input data a signal-to-noise ratio of 4. Results for these inversions are plotted in
Figure 4.12. With the inclusion of data error, variability in inversion accuracy is now evident
amongst the fiber geometries. The noise strongly degrades the density model recovery for
all but the straight fiber. This is reflected in the radiation patterns in Figure 4.10, wherein
weak scattering of the wavefield caused by density variations at opening angles near 180◦
is evident. P-wave and S-wave velocity variations are also affected by the presence of data
error, with a degradation in accuracy occurring with a decrease in fiber period (i.e., with the
wind becoming “tighter”). Rows 3 (Figure 4.12g-4.12i) to 7 (Figure 4.12s-4.12u) of Figure
4.12 are the density, P- and S-wave velocity models respectively produced from DAS data
with fiber winds of 90◦ , 54.7◦ , 35.3◦ , 19.5◦ , and a mix of 19.3◦ and 59.5◦ for the hybrid fiber.
In these examples, fibers with greater sensitivity to elastic strain oriented in the xdirection (xx ) are more robust in the presence of noise. Examination of the time domain
wavefields and shot records for the five fiber geometries, shown in Figure 4.5, helps to explain
this result. Snapshots of the strain wavefields, 0.49s after the excitation of the source at
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Figure 4.12: Inversion results from a toy model using noisy data with a SNR of 4, for density
(column 1), P-wave velocity (column 2), and S-wave velocity (column 3). The true models
(a)-(c), inversion result for data from geophones (d)-(f), inversion result for data from a
straight DAS fiber (g)-(i), 4:1 fiber (j)-(l), 1:1 fiber (m)-(o), 1:4 fiber (p)-(r), and a 2:1:2
fiber (s)-(u).
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position xs = 500 m, zs = 30 m, are plotted in Figure 4.13 for xx in 4.13a, xz in 4.13b,
and zz in 4.13c. Comparing these snapshots, it is seen that for this model and acquisition
geometry the scattered wavefield primarily induces xx strain. This suggests that much of the
information about the anomalies is carried by the xx component of the strain field. In Figure
4.14 the resulting shot records for the five fiber geometries of Figure 4.5 are plotted, with
the shot record for the straight fiber in 4.14a, 4:1 fiber 4.14b, 1:1 fiber 4.14c, 1:4 fiber 4.14d,
and the hybrid fiber in 4.14e. The shot records for fibers that are more sensitive to xx such
as those in Figure 4.14a and 4.14b contain higher amplitude information about the scattered
wavefield. It is clear from the inversion results obtained from noisy data in Figure 4.12 that
this higher amplitude information from the scattered wavefield is crucial for robust inversions
in the presence of noise. For this model, fibers that are more sensitive in the x-direction are
more desirable due to their improved recovery of the scattered wavefield. However, it should
be emphasized that such conclusions are model and experiment dependent.

Figure 4.13: Snapshots of the time domain strain wavefields, 0.49s after the excitation of the
source at position xs = 500 m, zs = 30 m. (a) xx , (b) xz , and (c) zz strain fields. The red
star indicates the source position and the black line the fiber position.

4.6.2

Simultaneous inversion of DAS and geophone data: simple model

On the whole, results of the kind obtained above suggest optimism for FWI based on borehole
DAS is warranted, especially in light of the increased access to downhole geometries repre86

Figure 4.14: Shot records from the five benchmark fiber geometries used in this study. (a)
Shot records for the straight fiber, (b) 54.7◦ (4:1) helical fiber, (c) 35.3◦ (1:1) helical fiber,
(d) 19.5◦ (1:4) helical fiber, (e) asymmetric (2:1:2) helical fiber.
sented by this technology. On the other hand, geophones are simpler and more cost-effective
for conventional surface surveys. In fact, the two sensor types offer complementary features.
3C geophones directly measure multiple elastic wavefield components, and do so with a relatively high signal to noise ratio, but are limited in the low-frequencies they can sense and
where they can be cost-effectively deployed; DAS senses low-frequencies effectively and can
occupy boreholes without disturbing production processes, but have a generally lower SNR
and are fundamentally single-component (with the exception of some early studies, e.g.,
Innanen et al., 2019). Their radiation patterns as examined previously suggest that both
the different sensitivities and the potential presence of both reflected and transmitted raypaths will bolster inversions. This possibility can be explored within the current DAS-FWI
simulation environment.
The same inversion scheme used to generate the results in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 is
used to simultaneously invert geophone and DAS data. In Figures 4.15a-4.15c the result from
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inverting data from geophones distributed at 10 m intervals along the top of the simulated
model are plotted. Noise-free data from the 4:1 fiber are then used in a repeated inversion;
the results are plotted in Figure 4.15d-4.15f. Figure 4.15g-4.15i contain plots of the results
of inverting both datasets simultaneously.

Figure 4.15: Inversion results for ρ (column 1), vp (column 2), and vs (column 3) for reflection geophone data (a)-(c), strain data from a 4:1 helical fiber in a horizontal well (d)-(f),
simultaneous inversion of reflection geophone data and strain data from a 4:1 helical fiber in
horizontal well (g)-(i).
Inversion results based on geophone data alone produce a clear estimate of the density
anomaly, but strong cross-talk is observed, especially leakage from vp . This observation
aligns with insights gained from density radiation patterns, which predict that meaningful
density information is carried by reflected waves, but also exhibit strong correlation with
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P-wave velocity radiation patterns over a wide set of offsets. Furthermore, the geophone
data appear to accurately delineate the edges and spatial extent of the anomalies. However,
reflected modes typically struggle to construct the sustained, or long-wavelength, anomalous
model parameter values within the interior of the structures, and this is clearly visible in
Figures 4.15a-4.15c. The long-wavelength transmission data recorded by DAS provides rich
information about the magnitude of the anomalies but struggles to clearly delineate their
edges and spatial extent. It is observed that incorporation of both datasets simultaneously
within the FWI formulation does appear to leverage the complementary aspects of both,
improving the inversion result. Furthermore the inclusion of both datasets appears to limit
the amount of cross talk in the inversion.
4.6.3

Inversion of DAS data from shaped fibers: Marmousi2 model

The results above, involving estimation of the parameters of a simple model, are encouraging
for both DAS and DAS-geophone data. However, it is important to understand the extent to
which DAS can supply similar benefits in the presence of more complex, geologically plausible
models. In this section I examine a shallow section of the elastic Marmousi2 model. The
section contains three localized water-wet channels, a gas charged channel, and a thin oilbearing sand formation (Martin et al., 2006); all features found in typical plays. In Figure
4.16a the true density model is plotted, with Figure 4.16b highlighting the anomalies of
interest. In Figures 4.17a-4.17c the true ρ, vp , and vs models are plotted together.
Data were generated on a 10m by 10m finite-difference grid from 30 explosive sources
at 50 m spacing, starting 20 m from the left edge of the model, at a depth of 20 m. Two
datasets were created, one simulating the response of geophones co-located with the sources,
and the second from a 45◦ -wind (2:1) helical DAS fiber with a 10 meter gauge length,
which tracks the oil bearing sand as shown in Figure 4.16a, simulating a fiber deployed in
a horizontal well. The fiber wind here is chosen based on a similar analysis of shot records
as in the simple model above. These data were inverted with 11 TGN iterations, with the
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Figure 4.16: (a) Density model extracted from a portion of the Marmousi2 model, (b) sandy
anomalies of interest.
Hessian approximated at each iteration with 25 inner loop L-BFGS iterations. A total of ten
frequency bands consisting of five evenly spaced frequencies were used in the inversion, the
first band containing 10-11 Hz data. The high frequency end of the bandwidth increased by
1 Hz at each iteration; the 10th and 11th iterations involved the full 10-20 Hz band of data.
These were chosen to simulate the responses of geophones designed with a 10 Hz corner
frequency. In principle (Jin and Roy, 2017; Becker et al., 2018; Becker and Coleman, 2019)
DAS supplies lower frequency data than are currently recorded with geophones, provided
those frequencies are generated by the source. To incorporate this we require a frequencydependent form of R such that the DAS data are boosted relative to the geophone data at
low frequencies. This could be developed in future work. The starting models in ρ, vp , and
vs in Figure 4.17d-4.17f are linear gradients with depth of the form m(z) = m0 + bz. The
intercepts for each parameter ρ0 , vp0 , and vs0 are computed through the mean value of that
parameter in the uppermost layer. The gradients are chosen to match the overall slope of
the true models for each parameter and are 0.2 (kg/m3 )/m, 0.5 (m/s)/m, and 0.5 (m/s)/m
for density, P-wave velocity, and S-wave velocity respectively.
The inversion results for the geophone data are plotted in Figure 4.17g-4.17i, for DAS
data in 4.17j-4.17l, and for both datasets simultaneously in 4.17m-4.17o. Profiles extracted
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Figure 4.17: Inversion results from a portion of the Marmousi2 model for ρ (column 1), vp
(column 2), and vs (column 3). True (a)-(c) and starting (d)-(f) models from a portion of
the Marmousi2. Inversions considering surface geophone data (g)-(i), buried DAS fiber data
(j)-(l), and simultaneously considering surface geophone and buried DAS fiber data (m)-(o).
from these inversions, through important features at 260 m, 550 m, and 1100 m from the
left edge of the model are plotted in Figure 4.18. These profiles pass through one of the
upper water wet channels (260 m), the gas charged channel and oil bearing formation (550
m), and the lower water wet channel and oil bearing formation (1100 m). The profiles at
260 meters for ρ, vp , and vs are shown in Figure 4.18b-4.18d, at 550 m in 4.18e-4.18g, and
at 1100 m in 4.18h-4.18j. The black line is the true model for a given parameter, the blue
line the inversion using only geophone data, the red line the inversion using only DAS data,
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Figure 4.18: True density model with the locations of the extracted profiles shown by the
black dashed lines. Profiles extracted from figure 4.17 for ρ, vp , and vs for 260m (b)-(d),
550m (e)-(g), and 1100m (h)-(j) from the left edge of the model. The true model is shown
in black, the inversion of geophone data in blue, DAS data in red, and using both datasets
simultaneously in green.
and the green line the inversion using both datasets simultaneously.
The inversion results from the Marmousi2 model agree in essence with those of the simple
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model. Given surface geophone data in isolation, the estimation of density, vp and vs are
largely reasonable, though, because the anomalies are now spatially correlated, the degree
of cross talk is difficult to determine. The parameter estimates in the shallow portion of
the model capture the structure and parameter values of the true models, likely because of
the presence of diving wave illumination, but the accuracy decreases with depth. Reflection
data, absent significant low-frequency energy or offsets sufficiently long to provide diving
wave arrivals, primarily carry information about short wavelength changes in the model.
Especially in the deeper regions, while the major interfaces are resolved, the long wavelength
trends are poorly resolved. A consequence of this is an over-estimation of both the amplitude
and spatial extent of the gas charged channel, which could lead to interpretation errors.
The DAS data results alone are markedly different. The transmission data supplied
by buried DAS fiber are rich in long-wavelength information, but poor in short-wavelength
information. As with the simple model, inverting for density is challenging in this case.
The result is comparable to the geophone-only inversion in some areas, but has important
errors, visible in Figures 4.18b, 4.18e, and 4.18h. This has been largely predicted by the
radiation pattern analysis, by which density information was seen to be missing or weak for
transmission ray-paths. The inversion for vp and vs models from the borehole DAS data
are informative about the long wavelength character of the model, with overall trends in
the inverted models closely matching those of the true models. However, the updates lack
short-wavelength information, and the finer model structure is not well-resolved.
As in the case of the simple geological model, geophone data and DAS data in combination, which on their face provide complementary information about the model, do appear to
be able to combine to provide significant improvements to the inverted models. In Figure
4.18 improved parameter estimates are evident, with balanced long- and short-wavelength
information, clearly generating models which more closely match the true models relative to
the results from either dataset individually. It is observed that these data lead to improved
estimates of the spatial extent of the oil-bearing zones in the lower formations. The spa-
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tial extent of the gas-charged channel, and its magnitude, are also improved, especially in
the case of vs . The relative least squared error for the model obtained using the combined
acquisition is 28% lower than the DAS only inverted models, and 26% lower than the geophone only acquisition. Thus from the standpoint of the DAS-geophone FWI appraisal tool
developed here, a strong case for simultaneous use of DAS and geophone data in reservoir
parameter inversion emerges, which will be used in on a field VSP dataset in Chapter 5.
4.6.4

Influence of the gauge length on parameter updates in FWI

In all of the previous examples, the gauge length is much larger than the distance advanced
by the fiber in one spatial period. With current technology, this is common for most field
deployed fibers. For example, a thirty-degree helical fiber with a common 10 m gauge length,
wrapped around a mandrel with a diameter of 2.54 cm (1 inch), advances 9.21 cm in one
revolution of the helix. As shown in earlier sections, having a gauge length much longer
than the helix period results in averaging of the fiber sensitivity, and allows the fiber to be
fully characterized by its sensitivity to the six independent components of the strain tensor.
However, recent advances have suggested that very short gauge lengths of approximately 5
cm are on the horizon (Farhadiroushan et al., 2016). In cases like this, where the gauge
length falls below the distance advanced by the fiber, the sensitivity is still averaged over the
gauge length, but an opportunity arises to break the fiber into multiple sections each with
different sensitivities to the strain components in the spatial period of the fiber.
Consider one period of a helical fiber of this type as plotted in Figure 4.19a. In Figure
4.19b-d plot the sensitivity to xx , xz , and zz , where the green dashed lines mark the period
of interrogated fiber in Figure 4.19a. The black lines are the point-wise sensitivity that a
fiber with no gauge length would have. The blue and red lines mark the extent of fiber
interrogated for a fiber with a gauge length larger than the fibers spatial period (blue) and
a gauge length shorter than the fiber period (red). The blue and red dots are the gauge
length averaged sensitivity for the long and short gauge lengths respectively. As expected
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the fiber with the large gauge length has constant sensitivity to each strain component for
every point on the fiber due to this long period averaging of the fiber sensitivity. In contrast
the short gauge length fiber has a sensitivity that varies along the fiber, potentially providing
more information about the wavefield to support FWI. Encouragingly, the class of symmetric
fibers no longer have zero sensitivity to the shear strain (xz ) components. Figure 4.20a plots
a similar section of fiber as Figure 4.19. Three sections of fiber interrogated with a gauge
length smaller than the spatial period of the fiber are highlighted in red, blue, and purple
with the tangents explored by each section of the fiber shown by the arrow vectors. Figures
4.20b-d plot the sensitivity of this fiber to xx , xz , and zz with the same sections of fiber
as those in Figure 4.20a highlighted in red, blue, and purple. Each section of fiber explores
unique tangents, and therefore has unique sensitivity to the wavefield which allows each
section to provide independent information to support FWI. Of interest is how the varying
sensitivity, and the improved sensitivity to xz supports enhanced parameter estimation in
FWI.
I return to the toy model that was used when testing the effect of fiber shape on parameter
estimation in FWI. Four candidate helical fibers are selected with a lead angle of 19.5 degrees
and a mandrel of 11.25 cm, resulting in spatial advance of 25 cm per helical turn. The four
fibers are selected to have gauge lengths of 250 cm, 25 cm, 12.5 cm, and 3.125 cm representing
fibers having gauge lengths ranging from the current standard with gauge lengths much
longer than the spatial period of the fiber, to the potential future application of very short
gauge length fiber. Because the fibers can now supply different sampling of the wavefield at
various points on the fiber, six equally spaced sample points are selected along the period
of the fiber. In the long gauge length (250 cm) case, each sample point supplies the same
sensitivity, however, in the limit that GL → 0, the sensitivity at each sample point trends
towards the same sensitivity for a fiber with no gauge length. A geophone inversion will
also be tested to investigate how the fiber inversions compare to those obtained with true
orthogonal point sensors.
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Figure 4.19: (a) Section of helical fiber with one period of interrogated fiber highlighted
in green. Sensitivity of this fiber to the (b) xx , (c) xz , and (d) zz components of strain.
The black line represent the point-wise sensitvity, the red lines and red dots the short gauge
length and average sensitivity over that guage length respectively, and blue the same for the
long gauge length.
Data were generated using 33 explosive sources, spaced 30 meters apart at a depth of 30
meters. Datasets were recorded with the four candidate fibers, and geophones at a depth
of 750 meters in the model. These data were inverted over 10 frequency bands using a
multi-scale, truncated Gauss-Newton approach where the Hessian is approximated with 25
iterations of L-BFGS. The minimum frequency in the inversion is 1 Hz, with the maximum
frequency in each band growing by 2 Hz from 2-20 Hz. Figures 4.21a-4.21f plot the true
model, and the DAS inverted models for the 250 cm, 25 cm, 12.5, and 3.25 cm gauge lengths,
and the geophone inverted models respectively. Figures 4.21g-4.21l plot the same for P-wave
velocity, and Figures 4.21m-4.21r for the S-wave velocity. Figure 4.22a-4.22c plot the relative
least squared error (RLSE) per iteration for density, P-wave velocity, and S-wave velocity,
where the least squared error is a measure of the error in the inverted models relative to the
true model. These results highlight the importance of driving gauge lengths smaller, in order
to support FWI. Interestingly, the inverted models for the 250 cm and 25 cm gauge lengths
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Figure 4.20: (a) Section of helical fiber with three interrogated gauge lengths highlighted in
red, blue, and purple. The arrows mark the tangets explored by this fiber at various points
on the gauge length. Sensitivity of this fiber to the (b) xx , (c) xz , and (d) zz components
of strain. The red, blue, and purple lines mark the same sections of fiber as in (a), and the
dots indicate the sensitvity of this fiber averaged over the gauge length.
(both of which are larger than the fiber period) in Figures 4.21b-4.21c,4.21h-4.21i, and 4.21n4.21o are identical. For any fiber with a gauge length longer than the fiber period, the gauge
length averaged sensitivity is constant for any sample point along that fiber, meaning two
fibers with the same lead angle, but two different gauge lengths longer than the fiber period
have the same effective sensitivity to the wavefield. As the gauge length drops below the
spatial fiber period, the sensitivity of the fiber begins to vary at different sample points along
the fiber (see Figure 4.19). As the gauge length goes to zero the fiber sensitivity approaches
the sensitivity that distributed point strain sensors would achieve. Figures 4.21d-f plot the
inverted density models for the fiber with 12.5 cm gauge length, for the fiber with 3.125 cm,
and for the geophones, while Figures 4.21j-4.21l and Figures 4.21p-4.21r plot the same for Pwave velocity and S-wave velocity. There is a noticeable improvement in the inverted models,
especially for density and S-wave velocity as the gauge length drops below the spatial period
of the fiber. Figures 4.22a-4.22c which plot the RLSE for density, P-wave velocity, and S97

wave velocity show a step change in inverted model accuracy when the gauge length shrinks
below the spatial fiber period. As the gauge length continues to shrink, the inverted models
approach the accuracy of those supplied by the point sensor geophones. This suggests that
gauge lengths shorter than the distance advanced by the fiber in on period will be required
to fully leverage the benefit of shaping DAS fiber to support FWI.

Figure 4.21: (a)-(c) True models for density, P-wave velocity and S-wave velocity. Inverted
models for density, P-wave velocity and S-wave velocity for the (d)-(f) 250 cm gauge length
fiber, (g)-(i) 25 cm gauge length fiber, (j)-(l) 12.5 cm gauge length fiber, (m)-(o) 3.25 cm
gauge length fiber, and (p)-(r) geophones.

4.7 Discussion
This chapter develops techniques for the inversion of DAS fiber strain data, from arbitrarily
shaped fibers, which are becoming an increasingly important tool for seismic reservoir monitoring and characterization. This work is motivated by (1) a lack of quantitative feasibility
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Figure 4.22: Realtive least squared error per iteration for (a) density, (b) P-wave velocity,
and (c) S-wave velocity.
studies regarding FWI carried out with DAS data; (2) an interest in designing experimental
configurations which produce optimal FWI estimates of reservoir property maps; and (3)
quantifying the potential and/or limitations of existing acquisition geometries. DAS deployment is growing and is particularly prevalent in unconventional reservoirs. Methods of the
kind discussed here could have practical applicability in helping to characterize and monitor complex unconventional production. For instance, acquisitions involving horizontal DAS
fibers would naturally allow delineation of steam chambers during cyclic steam stimulation
and steam assisted gravity drainage, to give an example.
DAS technology enables an increase in our ability to acquire transmission-mode seismic
data in reservoir settings. The availability of transmission data, especially in combination
with reflection data, can have striking impact on the accuracy of seismic inversions. On
the other hand, DAS technology is still relatively young, and in comparison to geophone
data, DAS systems tend to produce weaker signals at far offsets; furthermore, in standard
deployments, they provide only one of the six independent components of strain. Given this,
in our approach it has been assumed that some combination of geophone and DAS data
is likely to be optimal. These results do, in fact, represent early evidence that reflection
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data from surface geophones and transmission data from buried fiber enhance parameter
estimations. To take advantage of this complementarity, of course, a formulation of FWI
which properly incorporates both data types is required. Setting this out has been one of
the main goals in this chapter. The findings developed here are used extensively in Chapter
5 to support FWI of field DAS data.
The results and conclusions in this chapter derive from specific numerical examples, and
as such are not fully general. However, they do provide what I consider to be broad insights.
A strong dependence of multi-parameter FWI accuracy, and robustness to data error, on
acquisition geometry, fiber geometry (e.g., helical period), and the use of geophones versus
DAS sensors has been presented. Currently, straight fibers are the most commonly used
geometry for field experiments, and FWI has been reported as being successfully applied on
such datasets (Podgornova et al., 2017; Egorov et al., 2018). Part of my motivation was to
prepare for DAS acquisitions which have shapes both on large and small scales; large scales
(above the gauge length) applying for instance in boreholes with changing directions, and
small scales (below the gauge length) applying for helical-winds or any other boutique shape.
As the shape of a DAS fiber changes, the portion of the wavefield it senses changes, and so
then does the resolving power of an FWI scheme. Using this approach inversion results
from multiple helical fibers were compared and it was determined that, even in simulated
environments with small amounts of data error imposed, shape parameters have a strong
impact on the recovery of multiple elastic properties. More importantly, this work provides
a tool for the appraisal of fiber geometries. Effort of this kind prior to the deployment of
seismic sensors including DAS could markedly improve decision making and reduce costs.
DAS fibers have the capacity to provide low-frequency information. It is anticipated that the
inclusion of these low frequencies, coupled with the downhole geometries DAS affords will
improve parameter estimations over those supplied only by surface geophone data, bringing
FWI closer to the reservoir.
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4.8 Conclusions
Distributed acoustic sensing has experienced a growing role in reservoir monitoring and seismic acquisition. DAS technology has the potential to be an enabler for subsurface parameter
estimation based on full waveform inversion methods. In this chapter a strategy is developed
for the inclusion of DAS data in otherwise conventional FWI algorithms, which is flexible in
its ability to invert data from arbitrarily shaped fibers, and simultaneously invert fiber and
geophone data. Also formulated are DAS scattering radiation patterns, which provide insight
into how sensitive a given fiber geometry is to changes in the wavefield induced by parameter
perturbations. With this FWI tool, the shape of DAS fibers was shown to have significant
impact on both the accuracy of parameter estimates, and robustness in the presence of noise.
This provides a tool for the appraisal of fiber shapes, allowing for more informed decisions
prior to deploying a fiber. Simultaneous inversion of DAS and geophone data provided the
more accurate parameter estimates, validating the idea that buried DAS fiber and surface
geophones provide complementary datasets that should be considered together. It was also
shown that as gauge lengths continue to shrink due to advancements in interrogator and
engineered fiber technology that the role of DAS data is expected to grow.
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Chapter 5
Elastic full waveform inversion of DAS field data from
the Containment and Monitoring Institute’s Field
Research Station, Brooks, Alberta
5.1 Summary
Carbon capture and storage has become a key research area for diverting carbon dioxide gas
away from the atmosphere by storing it in deep subsurface reservoirs. Seismic data are a
key technology for monitoring the injected carbon dioxide to ensure that it remains in the
target formation and does not migrate into regions where it may pose a risk. Distributed
acoustic sensing permits permanent installation of receivers in borehole geometries, allowing
for highly repeatable sampling of transmission wavefield modes which is crucial for seismic
monitoring surveys. To fully leverage the data supplied by DAS fibers, the inverse methods
developed in Chapter 4 must transfer to DAS data acquired in the field both in isolation and
in combination with accelerometer data. In 2018, the Consortium for Research in Elastic
Wave Exploration Seismology acquired a 3D walkaway-walkaround VSP survey into both
three-component accelerometers and DAS fiber. In this chapter both the accelerometer data
and DAS data are processed and then inverted using the FWI methods presented in Chapters
2 and 5. Due to computational considerations, the inversions will be 2D, and isotropicelastic wave physics will be assumed. A method for the source wavefield estimation and a
log-derived model parameterization are found to be crucial for convergence of the inverted
models in FWI. Inverting the accelerometer data and DAS data independently provides
robust parameter estimates of the subsurface P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and density
structure with a good fit between modeled and field data. However, inverting both datasets
together using a newly formulated objective function that provides a means of controlling
the relative emphasis on DAS and accelerometer data is shown to have a stabilizing effect
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on the inverted models when compared to using either dataset alone.

5.2 Introduction
Climate change is one of the most significant challenges that Earth faces in this century.
While global climate change is complex, and likely a result of a multitude of interconnected
factors, the consensus of the scientific community is that anthropogenic release of greenhouse
gases plays a major role (Rodhe, 1990; Oreskes, 2004; Cook et al., 2013; Kweku et al., 2017).
These gases, a byproduct of combustion, rise into the upper atmosphere where they linger,
trap heat from the Sun, and cause temperatures on Earth to rise. These rising temperatures
are projected to destabilize the climate of Earth, leading to more frequent and increasingly
severe weather patterns. To help mitigate the effects of climate change, many government
and scientific organizations have developed technologies for reducing anthropogenic release
of greenhouse.
A technology known as a carbon capture and storage (CCS) is one of the proposed
methods for reducing carbon dioxide (CO2 ) output. In CCS, carbon dioxide is captured
during large industrial processes before it can be released into the atmosphere. This captured
carbon dioxide is then transported, often by pipeline, to a well site where it is injected into a
geologic formation for long term storage. It is estimated that the combination of deep saline
aquifers, depleted oil and gas reserves, and coal beds have the capacity to store between
240 and 1410 billion tonnes of carbon (GtC) for upwards of 100,000 years (Grimston et al.,
2001). If stratigraphic traps and unconventional reservoirs are included, this estimate jumps
to 14,000 GtC. Significantly, many of the technologies and much of the knowledge required
for CO2 injection has been developed over the last few decades for enhanced oil recovery
(EOR). In EOR, a gas or liquid (often carbon dioxide) is injected into a formation to help oil
migrate out of pore spaces and towards the well bore. This technology has helped develop
the knowledge required for CO2 injection, but also has the potential to add an additional
20-65 GtC of storage with a retention period of a few decades (Grimston et al., 2001).
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What is less clear about the proposed CCS methodology is the required properties of
the reservoir for long term storage, and the viability of storing CO2 over long periods of
time. The biggest concern with CCS projects is the potential for both large-scale sudden
release of CO2 , and smaller scale constant leaks. The former is more likely to occur during
transportation and has the potential for serious comprises to the health of people in close
proximity to the leak. The latter is a concern during storage, and has the potential to
mitigate, or undo the benefit of storing carbon. There is also potential for slow leaks to
migrate to the near surface, accumulate, and be suddenly released. To mitigate this risk,
technologies have been proposed for monitoring the injected CO2 so that any potential leaks
can be detected early.
Seismic time-lapse monitoring is one of these proposed technologies. In seismic timelapse monitoring, a baseline seismic survey is collected prior to any CO2 injection, and then
repeat surveys, known as monitor surveys, are collected at regular intervals after injection
begins. Ideally, changes in the seismic data between the baseline and monitor surveys are a
result of the change of subsurface properties due to the presence of CO2 , assuming the same
acquisition geometry is used. Full waveform inversion (FWI) is an important technology
that can utilize the changes in seismic data to provide high resolution images of the plume
and aid in leak detection.
Carbon Management Canada, whose mandate is to develop technologies for the reduction
of large-scale industrial carbon emissions, hosts two institutes. One of these, the Containment and Monitoring Institute (CaMI) focuses on the development of technologies for injecting CO2 into geologic formations and monitoring plume migration using a suite of scientific
methods. To support this goal, CaMI has been developing their Field Research Station
(FRS) located in Newell County, Alberta; approximately 190 km southeast of Calgary (see
Figure 5.1). The goal of the FRS is the development of methods for monitoring the growth
of a CO2 plume maintained in the water filled Basal Belly River sandstone unit of Upper
Cretaceous age at a depth of 300 meters (Isaac and Lawton, 2016). Vertical seismic profiling
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(VSP) using densely sampled accelerometers, and DAS fiber, are two of the key technologies being appraised for this goal. In 2018, a large 3D walkaway-walkaround VSP baseline
survey was acquired into both sensor types. This chapter will focus on further developing
the methods of Chapter 4, for inverting this field dataset with the goals of 1) successfully
transferring the theoretical development of elastic DAS-FWI to field data, and 2) developing
a robust baseline model for further time-lapse monitoring of the CO2 plume migration.

5.3 Containment and Monitoring Institute, Field Research Station
The Containment and Monitoring Institutes Field Research Station focuses on the development of technologies and methods for monitoring injected carbon dioxide. The field site is
outfitted with many tools for realizing this goal, but for brevity I will focus on the seismic
technologies which will be used to support full waveform inversion. To date, three wells (an
injection well and two observation wells) have been drilled at the FRS. The injection well
(50.45◦ N,112.12◦ W) is drilled to a depth of 550 m with the aim of injecting 1000 tonnes per
year of gaseous CO2 in two phases into two Upper Cretaceous formations (Isaac and Lawton,
2016; Macquet et al., 2019). Phase one (which is the focus of this chapter) focuses on injection into the Basal Belly River Sandstone formation at 300 meters depth, while phase two
will focus on injection into the deeper Medicine Hat Formation at 500 meters depth (Spackman, 2019). Observation well 2, referred to as the geophysics well, houses instrumentation
for making geophysical measurements that facilitate CO2 monitoring, while observation well
1 focuses on geochemistry measurements.
Amongst the novel technologies at the CaMI FRS is the 5 km long DAS fiber loop
consisting of both straight and helical DAS fiber with a wind angle of Ω = 30◦ . Figure 5.2
shows a schematic overview of the positions of the two observation wells, and fiber loop at
the Field Research Station. The fiber runs from the interrogator to the geophysics well loops
twice over the entire length of the well, with one loop consisting of straight fiber, and the
other consisting of helical DAS fiber, with each loop running from surface to the bottom of
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Figure 5.1: Location of the CaMI FRS in Newell Country, in relation to Calgary, Alberta,
and Brooks, Alberta.
the well and then back to the surface. It then runs along the surface to the geochemistry
well, were it traverses the total depth of the well in one loop of straight fiber. From there the
fiber loop runs to a 1.1 km long trench were it is buried one meter below the surface. A halfkilometer section of straight fiber runs northeast to the end of the trench, were it connects
to a one kilometer long section of helical fiber that runs southwest along the trench. At the
southwest end of the trench the fiber loop connects to a second, 500 meter length of straight
fiber. The fiber then exits the well and runs back to the interrogator. At the time this loop
was deployed, it represented one of the largest DAS fibers in the world, and one of the first
to incorporate both straight and helical fiber in the same loop.
5.3.1

3D walkaway-walkaround VSP DAS and accelerometer dataset

Baseline surveys acquired prior to fluid injection are a crucial component of time-lapse seismic
monitoring, providing data that can be used to infer rock properties in the virgin subsurface.
After fluid injection begins, repeat monitor surveys, are acquired at regular intervals using
the same acquisition geometry as the baseline survey. Assuming an identical source and
receiver geometry has been used, and that seasonal fluctuations and weather patterns have
not significantly altered the elastic properties of the near surface, then differences in the
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Figure 5.2: Schematic diagragm of DAS fiber loop at the CaMI FRS, modified from Lawton
et al. (2017)
baseline and monitor survey data provides information about the changes in subsurface
elastic properties resulting from fluid injection. From this information, spatial extent, size,
and character of the CO2 plume can be inferred. The small size of DAS fiber, allows it to
be permanently installed (typically behind casing) in dedicated monitor wells or the injector
well itself. This is a significant benefit to time-lapse seismic monitoring as it ensures perfect
receiver geometry repeatability. Whereas accelerometers must be placed in the well bore for
each monitor survey, and then removed so as not to obstruct the well, potentially leading to
changes in the receiver acquisition and acquisition costs.
In early September of 2018, a 3D walkaway-walkaround vertical seismic profile (VSP)
dataset was acquired at the CaMI field research station (Hall et al., 2019). At that time, a
sufficiently small amount of CO2 had been injected so that this may be considered the baseline
survey. This survey was acquired with 446 shot points over 12 source lines separated by 15◦ ,
centered on observation well 2 (see Figure 5.3). A 10 m shot spacing was used for the E-W
oriented line (source line 1), and for every line at 45◦ increments (line 4, line 7, and line 10).
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The remaining eight lines used a shot spacing of 60 m. Figure 5.3 plots the source geometry.
Many of the shot lines contain missing shots or nonuniform shot spacing, which is a result of
the near surface conditions at the FRS. Approximately 180 meters due west and 120 meters
due east of observation well 2, two high pressure gas pipelines run SW-NE through the field
site, and the seismic source must maintain a specified distance from them. Other surface
obstructions such as the injector well which is fenced off for safety purposes, and the shack
containing the interrogator result in missing or moved shot locations. The data used in this

chapter were generated with an Inova Geophysical® UniVib using a linear sweep from 1-150
Hz over 16 seconds with 0.2 second half-cosine tapers and a three second listening time.
Each shot point consisted of two sweeps that were stacked in the field. Figures 5.4a-5.4c plot
the sweep, the theoretical Klauder wavelet computed by an auto-correlation of the sweep,
and the amplitude spectrum of the Klauder wavelet respectively.
The shot points are centered on observation well 2, which houses a suite of downhole

seismic sensors. For this survey, a string of 296 Inova Geophysical® 3C VectorSeis accelerometers were deployed with a 1 m spacing from surface to a depth of approximately 324
m. In order to achieve a 1 m spacing, cables with accelerometers spaced at 2 m were interleaved. Unfortunately, one of the two deepest cables in the well failed during acquisition,
causing the trace spacing to change from 1 meter to 2 meters from 266.4 m to the bottom
of the well at 324.2 m depth. Because the DAS fiber forms one fully connected loop, the
wavefield generated by the envirovibe source is recorded over the full 5 km loop, forming a
large dataset. While the trenched fiber provides important information that could support
near surface inversion (Qu and Innanen, 2021), this study focuses on VSP type acquisition.
For this reason, the focus of this chapter will be the data from the collocated VectorSeis
accelerometers and the straight and 30◦ helical fibers in observation well 2.
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Figure 5.3: Shot geometry of the CaMI-FRS 2018 3D walkaway-walkaround VSP. The blue
circles represent shot point locations, the red squares the locations of the two observation
wells (Observation well 2 is at the center of the shot points), and the green square the
location of the injector well. The dotted lines are 60 meter concentric circles centered on
observation well 2.

5.4 Field data processing
Field data in their raw form are often not a suitable input for FWI algorithms. Coherent
noise, amplitude differences between the data and modeling, incoherent noise, and other
challenges associated with field data can combine to cause poor FWI model updates. To
cope with this, the field data must be processed to make it more suitable for FWI. Generally,
the goal when processing field data for FWI is to only process the data to such an extent
that it is a sufficiently close match to the modeled data so that the data matching in FWI
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Figure 5.4: Theoretical sweep generated by the Inova Univib (a), Klauder wavelet generated
by an auto-correlation of the sweep (b), amplitude spectrum of the theoretical wavelet (c).
can be successful. The DAS and accelerometer data, will follow a similar overall processing
workflow, but due to inherent differences in the two sensor types, each dataset will require
slightly unique processing steps. As more parameters, and more dimensions are added into
the forward modeling problem, FWI becomes very computationally expensive, therefore
analysis in this section will be restricted to 2D inversions. Therefore, for both datasets, the
focus will be on data acquired in observation well 2, generated by sources on source line 1 (
the sources of interest are highlighted in blue in Figure 5.5).
5.4.1

Accelerometer data processing

Survey Geometry

Figure 5.6 outlines the processing flow used to prepare the accelerometer data for full waveform inversion. The first step in the processing workflow is to initialize the geometry for the
survey. During acquisition, each shot points northing and easting, as well as elevation were
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Figure 5.5: Shot geometry of the CaMI-FRS 2018 3D walkaway-walkaround VSP. The blue
circles represent shot point locations on source line 1, the red squares the locations of the
two observation wells (Observation well 2 is at the center of the shot points), and the green
square the location of the injector well. The dotted lines are 60 meter concentric circles
centered on observation well 2.
recorded using a global position system (GPS). The location of the well head of observation
well 2 was also recorded, and the northing and easting of the accelerometers were assigned
the northing and easting of the well. In reality, the well has a slight (maximum of 9◦ ) inclination from approximately 200 meters depth to the bottom of the well as measured on
the accelerometers (Hall et al., 2018). However, the azimuth of the inclination is unknown,
so this is unaccounted for in the geometry and subsequent modeling. The theoretical trace
spacing for the designed acquisition is 1 m, however the cable for the accelerometers is not
rigid and stretches over the length of the well resulting in increasing trace spacing with
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depth. Additionally, as previously stated the trace spacing shifts from 1 m to 2 m at a depth
of 266.4 m due to the failure of the clamping mechanism of one of the strings.
Source line 1 has a maximum potential offset of 480 m on each side of observation well
2. Each shot is assigned a five digit shot point number, where the first two digits are the
line number, and the last three digits are the shot number (the leading zero is eliminated for
source lines 1-9). The shot on the eastern edge of this source line is shot number 101, (i.e.
the eastern shot on line 1 is 1101), with the southern most shot on the N-S line 7 being given
shot number 101. The shot numbers then increase for each potential 10 meter shot spacing.
For example, on line 1 shot 2 is assigned shot point number 1102, whereas the second shot
on line 2 is assigned shot point number 2107 because it has a 60 m shot spacing. Due to
computational restrictions, the modeling used will be 2D, so I focus my attention to source
line 1, consisting of shots 1101-1197. Additionally, most of the signal occurs in the first 500
ms of the dataset, so the extracted line 1 dataset is windowed to include only the first 500
ms of the 3 seconds of data.

Figure 5.6: Accelerometer processing workflow
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First break picking and coordinate rotations

Figure 5.7 plots the raw accelerometer data for every 13th shot point on source line 1 with
shot points separated by vertical yellow lines, and each component separated by horizontal
yellow lines. Each column plots one of the shots points, while the top row plots the vertical
component, the middle row one of the two horizontal components (H1 ), and the bottom row
the second horizontal component (H2 ). First breaks were picked on the vertical component
using the first break picking algorithm in Schlumberger’s Vista processing software. The
algorithm parameters were designed to search for a peak within a sliding search window
around the approximate first arrivals times on each shot record. However, there is a prominent polarity reversal in the first P-wave arrival on the vertical component, that gets pushed
to deeper receivers on further offset shots. It is hypothesized (and later confirmed through
ray tracing) that this polarity reversal is caused by a diving wave arriving prior to the direct
waves on shallow receivers at far offsets (Lawton, 2020). This diving wave would produce
upward first motion of the accelerometer instead of the downward motion caused by a direct
arrival, leading to a polarity reversal. This polarity reversal causes a 180◦ phase shift in the
first breaks at a given depth. A second pass of the first break picking was done to correct
for the polarity change, and to quality control erroneous first break picks. These first break
picks were then transferred to the horizontal components. Figure 5.8 plots the same shot
records as figure 5.7 with the quality controlled first break picks plotted in green.
The accelerometer field data consist of the three orthogonal components of acceleration
caused by the propagating wavefield, however, the horizontal components are orientated in
an unknown and arbitrary direction that varies for each receiver. To ensure the horizontal
data for each receiver samples a consistent azimuth, a coordinate rotation must be applied
to each receiver so that the horizontal directions of each are aligned. The rotation algorithm
uses a 10 ms window centered on the first break picks and calculates the rotation angles that
maximize the first P-wave arrival energy on one of the horizontal components, and minimizes
it on the other. The resultant components are referred to as Hmax and Hmin , where
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Figure 5.7: Raw accelerometer data for every 13th shot point on source line 1. The top row
plots the vertical component, the middle row one of the horizontal components, and the
bottom row the second horizontal component.


 
 
Hmax  cos(θ) − sin(θ)  H1 

=
 
Hmin
sin(θ)
cos(θ) H2

(5.1)

and θ is computed to maximize the P-wave energy within the the search window on Hmax .
The horizontal component that maximizes P-wave energy is the direction aligned with the
horizontal component of the P-wave polarization vector, while Hmin lies in the direction
orthogonal to the horizontal component of the P-wave polarization vector. The direction
Hmax is often referred to as the radial direction, and in an isotropic-elastic medium consists
of P-SV wave motion, while Hmin is often refereed to as the transverse direction and consists
of SH wave motion.
Figure 5.9 plots the rotation angles required for the conversion to Hmax and Hmin in
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Figure 5.8: Raw accelerometer data for every 13th shot point on source line 1 with the first
break picks plotted in green. The top row plots the vertical component, the middle row one
of the horizontal components, and the bottom row the second horizontal component.
equation (5.1) for shot point 1186 Figure 5.9(a), shot point 1165 Figure 5.9(b), and shot
point 1149 Figure 5.9(c) as a function of receiver depth. These shot points represent a far
offset, mid-offset, and the nearest offset shot on source line 1, respectively. Figure 5.9(d)
plots the angles for shot point 1186 in blue, shot point 1165 in red, and shot point 1149 in
green. Using bow springs, the accelerometers in observation well 2 were clamped to the well
casing for the duration of the VSP acquisition. Additionally, the shot points (see Figure 5.5)
on line 1 approximately lie on a straight line passing through the well. For these two reasons,
it is expected that the rotation angles for each receiver, should be approximately constant
for all shot points on the same source line. This expectation holds for the rotation angles for
shot points 1186 and 1165 in Figure 5.9(d) for all but the shallowest receivers. However, the
rotation angles for shot point 1149 in Figure 5.9(d) deviate significantly from those computed
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on the other two shot points, and this error grows with depth. It is observed that as the shot
points move closer to the observation well, a larger portion of the seismic energy is detected
by the vertical component, and the horizontal components detect increasingly less energy. As
this occurs, the minimization algorithm that computes the rotation angles becomes unstable,
as the difference in energy on Hmin and Hmax becomes increasingly small. This problem is
exacerbated for deeper receivers that detect less energy on their horizontal components. To
combat this issue, the average rotation angles for those shots that have consistency in their
rotation angles are applied to all of the shot records to rotate to Hmin and Hmax . This results
in better data character and fewer artifacts on the near offset shots compared to the shot
records using the rotations angles from Figure 5.9. In the 2D x-z medium that I will use for
modeling, the modeled components of acceleration are directly comparable to the vertical
and Hmax components. Therefore the remainder of the processing will focus on these two
components. Figure 5.10 plots the vertical and Hmax accelerometer data for the same six
shot points in Figure 5.7.
Polarity correction

The Hmax data are more coherent than the H1 and H2 datasets and consists of clear downgoing
P-wave and S-wave energy, as well as reflections and mode conversions. An issue with the
coordinate rotation algorithm that was used is that it is designed such that the polarity of
the vertical component remains unchanged. This has clearly influenced the polarity of the
horizontal component, but it appears artificial, changing from trace to trace with no zero
crossing. The polarity change, that moves deeper with offset, is harder to motivate for the
horizontal component. If the polarity change is caused by diving waves arriving before the
direct downgoing arrivals as hypothesized, a wave that initially begins with downgoing and
eastward P-wave motion, but which bends along its ray path such that the P-wave motion is
upgoing at the receiver will still have an eastward directed horizontal component of P-wave
motion. Assuming the hypothesis surrounding diving waves is correct, than it is expected
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Figure 5.9: Calculated rotation angles as a function of depth for (a) shot point 1186, (b)
shot point 1165, and (c) shot point 1149. (d) Computed rotation angles for shot point 1186
(blue), for shot point 1165 (red), and for shot point 1149 (green).
that the polarity of the direct arrival on the Hmax component will be constant for any given
shot record. It is also expected that the polarity will flip about zero offset as the P-wave
pushes the accelerometer in opposite directions for sources on each side of the well. The issue
that remains is which polarity is correct for each side of the well. One option is to adopt The
Society for Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) proposed conventions for the polarity of multicomponent data (Krebes, 2019). Here, the first beak polarity of the P-wave data should
match the polarity of modeled data, which is a trough for shots west of the observation well,
and a peak for shots east of the observation well. Figure 5.11 plots the same data as Figure
5.10 but with the polarity of the horizontal component updated to match this convention,
where shot points 1149-1197 are west of the well.
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Figure 5.10: Accelerometer data after coordinate rotations for every 13th shot point on source
line 1. The top row plots the vertical component and the bottom row the Hmax component.
Shape filtering

The data in Figure 5.11 contain ringing side lobe energy that is most apparent prior to the
first arrivals on shot points 1152 and 1165, but is also likely to contaminate the data after the
first arrivals. It is challenging to pinpoint the origin of this ringing, but one potential cause is
differences in the theoretical sweep and actual ground force that the envirovibe injects which
causes large side-lobe energy during the source auto-correlation step that is done in the field.
Removal of this noise is important for FWI due its coherent and repetitive nature which FWI
will potentially treat as signal, leading to erroneous model updates. The repetitive nature
of this noise, and its hypothesized relationship to correlation makes it a strong candidate for
predictive deconvolution type removal. However, all attempts at removing the noise with
deconvolution were unsuccessful. Instead, a shaping filter approach was taken. Shaping
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Figure 5.11: Accelerometer data after coordinate rotations and manual polarity correction
for every 13th shot point on source line 1. The top row plots the vertical component and the
bottom row the Hmax component.
filters find the filter that shapes an input wavelet to a least squares match of a desired
wavelet, by solving the equation,

ff = (W0T W0 )−1 (W0T WD )

(5.2)

where W0 is the input wavelet, WD the desired wavelet, and ff the computed filter. The
desired wavelet is a compressed and less ringy version of the input wavelet that is computed
from the first breaks. For the desired wavelet, I choose the theoretical Klauder wavelet from
Figure 5.4b, and compute the input wavelet as an auto-correlation of the field data within
a window around the first breaks, assuming that the field data wavelet is approximately a
ringy version of the Klauder wavelet. Figure 5.12 plots the five-point shape filter computed
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using these two wavelets. The filter in Figure 5.12 was then convolved with the traces in
the accelerometer dataset. Figure 5.13a plots the input data in row one, the data after
application of the shaping filter in row two, and the difference between the two in row three.
Figure 5.13b plots the 200th trace from the data in Figure 5.13a for the input data in black
and the shape filtered data in red. Largely, the signal that is removed from the data after
application of the shape filter consists of repetitive and ringy signal that would have been
detrimental to FWI, while the beneficial data remains intact.

Figure 5.12: Five-point shaping filter computed using an auto-correlation of the field data
as the input wavelet, and a Klauder wavelet as the desired wavelet.

Noise attenuation

While these data have a relatively high signal-to-noise ratio, there are a few artifacts in the
data that may present challenges for FWI. Some of the traces are consistently noisy on all
of the shot records (see shot records 1114 and 1186 in Figure 5.11 for examples) suggesting
the accelerometer is faulty either mechanically or in its coupling to the borehole. Regardless
of the reason for this relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio an effort must be made to reduce
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Figure 5.13: (a) Accelerometer data after shape filtering for shot points 1142,1143, and 1149
on source line 1. The top row plots the vertical component of the input data, the middle row
the data after shape filter application, and the bottom row the difference. (b) The 200th
trace from (a) before shape filtering (black) and after shape filtering (red).
the noise on these traces. Figure 5.11 also displays black vertical striping, which represent
dead traces that have no amplitude recorded as a result of faulty hardware. Noise is another
challenge that must be addressed. Gaussian noise is often less detrimental to FWI (Lines,
2014) as the modeling algorithms used generally cannot reproduce it, and it is hard to
construct model updates which match Gaussian type noise, however, strategies should still
be adopted for its attenuation. Coherent noise is much more detrimental to FWI. The goal in
FWI is to produce a plausible model that reduces data misfit and it is fairly straight forward
for FWI to introduce artifacts into the model as it attempts to reconstruct coherent noise.
The dead traces are first interpolated and then a robust denoising algorithm is employed to
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attenuate the noise in each shot record.
A robust denoiser based on sparsity-promoting filters is employed, that preserves signal
while attenuating both Gaussian, and the more challenging to remove erratic noise resulting
from bad traces (Zhao et al., 2018). With sparsity-promoting filters, it is assumed that there
exists a transform (i.e. the curvelet transform) to a domain over which the seismic wavefronts
are sparse, but the noise is not. To denoise using this type of transform, an optimization
problem is formulated

D̂ = min||Sf D̂||1 ,

s.t.

||D − D̂||2 ≤ n

(5.3)

where D̂ are the denoised data we wish to estimate, D are the input seismic data, Sf is a
sparsity promoting transform, n is proportional to the noise level, and || ∗ ||n represents the
Ln norm. The optimal solution to equation (5.3),
D̂ = S†f Tw Sf D

(5.4)

is the one for which the recovered data D̂ is maximally sparse, subject to the condition that
recovered data are correlated to the input data within the noise level. Where Tw is the soft
threshold parameter,
Tw (χ) =




t − sign(χ)w

|χ| ≥ w



0

|χ| < w

(5.5)

where t are the thresholding expansion coefficients, χ are the curvelet transform coefficients,
and w is a threshold parameter that depends on the noise level, and desired sparsity.
The L2 criteria for the data fit means that this algorithm is not robust to outliers of the
type present in noise bursts or overly noisy traces. A better criteria is known as the Huber
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criteria,
ρc (D − D̂) =





0.5(D − D̂)2

|D − D̂| ≤ c
(5.6)


 c(|D − D̂| − c)

|D − D̂| > c

where c is a constant proportional to the standard deviation of the noise (c = 1.345σ (e.g
Zhao et al., 2018)). The criteria in equation (5.6) is L2 for noise levels below approximately
1.345 times the standard deviation of the noise, but a weighted L1 norm for larger noise
levels. This allows the sparsity promoting optimization problem to be expressed as,

ff (D̂|D) = ρc (D − D̂) + κ||Sf D̂||1

(5.7)

argminD̂

which handles Gaussian noise similar to equation (5.3), but is more robust to outlier noise. I
employ a similar workflow as Zhao et al. (2018) to denoise the vertical and Hmax components
of the accelerometer data. Figure 5.14 plots the same six shot records as Figure 5.11 after
interpolation of the dead traces, denoising using the sparsity promoting curvelet filter, and
low pass filtering using a zero phase Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 75 Hz.
After denoising and low pass filtering many of the noisy traces have been attenuated
and much of the Gaussian noise has been removed. However, some noisy traces remain, and
residual noise remains above the first breaks, which will be detrimental for frequency domain
inversion. The residual noisy traces are muted and interpolated, and the data from time zero
to 30 ms above the first breaks are muted, providing the final dataset that will be used as
input for the accelerometer inversion plotted in Figure 5.15.
5.4.2

Distributed acoustic sensing data processing

Distributed acoustic sensing data are inherently different than the data supplied by more
conventional multicomponent point sensors. However, many of the processing steps that
were applied to the accelerometer data will also be applied to the DAS data. Figure 5.16
displays the processing steps that will be taken in processing the DAS data to support full
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Figure 5.14: Accelerometer data after trace interpolation, denoising, and low pass filtering
for every 13th shot point on source line 1. The top row plots the vertical component and the
bottom row the Hmax component.
waveform inversion.
Survey geometry

The processing flow in Figure 5.16 has the same intention as the workflow for the accelerometer data, that is, use the minimally complex processing workflow that creates data that
supports full waveform inversion. The reduction from 3C to a single component reduces the
need for coordinate rotations, and the cementing of the DAS fiber behind the casing results
in fewer noisy and dead traces, reducing the complexity of the processing workflow. The
first step is to extract shot records on source line 1 over a window of 500 ms. Unfortunately,
the interrogator unit failed to trigger for some of the shots, so the DAS dataset from source
line 1 only has 64 shots, instead of the 77 shots on the accelerometer dataset. Figure 5.17
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Figure 5.15: Accelerometer data after following the processing workflow in Figure 5.6 for
every 13th shot point on source line 1. The top row plots the vertical component and the
bottom row the Hmax component.
shows one shot record (shot number 1133) for source line 1. The DAS data comes from one 5
km interconnected loop, and consists of six distinct sections of coherent events, separated by
noisy sections. Referring to Figure 5.2 these sections (from left to right) are data from the
helical fiber in observation well 2, the straight fiber in observation well 2, the straight fiber
in observation well 1, the northeast portion of straight fiber in the trench, the helical fiber
in the trench, and finally the southwest portion of straight fiber in the trench. The noisy
sections that lack signal are where the fiber runs uncoupled along the ground, or is inside
junction boxes. The helical fiber has a markedly lower SNR that degrades significantly with
offset so the focus will be given to the straight fiber data.
The data from the trenched fiber has good signal strength and recovers non-aliased ground
roll due to the dense trace spacing, which is of significant interest in inverting for near surface
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Figure 5.16: Distributed acoustic sensing processing workflow
velocity information (Qu and Innanen, 2021). In this chapter focus is directed to the fiber
data that is collocated with the accelerometer data in observation well 2. The cutoffs labeled
in Figure 5.17 are chosen manually to approximately separate the data into its six sections.
Unlike point sensor data in which we have well defined sensor locations, one of the challenges
associated with DAS data is that uncertainty exists in the the trace locations. This is due
to 1) that a theoretical trace spacing is used that depends on interrogator parameters which
may have uncertainty, and 2) that it can be challenging to spatially locate the point on the
fiber containing the first trace in the well due to uncertainty and gauge length effects. The
generally accepted methodology for reducing this uncertainty is to preform what is known as
a tap test in which the fiber is tapped where enters the well, and the ”loudest” trace on the
tap test is taken as the first well-born trace. The theoretical trace spacing is then used to
depth register the remaining traces. The issue with this methodology is that it is assumed
that the theoretical trace spacing is accurate, and that the fiber is perfectly straight in the
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Figure 5.17: DAS data from shot point 1133.
well. If either of these assumptions is violated, then the error in trace depth will grow with
well depth.
First break picking and depth registration

Instead a data driven method is proposed in which first breaks are picked on a select number
of high signal-to-noise ratio, near-offset shots from the DAS data. These first breaks are
then compared to the first breaks from the same shots on the accelerometer data. For each
accelerometer trace in the shot record, the DAS first break picks are compared to the first
break pick from that accelerometer. The DAS trace with the best fitting first break pick is
assigned the depth of that accelerometer. Figure 5.18 plots the shot geometry for the DAS
data, with the shots used for the depth registration highlighted in blue. For each of these
shot points rough boundaries for the data emanating from the straight fiber in observation
well 2 were picked, and the resulting shot records were extracted. First breaks were then
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picked on each shot record for both the downgoing, and upgoing fiber loops in the well.
Figure 5.19 plots the three shots used for this analysis.

Figure 5.18: Shot geometry of the CaMI-FRS 2018 3D walkaway-walkaround VSP for the
DAS data. The gray circles represent shot point locations with blue circles representing shots
where first breaks were picked, the red squares the locations of the two observation wells
(Observation well 2 is at the center of the shot points), and the green square the location of
the injector well. The dotted lines are 60 meter concentric circles centered on observation
well 2.
The first break picks from these three shots were compared against the first break picks
from the accelerometer shot records for the same shot point numbers. Figure 5.20 plots
the first break picks from shot point 1142 for the accelerometer data in red and the downsampled DAS data in blue. For each red dot (representing the first break pick on a single
accelerometer) the DAS trace with the first break pick that best matches the accelerometer
first break pick is assigned the depth of that accelerometer. This is repeated for each of
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Figure 5.19: The three DAS shots used for depth registration with picked first break picks
plotted in green.
the three selected shots, and the results averaged to help mitigate the influence of small
variations in the first break picks. Figures 5.21a and 5.21b plot the depth registered DAS
shot records for the downgoing and upgoing straight fiber in observation well 2 for shot point
1142. The upgoing and downgoing shot records contain redundant information, so they are
stacked into a single shot record to boost the signal to noise ratio of the data and plotted in
Figure 5.21c. The stacked depth registered data compares well to the accelerometer data,
suggesting that the data driven trace registration methodology successfully depth registers
the DAS traces. Figure 5.22 plots the depth registered DAS data for every fourth shot point
on source line 1.
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Figure 5.20: First break picks from shot 1142 for the acclerometer data (red) and DAS data
(blue).

Figure 5.21: Depth registered DAS data from shot point 1142 for (a) the downgoing fiber
in observation well 2, (b) the upgoing fiber, and (c) the stack of the data in (a) and (b).
(d) The collocated accelerometer data, (e) the trace at 200 meters depth for the downgoing
fiber (blue), upgoing fiber (red), stack (black), and accelerometer data (magenta).
Noise attenuation and artifact removal

One of the challenges with DAS data is its inherently lower signal-to-noise ratio. This could
be a result of more broadside energy being present on far-offset shots (as observed in latter
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Figure 5.22: Depth registered DAS data for every 6th shot point point on source line 1.
ray tracing analysis). Figure 5.22 shows a step change in the noise level at offsets greater than
approximately 200 m. There is also linear noise on many of the near offset shot records that
arrives at all points on the fiber at the same time. This noise is a result of the interrogator
itself shaking in the trailer due to anthropogenic activity on the surface. Noise of this type
can be significantly detrimental to FWI as discussed earlier. A similar sparsity-promoting
denoising algorithm is applied to the DAS data. Figure 5.23 plots the same data as Figure
5.22 after denoising with the sparsity-promoting curvelet-transform-based algorithm. The
denoiser has removed the linear noise on the near offset shots, and attenuated some of the
Gaussian noise. In this case, the lower signal-to-noise ratio has led to many artifacts in
the denoised data, which manifest as curvelet signatures. Fortunately, many of the artifacts
are more steeply dipping than the underlying signal, and much higher frequency. An FK
filter is designed to remove the steeply dipping events, and a 50 Hz, zero-phase, low-pass
Butterworth filter is used to attenuate the high frequency artifacts. Figure 5.24a plots the
data prior to denoising but with the low pass Butterworth filter applied, Figure 5.24b plots
the DAS data post noise attenuation and after application of the FK and Butterworth filters,
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and Figure 5.24c plots the difference between the data in Figures 5.24a and 5.24b. The near
offset shots with higher signal to noise ratio are mostly unaffected by the denoising, while
the signal-to-noise ratio of the far offset shots appears to improve. The denoised, FK and
Butterworth filtered data does retain events that appear to be artifacts especially above
the first breaks, however the difference between the two datasets (Figure 5.24 c) does not
include these artifacts suggesting that they are also present in the raw data. The difference
plot suggests that a majority of the removed energy is Gaussian noise or steeply dipping
artifacts. There is still a danger that this workflow has added artifacts that may influence
the FWI result, and perhaps it would have been more beneficial to use the dataset prior to
noise attenuation for FWI. While the raw data are noisier, they mostly contain Gaussian
noise, which FWI is less influenced by then coherent noise and artifacts. If FWI fails to
converge on the denoised data, it will be trialed on the noisy dataset.

Figure 5.23: DAS data after de-noising for every 6th shot point point on source line 1.
After the processing sequence described above, the data were examined for quality control. Shot 1149 (the closest shot to the well), plotted in Figure 5.25a contains a significant
amount of coherent noise between 200 and 300 meters depth that the processing workflow
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Figure 5.24: (a) Raw DAS data low pass filtered to 50 Hz, (b) denoised DAS data after
application of the FK and Butterworth filters and muting prior to the first breaks, (c)
difference between the datasets in (a) and (b).
was unable to remove. Analyzing the amplitude spectra for this shot, the coherent noise is
observed to exist over a narrow frequency band, so a notch filter is designed by combining
low pass (20 Hz) and high pass (30 Hz) Butterworth filters. Figure 5.25b plots the data after
application of this notch filter. Figure 5.25c plots the mean amplitude spectra before (black)
and after (red) notch filtering. The notch filter has significantly attenuated the noise without
significantly harming the signal, and has boosted some of the reflection data. However, the
band that the notch filter attenuates is crucial for FWI. It is uncertain how the application
of the notch filter, and the attenuation over this band will affect FWI. This shot will have
to be closely monitored during FWI, and the possibility remains that it may have to be
removed from the dataset.After denoising a mute was applied above the first breaks.
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Figure 5.25: Shot 1149 from the DAS dataset after (a) application of the processing workflow
and (b) after notch filtering. (c) Amplitude spectrum of the data after application of the
processing workflow for the intput data (rblack) and filtered data (red).

5.5 Considerations for elastic full waveform inversion of field data
Inversion of field seismic data, especially from land base acquisition is a difficult proposition.
Uncertainty in the near surface structure, incomplete treatment of the wave physics, crosstalk, limitations on the acquisition geometry, and limited prior model information are all
challenges that compound to make land based challenging. Due to this, most of the successful
applications of multiparameter FWI have been reported on marine data. VSP acquisition
can help mitigate some of these challenges, however, as will be shown, adaptations to the
FWI algorithm will be required.
5.5.1

Log guided model parameterization

Similar to Chapter 4, in this chapter full waveform inversion of the field data will be
approached using the isotropic-elastic formulation. Hall et al. (2018) concluded that if
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anisotropy exists at the FRS, it is very weak and unlikely to significantly influence the
data. Attenuation, especially in the near surface, is likely to play a larger role in wave
propagation, however it adds a significant layer of complexity both in the wave physics, and
parameter estimation in FWI. The focus of this study is the inclusion of DAS data in FWI so
I restrict my analysis to an isotopic-elastic medium. Using the elastic stress-strain relation,
the finite difference equations in (4.1a) and (4.1b) can be written as,

ρω 2 u + c11 ∇(∇ · u) − c44 ∇ × (∇ × u) + ∇(c11 − 2c44 )(∇ · u) + ∇c44 (∇u + ∇uT ) + f = 0 (5.8)

where c11 = λ + 2µ = α2 ρ and c44 = µ = β 2 ρ are the isotropic-elastic stiffness modulii.
The wave equation as its written in equation (5.8) can be re-parameterized in terms of any
three elastic modulii. Because the FWI gradient consists of terms of the form ∂S/∂m which
are derivatives of the wave equation operator with respect to the model, the parameters that
are chosen for the expression of equation (5.8) also effect the gradient, and therefore the
model updates in FWI. Parameterizing the wave equation in terms of c11 , c44 , and ρ allows
us to readily compute ∂S/∂m for any parameterization using the chain rule. For example,
for a model parameterized in α − β − ρ, with c11 = α2 ρ, c44 = β 2 ρ, the derivative of S with
respect to α is,
∂S ∂c11
∂S ∂c44 ∂S ∂ρ
∂S
∂S
=
+
+
= 2αρ
.
∂α
∂c11 ∂α
∂c44 ∂α
∂ρ ∂α
∂c11

(5.9)

This section focuses on the development of a model parameterization that can incorporate
prior information from well log data.
Vertical seismic profiles are an attractive acquisition geometry, due to the wealth of
prior subsurface information they offer. Because a well must be drilled for the VSP sensor
deployment, VSP data are often accompanied by a suite of well logs. At CaMI, this well log
suite includes P-wave and S-wave sonic, and density logs, offering prior information about
the P-wave velocity (Vp ), S-wave velocity (Vs ), and density (ρ) in the vicinity of observation
well 2. Figures 5.26a-5.26c plot the well logs for Vp , Vs , and ρ respectively, and Figures 5.26d-
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Figures 5.26e plot crossplots of Vs vs Vp and ρ vs Vp respectively. Both crossplots suggest
a strong relationship between Vp and Vs (Figure 5.26d) and Vp and ρ (Figure 5.26e) over
the depth interval (0-350 meters) spanned by the well logs, and that there is a predictable
behavior in Vs and ρ as Vp varies. This predictability can be incorporated in FWI by defining
relationships between parameters, so that as one parameter (e.g. Vp ) is updated, the other
two parameter can be inferred from these relations.

Figure 5.26: Well logs from observation well 2 for (a) Vp , (b) Vs , and (c) ρ, the red dashed
lines mark the reservoir boundaries. Crossplots of (d) Vs vs Vp and (e) ρ vs Vp ., with the
solid red lines indicating the trend lines.
To allow this prior information in FWI, trend lines are fit to the data using nonlinear
regression. For Vp − Vs a linear relationship is often assumed, however in the near surface
this assumption is often violated. Instead I fit a quadratic function of the form,
r
Vs =

Vp − a
+c
b
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(5.10)

to the Vp − Vs data where the parameters a = 1697, b = 4.4 × 10−4 , and c = −231.4 were
determined through nonlinear regression. Similarly, for Vp − ρ a power-law relationship is
often assumed, however for near surface structure, and certain rock types this relationship
is only approximate. For better accuracy, a sigmoid of the form,

ρ=a+

b
+ e ∗ (Vp − f )
1 + exp(c ∗ (Vp − d))

(5.11)

is fit to the ρ − Vp data where a = −400, b = 2369, c = −4.91 × 10−3 , d = 1715, e = 0.19,
and f = −23.69 were determined through nonlinear regression. These trend lines quantify
the predicted values of Vs and ρ given a value of Vp . Figure 5.27 plots the log values in blue
and the trend line linking all three parameters in green for values of Vp ranging from 1727
m/s to 3841 m/s which are 100 m/s below and above the minimum and maximum log values
of Vp . Given a certain value of Vp , the trend line provides predicted values for Vs and ρ.

Figure 5.27: Plot of the log values of Vp , Vs , and ρ (blue) and best fitting trend line
(black/green).
The strong correlation between Vp , Vs , and ρ motivates the idea that we can express
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the model in a single nonphysical parameter that encapsulates the relationship between the
three parameters. The main benefits of this approach are that prior information can be
intrinsically included in the inversion, preventing nonphysical combinations of Vp , Vs , and ρ
and prevents cross-talk by only allowing updates in one parameter. For example, if the data
encourages a certain value of Vp in the inversion, then only a single value of Vs and a single
value of ρ are viable according to the trend line. One such parameterization of the trend
line, which I will call η, is the arc-length along the trend line in α − β − ρ space,

ηn = ηn−1 +

p
(ρn − ρn−1 )2 + (αn − αn−1 )2 + (βn − βn−1 )2 .

(5.12)

Using equation (5.12) allows for the parameterization of the model and wave equation in
terms of a property that corresponds to the strong correlation in Vp and Vs and Vp and ρ.
The resulting full waveform inversion sensitivities for this η parameterization are,
∂ρ
∂ρ ∂ρ
∂ρ
=
=
∂η
∂ρ ∂η
∂η

(5.13a)

∂c11 ∂α ∂c11 ∂ρ
∂α
∂c11
∂ρ
=
+
= 2αρ
+ α2
∂η
∂α ∂η
∂ρ ∂η
∂η
∂η

(5.13b)

∂c44
∂c44 ∂β ∂c44 ∂ρ
∂β
∂ρ
=
+
= 2βρ
+ β2 .
∂η
∂β ∂η
∂ρ ∂η
∂η
∂η

(5.13c)

In equations (5.13a)-(5.13c), α,β, and ρ are values of the P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity,
and density from the trend line in Figure 5.27. The terms ∂α/∂η, ∂β/∂η, and ∂ρ/∂η are
derivatives of these parameters with respect to η and are numerically calculated using finite
difference approximations along the trend line. Using the trend line fit through nonlinear
regression, and equations (5.12) and (5.13a)-(5.13c) provides reference values for η, Vp , Vs ,
ρ, ∂α/∂η, ∂β/∂η, and ∂ρ/∂η and a means of mapping from the physical elastic parameters
Vp , Vs , ρ to the nonphysical parameter η that quantifies their relation. Two models are then
used, one parameterized in η for computing the FWI sensitivities and model updates, and
one parameterized in Vp , Vs , and ρ for finite-difference modeling.
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Mapping from well logs values of α, β, and ρ to an η model of the well logs is done in
the following way. For each sample on the well log
1. Find the values of α,β, and ρ on the trend line at points n and n + 1 that bracket the
log value
Find αL − αTn >= 0 and find αL − αTn+1 <= 0
Find βL − βTn >= 0 and find βL − βTn+1 <= 0
Find ρL − ρnT >= 0 and find ρL − ρn+1
<= 0
T
2. Compute the value of η corresponding to trend line values at points n and n + 1
3. For bracketing point b linearly interpolate the corresponding η value from by computing
an average of the bracketing η values weighted by the difference between the log values
of α,β, and ρ and the bracketing values of each variable.
ηα =

n+1 |αb −αn+1 |
η n |αbL −αn
T |+η
L
T
b
n
|αL −αT |+|αbL −αn+1
|
T

ηβ =

b −β n |+η n+1 |β b −β n+1 |
η n |βL
T
L
T
b −β n |+|β b −β n+1 |
|βL
T
L
T

ηρ =

n+1 |ρb −ρn+1 |
η n |ρbL −ρn
T |+η
L
T
b −ρn+1 |
|ρbL −ρn
|+|ρ
T
L
T

4. Average ηα , ηβ , and ηρ to get an overall average model for η.
where yTn and yTn+1 are values of α, β, and ρ on the the reference trend line at points n
and n + 1, yLB are values on the log bracketed by yTn and yTn+1 , and ηα , ηβ and ηρ are the
interpolated values of η for bracketed values of α, β, and ρ on the log.
Figures 5.28a-5.28c plot smoothed versions of the well logs in Figures 5.26a-5.26c, and
Figure 5.28d plots the η model that corresponds to these logs, mapping with the trend line
in Figure 5.27. The model in Figure 5.28d will be used as the starting model in FWI. The
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Figure 5.28: Raw well logs after smoothing for (a) Vp , (b) Vs , and (c) ρ. (d) Mapped η values
using the smoothed logs in (a)-(c) and the trend line in Figure 5.27
starting model is therefore derived from the prior information provided by the well logs,
and the relationship between the isotropic-elastic parameters of interest. The wave equation
and our FWI algorithm are also now parameterized in terms of η which leverages prior
information, and enforces a relationship between inverted parameters. This should lead to
a more a stable inversion by preventing updates that would contribute to cross-talk, and
enforcing geologically meaningful model updates.
5.5.2

Effective source estimation

The near surface poses a significant challenge for land FWI applications. The unconsolidated
nature of the sediment in close proximity to Earth’s surface leads to very complex seismic
wave propagation that is heavily influenced by surface waves, attenuation and dispersion,
and mode conversions from P to S-wave motion. Additionally, prior information about these
layers that could lead to better starting models and improved inversion is often missing. Well
logs are rarely collected in this region (the log values in the top 20 meters of Figures 5.26a5.26c are only approximate) and while inverse methods for near-surface velocity estimation
are developing (Mills, 2017; Qu and Innanen, 2021) they remain subjects of research in
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application to field data. Without estimates of the near surface parameters, the complex
wave propagation in the near surface cannot be accurately modeled and as a result the
inversion may fail to converge as it struggles to match the near surface data.
In the absence of robust near surface information, Keating et al. (2021) proposed a
general approach for VSP data, which I modify here for application to DAS data. Instead
of acquiring near surface information that allows the inversion to converge, a downward
continuation method is used that inverts for the wavefield at a given depth in the subsurface
that best explains the data. The idea is to strip away the near surface layers, and inject
this wavefield as an effective source at depth that best explains the wavefield propagation
through those near surface layers, without requiring information about the layers themselves.
This effective source approach also means that prior information about the source wavelet
is not required; instead it is inverted for.
What follows is a brief derivation of the source wavefield estimation procedure. Consider the FWI objective function constrained by having to satisfy the isotropic-elastic wave
equation in operator notation,
1
min ||Ru − d||22
feff 2

subject to Su = feff .

(5.14)

This is the same data fit objective function introduced in equation (2.2) but now minimized
with respect to the source, where feff is the effective line source (that best explains the
data) at the depth zeff chosen to be at a depth below the near surface. The choice of depth
requires testing, with the goal being to select the depth that allows the downgoing wavefield
complexity to be explained by the effective source and mitigating the need for near surface
model information.
The solution to (5.14) which is the gradient of the objective function with respect to the
effective source feff is,
∂φ
g=
=
∂feff
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1, κ̄

(5.15)

where κ̄ is the same adjoint wavefield derived in section 2.3.1 and is computed through
solution to the adjoint wavefield propagation,

S† κ̄ = RT (Ru − d)

(5.16)

and 1 is a vector of ones placed at the effective source locations. The inverted effective
sources are placed at the chosen depth and at every lateral grid point at that depth. This
estimate of the wavefield at depth, once known, can then be treated as the effective source
that then illuminates the deeper structures. The gradient in equation (5.15) is the cross
correlation between the adjoint wavefield, which is the data residual propagated from the
receiver locations, and a vector of ones at the effective source locations. This gradient updates
the effective source strength using the data residuals, and finds the effective line source that
best explains the field data in a least squares sense. The effective source gradient and model
gradient can be simultaneously computed with minimal added cost since they both rely
on the same adjoint wavefield. This allows the effective source to be refined as the model
updates, and is the approach that will be taken here.
While the formulation of the source term gradient in equation (5.15) allows for waveform
matching without a need to model near surface structure, it is unconstrained and therefore
free to propose any source structure that matches the data. This allows for the possibility of
nonphysical and unrealistic source distributions. In theory, it is expected that the effective
source will preference placing a large portion of the source energy close to the horizontal
physical source location and at the chosen depth of the line source. However, if we consider
the case of a straight DAS fiber, and a 1D inversion, the data lack the information required
to constrain the horizontal source position due to the single component DAS recording, and
1D model. The result is that the source can be placed at equidistant points on either side
of the well and produce a similar misfit in the data.
Prior information about the source geometry and source type can be used to better
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constrain the effective source inversion. The constraint takes the form of a regularization
term that penalizes deviations in the inverted source from expectations about the source
character. The constrained objective function in Lagrangian form is,
1
1
L(feff , u, κ) = ||Ru − d||22 + S(m)u − feff , κ + Υ||E − Ê||22
2
4

(5.17)

where κ is the Lagrange multiplier on the wave equation consistency constraint, Υ is a
trade-off parameter that determines the relative importance of data fit and prior source
information, E is the inverted source energy and Ê is the expected source energy that incorporates prior source information. The gradient, with respect to the effective source, for the
constrained optimization problem in equation (5.17) is,
∂∆E
L(feff , u, κ)
1
=< 1, κ > − Υ∆E
feff
2
∂feff

(5.18)

where the first term in equation (5.18) is the unregularized gradient, and ∆E = E − Ê.
The last term, ∂∆E/∂feff , is the derivative of the energy profile with respect to the effective
source. Let the normalized energy profile, E, be defined as,

E(x) =

fx (x)2 + fz (x)2
P
1
(fx (xn )2 + fz (xn )2 )
N

(5.19)

N

which has the derivatives
∂E(xp )
2fx (xp )δ(xp , xn )
2f (x )(f (x )2 + fz (xp )2 )
 − x n x p
=


P
∂fx (xn )
 2
P
1
2
2
1
fx (xn ) + fz (xn )
N N
fx (xn )2 + fz (xn )2
N

(5.20a)

∂E(xp )
2f (x )(f (x )2 + fz (xp )2 )
2fz (xp )δ(xp , xn )
 − z n x p
=
 .

P
∂fz (xn )
 2
P
1
2
2
1
fx (xn ) + fz (xn )
N N
fx (xn )2 + fz (xn )2
N

(5.20b)

N

N

N

N

The choice of E(x) in equation (5.19) will influence the inverted effective source character,
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and therefore the quality of the data matching and inversion. Vibroseis sources of the type
used to generate the field data can be approximate by a point force directed in the z-direction.
The analytic displacement for a source of this type (e.g Aki and Richards, 2002) in spherical
coordinates is,
u=

e3 − γ̂ sin θ
γ̂ sin θ
s(t
−
r/α)
+
s(t − r/β)
4πρα2 r
4πρβ 2 r

(5.21)

where θ is the azimuth, γ̂ is the directional cosine vector, α, β, and ρ are the P-wave velocity,
S-wave velocity, and density, and e3 is the unit vector in the z-direction. The challenge
with using the displacement expression in equation (5.21) to define the expected energy is
that it requires knowledge of the Vp − Vs ratio and density at the source locations. This
is information that we lack, and the effective source estimation procedure was specifically
designed to circumvent the requirement for near surface model information. For this reason I
will adopt the energy profile associated with an explosive source. The analytic displacement
generated by an explosive source at distance r is,

u=

γ̂
s(t − r/α).
4πρα2 r

(5.22)

The energy for an explosive source defined as Ê = u2x + u2y + u2z is,

Ê =

1
16π 2 ρ2 α4 r2

s(t − r/α)2

(5.23)

where |γ|22 = 1 has been used. The energy pattern in equation (5.23) is the one I will employ
to regularize the inversion. While this expression relies on α and ρ, they are now scalars
and can be computed in the inversion, whereas in equation (5.21), α, β, and ρ controlled the
relative balance of P-wave and S-wave motion in E.
The effective source energy for all horizontal positions in the model for an effective source
at depth zef f has the form Ê ∝ 1/((xs − x)2 + (zs − zef f )2 ). Consider the source geometry for
those shots on source line 1 that were recorded by the DAS fiber (see Figure 5.18). Figure
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Figure 5.29: Expected effective source energy for an explosive source with an effective source
depth of 40 meters, and the shot geometry for source line 1 in Figure 5.18.
5.29 plots the expected effective source energy for an effective source at a depth of 40 meters,
and a model that is 987.5 meters wide for this source geometry. Each column of Figure 5.29
represents the expected effective line source at a depth of 40 meters for a single shot on
source line 1. Shot 1 and shot 64 are the two furthest offset shots on each side of the well,
and the offset decreases toward shot 33. This suggests the effective source energy should be
concentrated under the physical source location, as expected.

5.6 DAS inversion
Many of the regularization strategies discussed in the previous section require hyperparameters that must be fine-tuned to balance the trade-off between data fit and the reliance on
prior information or expected model and source behavior. Unfortunately, this must be done
through a cumbersome trial and error process. To reduce the overhead associated with this,
a subset of the shots on source 1 are chosen for testing. During processing of the DAS data,
a step change in the signal-to-noise ratio was observed for shots with greater than approxi-
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mately 300 meters of offset. Figure 5.30 plots the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each shot
recorded on the DAS fiber, where the SNR was estimated by comparing each shots median
amplitude to that of the furthest offset shot (prior to noise attenuation), which was heavily
noise contaminated and assumed to provide a measurement of the noise. While the exact
value of the SNR is not precise using this methodology, I am interested only in the relative
SNR as a guide for selecting data for the inversion. Data from shot numbers 20-48 (marked
by the vertical dashed lines on Figure 5.30), corresponding to shot points 1121-1171 were extracted for use in testing the inversion algorithms. Once insights about the hyperparameter
tuning are understood, the full dataset will be used in the inversion.

Figure 5.30: Signal-to-noise ratio versus shot number for the DAS data from source line 1.

5.6.1

Effective source estimation

The inversion of the DAS data will minimize the regularized objective function of equation
(5.17). However, a robust initialization for the effective source is required to improve convergence of the inversion and a value for the hyperparameter Υ that determines how much
emphasis is placed on data fit as opposed to expected source signature must be selected.
Ideally, we want the regularization to stabilize the inversion without being overly restrictive
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in the effective source energy distribution. A value of Υ is chosen by first setting the effective
source to be explosive at the effective source locations such that ux = 1 and uz = 1. The
effective source is then updated using 5 iterations of unregularized (Υ = 0) L-BFGS. At the
end of those five iterations the value of the data fit objective function (φD = ||Ru − d||22 ) and
the source regularization objective function φS = ||E − Ê||22 are computed and the trade-off
parameter is chosen so that Υ = (φD /φS )Υ∗ . Many values of Υ∗ were examined and it was
found that a value of Υ∗ = 0.1 provided the best trade-off between data fit and effective
source stability.
The effective source is then initialized by propagating wavefields through the initial model,
and 15 iterations of L-BFGS are used to minimize equation (5.17) using the gradient in
equation (5.18) with Υ = 0.1(φD /φS ). This process provides an estimate of the effective
source that best explains the downgoing wavefields in the VSP data while maintaining a
balance with the expected source signature. Figure 5.31a plots the theoretical energy profile
for an explosive source using the field shot geometry for shot points 1121-1171. Figures 5.31b5.31d plot the x-displacement, z-displacement, and energy profile for the inverted effective
source after the 15 iterations of L-BFGS using the initial model. The expected and inverted
profiles are consistent providing a good source initialization. It is important to note that the
displacement profiles in Figures 5.31b and 5.31c are only constrained by needing to combine
to form a reasonable energy profile. Therefore the displacement has some freedom in the
inverted source profiles.
The effective source inversion procedure presented above is only able to leverage initial
model information and is therefore limited in its ability to match features in the observed
data due to scattering of the elastic wavefield. Additionally, errors in the initial velocity
model at long wavelength scales forces the effective source inversion to alter the phase of the
source to match arrivals times in the modeled and observed data. As the model updates, the
effective source is also expected to require updating to better match amplitude and phase
information in the data. During the model update stage of the inversion, I consider the
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Figure 5.31: (a) Theortical expected energy profile for an explosive source using the field
shot geometry. Profiles of the x-displacement (b), z-displacement (c), and energy (d) for the
inverted effective source.
constrained optimization problem defined in equation (5.17), but compute both the effective
source gradient defined by equation (5.17), and the model gradient,
∂L(m, u, λ)
=
∂m




∂S
u, κ̄ .
∂m

(5.24)

At the end of each L-BFGS stage both the model and the source are updated which allows
the effective source to be refined as the model is updated.
5.6.2

Model regularization

The target formation for CO2 sequestration at the Containment and Monitoring Institutes
Field Research Station is the late Cretaceous Basal Belly River Sandstone (BBRS) formation.
The BBRS is a ten meter thick sandstone aquifer overlain by late Cretaceous coals (Foremost
formation) and mixed shale and sandstone units. During the late Cretaceous the depositional environment for the location of present day Brooks, Alberta was a shallow inland sea,
resulting in marine depositional structures. Since then, the area has been tectonically stable
and beds in the area are expected to dip gently to the west (Mossop and Shetsen, 1994).
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This motivates the development of a regularization term that seeks to promote layering in
the inverted model, and suppresses local and rapid structural variations.
The regularization term that is used for this purpose is defined as,

φL = ΥL ||m − Cm||22

(5.25)

where ΥL is a trade off hyperparameter that dictates the relative emphasis on data fit and
layer promotion in the model m, and C is a Toeplitz matrix constructed from a Gaussian,
2 /2w 2
L

G = e−x

(5.26)

where wL is the desired width of the layering, and x ranges from −2wL to 2wL . The term Cm
is a laterally smoothed version of the model m such that minimizing the objective function
φL in equation (5.25) penalizes deviations in the updated model away from a model that has
layering on the order of wL meters wide. The gradient of equation (5.25) with respect to the
model is,
∂φL
= ΥL [2m + 2CT Cm − 2(CT mT + Cm)].
∂m

(5.27)

The trade-off hyper-parameter ΥL will be determined through trial and error in the next
section.
5.6.3

Inversion results

Using the tools developed above, which improve convergence of the field data full waveform
inversion, the DAS data were inverted for the higher signal-noise-ratio data from shot points
1121-1171 representing a maximum shot-well offset of 280 meters. Modeled data will be generated using the frequency domain finite difference method (equation (5.8)). The inversion is
computed over seven frequency bands using a multiscale approach (Bunks et al., 1995) with
each frequency band consisting of eight equally spaced frequencies. The minimum frequency
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considered in the inversion is 10 Hz, the maximum frequency is 25 Hz, and the maximum
frequency in each band is 13.5 Hz, 15.5 Hz, 17.5 Hz, 19.5 Hz, 21 Hz, 23 Hz, and 25 Hz. Each
DAS shot record is converted from the time domain to the frequency domain through a
temporal Fourier transform. Figure 5.32a plots the time domain data from shot point 1132,
and Figure 5.32b plots the frequency domain data corresponding to this shot with receiver
depth on the vertical axis and frequency on the horizontal axis. Each column of Figure 5.32b
is the DAS data for all receivers at a single frequency.

Figure 5.32: (a) Time domain DAS data from shot point 1132, (b) frequency domain DAS
data from shot point 1132.
The frequency domain data were inverted using L-BFGS with 20 iterations used to approximate the Hessian. The starting model is constructed by smoothing compressional sonic,
shear sonic, and density well logs provided by Hu and Innanen (2021) and then computing
the corresponding η log from equation (5.12). Figure 5.33a-5.33c plot the log derived P-wave
velocity, log derived S-wave velocity, and density log where the black lines are the log values
and the red lines are smoothed log values. Figure 5.33d plots the corresponding η log values.
Values for the layer promoting regularization width of 10, 15, 20, and 30 meters were
trialed. It was determined that a 15 meter smoothing operator provided the best balance
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Figure 5.33: (a) Sonic log derived P-wave velocity, (b) sonic log derived S-wave velocity, (c)
density log, (d) corresponding log values for the special η parameterization. True log derived
values are plotted in black, and the smoothed initial model is plotted in red.
between promoting layers and allowing a reasonable amount of detail to remain in the inversion. Vales of 2 × 106 , 8 × 106 , 2 × 107 , and 6 × 107 were tested for the penalty term ΥL where
the bookend values 2 × 106 and 6 × 107 were found through trial-and-error. Figure 5.34a
plots the initial model and Figure 5.34b plots a smoothed version of the log derived P-wave
velocity. Figures 5.34c-5.34f plot the inverted P-wave velocity models for a regularization
width of 10 meters, and penalization terms ΥL of 2×106 , 8×106 , 2×107 , and 6×107 . Figures
5.34g-5.34i plot the same for a regularization width of 15 meters. For both regularization
widths a penalization term of 2 × 106 is observed to be too low and the inverted models
contain many local acquisition artifacts. At the other end of the spectrum, a value of 6 × 107
appears to be too large for both a 10 meter and 15 meter smoother. While the inverted
models contain few artifacts, some of the detail provided by the inversion has been lost. The
inverted model in Figure 5.34i, with a smoother width of 15 meters and a penalization term
of ΥL = 2×107 is observed to have the best balance between retaining detail and limiting the
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inclusion of acquisition and structural artifacts. Encouragingly, the inverted layers appear
to dip to the west (especially at approximately 175 meters depth) as expected for this area.

Figure 5.34: (a) Initial model, and (b) P-wave velocity log smoothed to seismic resolution.
Inverted P-wave velocity models using DAS data for (c) wL = 10m, Υ = 2 × 106 , (d)
wL = 10m, ΥL = 8 × 106 , (e) wL = 10m, ΥL = 2 × 107 , (f) wL = 10m, ΥL = 6 × 107 , (g)
wL = 15m, Υ = 2 × 106 , (h) wL = 15m, ΥL = 8 × 106 , (i) wL = 15m, ΥL = 2 × 107 , and (j)
wL = 15m, ΥL = 6 × 107 .
Elastic full waveform inversion has conventionally assumed access to orthogonal measurements of particle velocity (when considering geophone measurements) or particle acceleration
(when data are supplied by accelerometers as in this study). The single component nature
of DAS recording is expected to result in less robust parameter estimates due to an insensitivity to wavefields causing strain perpendicular to the fiber axis (mostly SV motion at
near-offset). Figures 5.35a-5.35c plot the time domain shot records from shot point 1137 for
the vertical and Hmax component of the accelerometer data, and the DAS data respectively.
Figures 5.35d-5.35f plot the same for the frequency domain shot records. Comparison of the
accelerometer data and DAS data shows that the DAS data correlates strongly with the ver152

tical component of the accelerometer data, but lacks detail about the converted shear wave
reflections present in the Hmax accelerometer data. This result is expected since a straight
DAS fiber in a vertical well is proportional to ∂uz /∂z. I am interested in how this reduced
sensitivity affects parameter estimates provided by FWI.

Figure 5.35: Time domain shot records from shot point 1137 for (a) vertical component of
the accelerometer data, (b) maximum horizontal component of the accelerometer data, (c)
DAS data. Frequency domain data from shot point 1137 for (d) vertical component of the
accelerometer data, (e) maximum horizontal component of the accelerometer data, (f) DAS
data
To examine this, the same FWI algorithm and optimization schedule is used to invert the
accelerometer data over the same range of shot points as the DAS data. The accelerometer
data consists of 9 additional shots that were not recorded on the DAS survey due to a
failure of the interrogator hardware. The same process was used to investigate the optimal
regularization parameters for the accelerometer data and it was observed that wL = 15
meters, and ΥL = 6×107 provided the best trade off for the accelerometer inversion. Figures
5.36a-5.36c plot the parameter estimates for P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and density
using the accelerometer data, and Figures 5.36d-5.36f plot the same results from inverting
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the DAS data with wL = 15 meters, and Υ = 2 × 107 . Figures 5.37a-5.37c plot the inversion
results for P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity, and density through a profile at 20 m offset. The
black dashed lines are the initial model, the solid black lines are a smoothed version of the
well log, the blue lines are the DAS inverted models, and the red lines are the accelerometer
inverted models. Overall the inverted models from the accelerometer data and those from
the DAS data contain similar structure, but also have different features. Observation of the
plots in Figures 5.37a-5.37c suggest that the models from the DAS inversion are a better
match to the smoothed well log in the shallow intervals, but that the inverted models from
the accelerometer data correlate more strongly to the log data in the deeper intervals. This
suggests that the inversion may benefit from inclusion of both datasets.

Figure 5.36: Inversion results from the accelerometer data for (a) P-wave velocity, (b) S-wave
velocity, and (c) density. (d)-(f) The same results acquired using the DAS data.
Figure 5.38a plots the field data from shot point 1139, Figure 5.38b plots the DAS data
modeled from the inverted models of Figures 5.36d-5.36f, and Figure 5.38c plots the field
data (black), data modeled in the initial model (blue), and the data modeled in the inverted
model (red) for 25 Hz. Figure 5.38d plots the objective function ||Ru − d||22 relative to the
objective function before any modeling ||d|||22 which describes the data misfit after inversion
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Figure 5.37: Inversion results at an offset of 20 mters for (a) P-wave velocity, (b) S-wave
velocity, and (c) density. The black dashed lines are the initial model, the solid black lines
are a smoothed version of the well log, the blue lines are the DAS inverted models, and the
red lines are the accelerometer inverted models.
relative to the initial misfit. Figures 5.39a-5.39d plot the same for the accelerometer data.
These figures suggest that the FWI procedure that is employed here successfully matches
the field data in generating the inverted models. The relatively low objective function values
post FWI and the strong correlation between the field data and the data from the inverted
models for both the accelerometer and DAS data lend confidence to the inverted models.
5.6.4

Simultaneous DAS and Accelerometer inversion

Insights from the inversion of DAS data and accelerometer data in isolation suggest that
including both in the inversion might lead to more robust parameter updates. Similar to
the developments in Chapter 4, it is straightforward to include both accelerometer and DAS
data in FWI by allowing part of the receiver matrix R to accommodate accelerometer data
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Figure 5.38: (a) Frequency domain DAS field data from shot point 1139, (b) DAS data
modeled using the inverted models from Figures 5.36d-5.36f. (c) Field data (black), data
from initial model before (blue dashed line) and after the initial effective source estimation
(solid blue line), and DAS data modeled using the inverted models (red) at 25 Hz. (d) The
value of the data fit objective function relative to the initial value of the objective function
versus offset. The dashed black line in (d) indicates the location of the objective function
value for the data from the shot point in (a) and (b).
and the other portion to take on the properties of the DAS receivers. For each shot I will
define R such that the first portion is composed of the vertical and horizontal components
of the accelerometer data and the remaining portion is composed of the DAS data. The
accelerometer and DAS data are normalized by their L2 norm and then balanced to each
other to ensure they contribute equally in the objective function. However, it is anticipated
that it might be beneficial to place greater emphasis on matching one dataset over the other.
To accommodate this in FWI I define a new form of the data matching objective function,
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Figure 5.39: (a) Frequency domain accelerometer field data from shot point 1139, (b) accelerometer data modeled using the inverted models from Figures 5.36a-5.36c. (c) Field data
(black), data from initial model before (blue dashed line) and after the initial effective source
estimation (solid blue line), and accelerometer data modeled using the inverted models (red)
at 25 Hz. (d) The value of the data fit objective function relative to the inital value of the
objective function versus offset. The dashed black line in (d) indicates the location of the
objective function value for the shot point in (a) and (b) The dashed yellow lines in (a) and
(b) and the dashed black line in (c) separate the vertical and horizontal components.

1
φD = ||T(Ru − d)||22
2

(5.28)

where T is a square diagonal trade-off matrix that balances the relative contributions of
DAS and accelerometer data in FWI. Each non-zero entry in T has the form,

Tii =




(1 − τD ) for accelerometer data


τ D

for DAS data
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(5.29)

where τD defines the relative importance of DAS data in the inversion. A value of τD = 0
places no emphasis on DAS data, while τD = 0.5 balances the importance of the DAS and
accelerometer data in the minimization of the objective function.
How much emphasis to place on each dataset is not apparent from the inversions results examined thus far. Instead, to test the influence of τD , inversions are run for τD =
[0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.66, 0.75, 0.95, 1]. To ensure the results are properly regularized I
use a sliding scale for the layer penalty term such that ΥL = 8 × 107 − τD (8 × 107 −
2 × 107 ). Figure 5.40a plots the smoothed P-wave velocity log, and Figures 5.40b-5.40j
plot the inversion results obtained using DAS and accelerometer data in different combinations with τD = [0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.66, 0.75, 0.95, 1] respectively. Figures 5.40a5.40i plot profiles through the inverted P-wave velocity models (blue) at an offset of 20
meters from the well and profiles of the smoothed P-wave velocity log (black) for τD =
[0, 0.05, 0.25, 0.33, 0.5, 0.66, 0.75, 0.95, 1].

Figure 5.40: (a) Smoothed P-wave velocity log. Inversion results for the objective function in
equation (5.28) with the trade off parameter set to (b) τD = 0%, (c) τD = 5%, (d) τD = 25%,
(e) τD = 33%, (f) τD = 50%, (g) τD = 66%, (h) τD = 75%, (i) τD = 95%, and (j) τD = 100%.
Figures 5.40 and 5.41 suggest that an increasing emphasis on the DAS data has a stabilizing effect on the inverted models. While all of the inverted models tend to overestimate
the velocity in the deeper subsurface sections (below approximately 200 meters), the models
with more emphasis on the accelerometer data tend to underestimate the velocity in the
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Figure 5.41: Profiles through the inversion results in Figure 5.40 with the trade off parameter
set to (a) τD = 0%, (b) τD = 5%, (c) τD = 25%, (d) τD = 33%, (e) τD = 50%, (f) τD = 66%,
(g) τD = 75%, (h) τD = 95%, and (i) τD = 100%. The black dashed lines are the starting
models, the solid black lines the smooth P-wave velocity log values, and the blue lines the
inverted results an offset of 20 meters. The horizontal red lines delineate the top and bottom
of the Basal Belly River Sandstone target reservoir.
shallower section. Increasing the relative contribution of the DAS data improves the fit to
the smoothed log in the shallow sections, while leading to smoother and more stable velocity
updates in the deeper sections. This is observed to hold for values of τD <= 75%; for larger
values the velocity in the shallow section becomes less stable and tends to be overestimated.
In Figures 5.41 the correlation coefficient between the smoothed log and the inverted profiles
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are computed and reported in the top right corner of each subplot. The maximum correlation occurs for τD = 75%. Importantly, the reservoir top is marked by a sharp velocity
decrease and the reservoir bottom by a sharp velocity increase which appears to be best
represented by the inverted model using τD = 75%. Overall the inverted models recovered
using 33% ≤ τD ≤ 75% provide a consistent range of models for the subsurface P-wave
velocity structure. The DAS and accelerometer data represent independent measurements,
so this consistency provides some confidence to inverted models. In all of the models, the
deeper velocity structure is consistently higher than the log values, suggesting that the data
strongly support a velocity increase.
Encouraged by the results obtained with the partial, near-offset dataset, which includes
shot points 1121-1171, I now extend this analysis to the entire dataset for source line 1 which
includes shot points 1101-1197 for offsets of 480 meters east and west of the well (see Figure
5.5). While processing the DAS data it was observed that the DAS shots have a marked
degradation of signal-to-noise ratio with offset, and that the DAS data from the far-offset
shots were heavily contaminated by noise. The curvelet based de-noising, coupled with the
dip rejecting FK-filter and low pass Butterworth filter was observed to remove a significant
portion of this noise, but also had the possibility of adding artifacts to the data. It is therefore
possible that the full data inversion will preference a stronger emphasis on the accelerometer
data than was observed when considering the less noisy DAS shots. Figure 5.42a plots the
smoothed P-wave velocity log (extended to an offset of 480 meters in each direction) and
Figures 5.42b-5.42f plot the inverted P-wave velocity models for τD = 25%, τD = 33%, τD =
50%, τD = 66%, and τD = 75%. Figures 5.46a-5.46e plot the inverted models in blue for
the results in Figures 5.42b-5.42f for the profile at an offset of 25 meters, marked by the
black dashed lines in Figure 5.42. The initial models are plotted by the dashed black lines
in Figures 5.46a-5.46e and the solid black lines are the smoothed P-wave log values.
Figures 5.43a and 5.43b plot the ray paths for the P-wave velocity structure and the Swave velocity structure from six shots at long-offsets, mid-offsets, and near-offsets. The ray
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Figure 5.42: (a) Smoothed P-wave velocity log. Inversion results for the objective function
in equation (5.28) using the full dataset from source line 1 with the trade off parameter set
to (b) τD = 25%, (c) τD = 33%, (d) τD = 50%, (e) τD = 66%, and (f) τD = 75%.
path coverage provides insights into which areas of the model have more complete wavefield
sampling, and which portions of the model have no ray path coverage from the direct waves.
This provides an estimate for the range of offsets that are expected to have meaningful model
updates, and which regions of the model are expected to have negligible updates, which
allows me to focus my attention to areas of interest in the model updates. Interestingly,
diving waves are apparent in the ray tracing, confirming the earlier hypothesis. The ray
tracing also suggest that many of the rays from far offset shots arrive perpendicular to the
well, explaining the lower SNR on the DAS data from far offset shots.
The subsurface at the Containment and Monitoring Institute is not uniformally illuminated, due both in part to the velocity structure and the acquisition geometry. Therefore,
the data are more sensitive to different parts of the model, and the result is that FWI places
a greater emphasis on updating those portions of the model to match the data. In VSP acquisitions, the density of wave sampling diminishes away from the well bore, and eventually
we reach a point where no ray coverage is provided over the subsurface models in Figure 5.42.
To gain some insight into the illumination of the subsurface and gain an understanding of
where there is limited ray coverage in the subsurface, rays were traced through the models in
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Figure 5.43: (a) Ray paths through the P-wave velocity model from Figure 5.42d from six
shot points, (b) ray paths through the S-wave velocity model using a trade off parameter of
50%. Ray paths show in black with the corresponding velocity models in the background.
The solid black line marks the wellbore containing the DAS fiber and accelerometers.
Figure 5.42 using a 2D Eikonal-based ray tracer. Figure 5.44a plots the inverted model from
Figure 5.42d, Figure 5.44b plots an illumination map of the normalized ray coverage through
the model in Figure 5.44a where hot colors indicate denser ray coverage. In Figure 5.44c the
model from Figure 5.44a is replotted, but masked by the ray density, such that areas with no
ray coverage are removed from the model. Figures 5.45a-5.45e plot the ray path illumination
for all five inverted models on Figure 5.42. Figures 5.45f-5.45j plot the corresponding masked
models for tradeoff values of τD = 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, and 75% respectively.
Comparing Figures 5.41 and Figures 5.46 suggests that inclusion of the full dataset has
stabilized the inversion and leads to models that are in better agreements with the log values,
and vary less rapidly. The inverted models obtained using the full dataset from source line 1
are largely comparable for all values of τD . Increasing the emphasis on DAS data (increasing
τD ) has increased the near surface structure as compared to those models obtained with
a larger emphasis on accelerometer data. One possible explanation is that the reduced
sensitivity to shear waves of the DAS fiber has resulted in a more structured near surface
for the P-wave velocity to explain some of the data features. Another possibility is that the
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Figure 5.44: (a) Inverted model from Figure 5.42d, (b) ray path illumination for the model
in (a), (c) model in (a) masked such that areas with no ray coverage are omitted. The red
stars plot the source geometry.
poorer DAS data quality at far offset and the processing has lead to artifacts, and that as
FWI tries to match these artifacts it results in erroneous updates. Regardless, too much
emphasis on the DAS data appears to result in erroneous near surface velocity updates due
to poor far-offset data quality.
Figure 5.47 plots time domain data from shot point 1132 for the DAS fiber in row 1, the
vertical component of the accelerometer in row 2, and the maximum horizontal acceleration
in row 3. Figures 5.47a,5.47d, and 5.47g plot field-data, and Figures 5.47b,5.47e, and 5.47h
plot modeled-data using the inverted model with equal empahsis on DAS and accelerometer
data (see Figure 5.42d). Figures 5.47c,5.47f, and 5.47i plot field-data to the left and right
of the yellow lines and modeled-data between the two yellow lines. For all three sensor
types the modeled and field data correlate strongly, and plots Figures 5.47c,5.47f, and 5.47i
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Figure 5.45: (a)-(e) Ray path illumination for the models in Figure 5.42. (f)-(j) Inverted
models from Figure 5.42 for tradeoff values of τD = 25%, 33%, 50%, 66%, and 75%, masked
by the illumination plots. The red stars plot the source geometry.
display strong continuity between the modeled and field data. This suggests that FWI has
successfully matched the field-data in forming the parameter estimates providing confidence
to the results displayed in this chapter. Figure 5.47j plots the objective function values after
FWI relative to their initial value showing a significant decrease in the objective function.
The model obtained with the largest emphasis on the accelerometer data (τD = 25%)
has the largest correlation coefficient with the smoothed log value, and provides the closest
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Figure 5.46: Inversion results for the objective function in equation (5.28) using the full
dataset from source line 1 with the trade off parameter set to (a) τD = 25%, (b) τD = 33%,
(c) τD = 50%, (d) τD = 66%, and (e) τD = 75%. The dashed black line is the intital model,
the solid black line the smoothed P-wave log, and the blue line is the inverted model from
the dashed lines in Figure 5.42 at an offset of 25 meters.
match to the log, especially in the upper 225 meters. Again, a comparable class of models
exists for 25% ≤ τD ≤ 50% indicating the optimal value of τD falls in this range. In
this case, increased emphasis on DAS data stabilizes the inversion, but too much emphasis
results in model updates that contain artifacts due to the poor data quality in the far-offset
shots. The results that I presented thus far are not a definitive commentary on how much
emphasis should be placed on DAS data or accelerometer data in FWI. However, it has been
observed that different mixtures of DAS data and accelerometer data in FWI lead to models
that resolve different structures. The exact ratio that best balances the features of interest is
expected to change based on the field, acquisition geometry, fiber geometry, and data quality
and it is expected that an analysis similar to the one presented here will be beneficial for
future monitoring surveys.
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Figure 5.47: Field data (a), modeled data (b), and a mixture of field and modeled data (c)
for the DAS fiber. Field data (d), modeled data (e), and a mixture of field and modeled
data (f) for the vertical component of acceleration. Field data (g), modeled data (h), and
a mixture of field and modeled data (i) for the horizontal component of acceleration. In
(c),(f), and (i) field data is plotted to the left of the first yellow line, and the right of the
second yellow line, and modeled data is plotted in between the two lines. (j) The value of
the data fit objective function relative to the inital value of the objective function versus
offset, where the black dashed line marks the value for shot point 1132.
5.6.5

Multiparameter inversion

Isotropic elastic media are typically characterized by two elastic parameters(often P-wave
velocity and S-wave velocity) and density. In the treatment of FWI presented thus far, the
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model I attempt to recover has been characterized by a single parameter that characterizes
the arc-length along a line of best for the Vp − Vs − ρ log data. Inverted values are restricted
to lying along this trend-line, and the values of Vp , Vs , and ρ can be computed from the
inverted model parameters. An argument could be raised that this parameterization is
overly restrictive and that viable model parameters exist away from the trend-line that
provide an improved data fit, and models that are a better correlation to the well log data.
To test this, inverted models using a 1/Vp2 − 1/Vs2 − ρ parameterization were computed
using the inverted models from the previous section as the initial models. This provides a
multiparameter inversion with a stable starting point that should help reduce the possibility
of converging on a poor model, but gives the inversion the freedom to update the isotropicelastic parameters independently to provide a better data fit. After the inversion, it was
discovered that the updated models did not vary much from the initial models obtained
with the single parameter updates, suggesting that the single parameter approach that has
been taken in this thesis is robust for the CaMI field research station.
Examination of Figures 5.26d and 5.26e shows that the trend-line explains the majority
of variation in the log values, so it is not surprising that inverted values on the trend-line can
explain most of the field data, especially at seismic frequencies. However, there is variation in
the log values away from the trend-line, and this variation would be useful to include in the
parameterization. One possible way to do this that maintains the spirit of capturing trends
in the log values, but is not so restrictive that inverted values must fall on the trend-line is
to instead define a elliptical cylinder or tube that is centered on the trend-line and allows
inverted values to be constrained by having to be inside of this tube. Figure 5.48 plots such
a parameterization where the blue dots represent log triplets of Vp − Vs − ρ, the black line is
the original trend line that acts as the core of the tube, and the green shadow indicates the
constrained region where inverted values must be contained. In such a parameterization, two
additional coordinate axes can be defined that are mutually perpendicular to the parameter
η which quantify the variance away from the trend-line. A multiparameter inversion would
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invert for values in this new coordinate system and then the corresponding values of Vp −Vs −ρ
can be calculated. Parameterizations of this type allow for the use of prior information from
the well logs, but maintain some flexibility to invert for localized structures that are not
characterized by the single parameter used in this study. A parameterization of this type is
not tested in this study, because the unconstrained multiparameter inversion did not lead to
significant model updates.

Figure 5.48: Schematic representation of a three-parameter parameterization that characterizes the model in terms of distance along the trend-line and distance away frm the trend-line
in two orthogonal directions. The blue dots represent log values of Vp − Vs − ρ, the black
line is the trend line from the single-parameter parameterization, and the green tube represents the fairway of constrained values that can be inverted for in the three-parameter
parameterization.

5.7 Discussion
Multiparameter elastic FWI using seismic data acquired on land is a challenging proposition.
Analysis of scattering radiation patterns for many isotropic-elastic parameterizations suggests that the successful mitigation of cross-talk requires wide source-receiver aperture (Pan
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et al., 2019) which is most straightforwardly provided by a mixture of surface and borehole
acquisition. A mixed DAS-accelerometer acquisition offers an opportunity for cost-effective
surface acquisition using a sparse accelerometer (or geophone) array coupled with a permanently installed fiber in any number of monitoring and producing or injecting wells. While
an acquisition of this type was not collected during the 2018 VSP survey, and therefore not
tested in this chapter, results from Chapter 4 suggest this would be a beneficial acquisition
for alleviating some of the challenge of cross-talk associated with land FWI. Leveraging the
better access to borehole geometries offered by DAS requires methods for including data
from arbitrarily shaped fibers in FWI. While DAS data has been included in FWI (Podgornova et al., 2017) it is often treated through a conversion to particle velocity before being
used in otherwise standard FWI. This works well for perfectly straight fiber, but is underconstrained for fiber geometries that take on the some characteristic shape. In preparation
for fiber geometries that push DAS towards a multicomponent sensor (Ning and Sava, 2018;
Hall et al., 2021) the methods developed in Chapter 4 were applied to the data from a VSP
survey acquired at the Containment and Monitoring Institutes Field Research Station. Both
DAS and accelerometer inverted models, and those derived from considering varying mixtures of DAS and accelerometer data in the inversion were comparable and provided a good
match to well log information. Work of the nature presented in this chapter will be crucial
to fully leverage the data supplied by DAS fibers.
Land FWI faces other significant challenges, that must be addressed to help FWI converge. Near surface wavefield propagation is extraordinarily complex and incomplete wave
physics coupled with poor or nonexistent prior information about the near surface can be
very detrimental in land-based FWI. Additionally, although the source character is well theorized for Vibroseis type source, complexities in the forcing function can arise from changes
in coupling and surface conditions from one shot to the next, leading to challenges with handling source character in FWI. Both these challenges are addressed through the development
of an effective source, which is inverted for in order to explain the data. The effective source
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method developed in this chapter mitigates the need for detailed information about the near
surface, removes the need to propagate modeled wavefields through these complex layers,
and accounts for changes in the source character due to surface conditions. This method
proved crucial for inverting the field data in this chapter, and is expected to help other
applications of land based FWI where access to borehole data is available. The effective
source method, its regularization, the layer based regularization, and the log-derived parameterization presented in this chapter were developed collaboratively with Dr. Scott Keating,
a postdoctoral researcher with the Consortium for Research in Elastic Wave Exploration
Seismology (CREWES).
Also analyzed was the inclusion of DAS and accelerometer data together in a single
FWI objective function. A trade-off parameter was developed that places varying degrees
of emphasis on each dataset. This is expected to be a crucial development for acquisition
geometries utilizing surface geophone data, and downhole DAS data. Within the work presented here, approximately equal emphasis on DAS and accelerometer data had a stabilizing
effect on the inverted models, as compared to using either dataset in isolation. Too much
emphasis on the accelerometer data resulted in localized structure that is not expected for
the geology of the region, and poorer match to well log data. Too much emphasis on the DAS
data, which was of poorer quality than the accelerometer data at far-offset, leads to spurious
near surface structure. It is expected that some combination of DAS and conventional point
sensor data will benefit many land-based FWI programs, and the work presented here will
help facilitate those applications.

5.8 Conclusions
DAS is poised to become a key technology for facilitating the monitoring of sequestered
CO2 , and within other seismic monitoring applications. This chapter further develops the
methods of Chapter 4 for application of elastic FWI to field data from DAS fibers in VSP
geometries, and develops key methods required for successful inversion of land seismic data.
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The effective source was crucial for tackling the complexity of inverting land-based seismic
data and reducing some of the nonlinearity in the objective function. The log-derived parameterization was key to model convergence, and appeared to explain the data as well as
a full multiparameter inversion could, while converging more stably. These methods were
used to aid in the inversion of field DAS data in its native strain-rate format, which is a crucial development that should transfer to the inversion of data from shaped fibers including
helically wound fibers, and fibers that track horizontal and deviated wells. The strong agreement between DAS inverted models, accelerometer inverted models, and log data, and the
stabilizing effects observed by using both datasets in various mixtures verifies the methods
presented here, and in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
Distributed acoustic sensing is expected to play an increasingly important role in the seismic
acquisition landscape. To fully leverage the unique acquisition geometries that DAS fibers
provide, it is expected that shaping fibers in characteristic geometries to improve their sensitivity will be required. While fibers of this type are not commonly deployed in field settings,
throughout this thesis I explore how the enhanced sensitivity provided by shaped fibers can
influence parameter updates in full waveform inversion. In Chapter 3 I discuss the theoretical developments required to model DAS data from arbitrarily shaped fibers embedded in
the subsurface. In Chapter 4 I develop methods for the inclusion of DAS data in FWI and
present a rigorous exploration of how shaped fibers influence parameter resolution in FWI.
Through this exploration I develop a suite of tools, including fiber sensitivity analysis and
fiber sensitive radiation patterns for examining the sensitivity of different fibers, which allows for understanding into which fiber geometries might provide the most robust parameter
estimates for a given acquisition geometry. Tools of this type are important for appraising
fiber geometries prior to deployment, and assessing which fiber type might prove most useful
depending on the goals of the seismic acquisition program. An interesting and unintended
outcome of this theoretical analysis was the discovery of a fiber geometry that only senses
the dilatational component of wave motion and is therefore insensitive to shear wave modes.
While a fiber of this type might not have an immediate use, this may open the door for fiber
geometries that are insensitive, or only sensitive to ground roll. Fibers that can be wave
mode discriminate have been of interest in the literature.
In Chapter 5, the theoretical developments from Chapter 5 were extended and applied
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to a DAS field data set from an active CO2 sequestration site. While work of this nature
appears in the literature, strain-rate data are converted to particle velocity data, and used
in a conventional FWI framework. Instead I use the DAS data in its native strain-rate form,
which at the time of writing is the first study I am aware of that uses DAS data in FWI
without conversion to particle velocity. This is a beneficial approach because the conversion
to particle velocity is under-constrained for shaped fibers with current gauge length (Ning
and Sava, 2018). The inclusion of the field data in the FWI framework presented in this
thesis required innovations to help the algorithm converge. One of these was a special model
parameterization that leveraged the insight that log measurements of the P-wave velocity and
S-wave velocity, and the P-wave velocity and density were strongly correlated. Using these
correlations, a model parameterization was developed that enforced relationships between
the parameters in the inverted models. This drastically reduces the combinations of model
parameters that can combine to match the field data, and helps the inversion converge on
a model that is a good representation of the log-derived models. The effective source was
another important innovation that was crucial for convergence of the FWI algorithm. This
allowed the inversion to converge without a detailed initial estimate of the near surface
structure which is difficult to characterize. I also develop an objective function that allows
for the combination of DAS data and accelerometer data in various mixtures which was
showed to greatly influence parameter estimates in FWI. This development will likely be
crucial as acquisition shifts to using downhole fiber and more conventional surface deployed
geophones in combination. I hypothesized that a sparse geophone surface acquisition coupled
with a downhole fiber could provide an optimal tradeoff between acquisition geometry and
cost. The objective function I present in Chapter 6 would readily allow for acquisitions of
this type.
While active source DAS acquisition will be important, DAS has acquired significant
interest for passive monitoring type surveys as well. Recently, DAS has become a prominent
acquisition tool for monitoring during hydraulic fracturing. While the acquisition geometries
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made available by DAS fiber are very attractive for monitoring, the inherent differences in
the data, and very large datasets provided by DAS have delayed the usefulness of DAS data
until algorithms are developed. However, our understanding of this data, and algorithms
for processing it are developing rapidly. In Chapter 3 I explore the influence that different
moment tensors have on the character of the DAS data we record using a newly developed
analytic modeling strategy. Observations of these shot records reveal that different moment
tensors manifest in distinct features in the DAS data that provide insights into the class of
moment tensor that generated the data. Motivated by this insight a machine-learning-based
workflow was developed to process the DAS data and extract moment tensor information.
This algorithm is very efficient, greatly reducing the potential cost associated with conventional moment tensor inversion and appears to transfer successfully to field data. Algorithms
of this type are attractive to improve the utility of DAS monitoring data as they help overcome the burden of processing large datasets, since machine learning preferences very large
datasets for training.

6.2 Future work
Distributed acoustic sensing is becoming an attractive tool to support seismic acquisition.
To fully leverage the information that seismic data of this type provides, algorithms are
required to model DAS data, and then incorporate it in algorithms that focus on parameter
estimates, imaging, and source estimation procedures. Throughout this thesis I develop
methods for modeling DAS data, understanding how fiber shape influences fiber sensitivity,
and how this impacts parameter estimates in FWI. These methods are also extended to
parameter estimates from field data. While I present an exhaustive analysis of these goals
in this thesis there are some important lines of research that require further development.
The work presented in Chapter 4 examines a certain class of shaped fibers, all of which
are some form of a helically wound fiber. However, this is not the only shape that fibers
can assume. Examples in the literature consider two collocated fibers in different geometric
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combinations (Ning and Sava, 2018), and another example considers a complex fiber shape
(Hall et al., 2021) that has the potential to lead to multi-component DAS point sensors. It
is likely that a more optimal fiber geometry exists than the ones presented in this thesis,
and research could focus on finding optimal fiber geometries for different acquisition geometries. In Chapter 5 the DAS and accelerometer data originate from sensors collocated in the
same well. While I showed that combining these two datasets in varying combinations did
influence parameter resolution in FWI, the vertical accelerometer data and the DAS data
emanating from a straight vertically-oriented fiber provide somewhat redundant information which appeared to have a stabilizing influence on the inversion. Of interest would be
how combining field data from a conventional surface geophone acquisition with data from
borehole deployed fibers influences parameter resolution. In this acquisition geometry the
surface geophones provide sampling of the reflected wavefield which contains short wavelength model information while the DAS data are rich in long wavelength model information
supplied by the transmitted wavefield. In Chapter 4 I showed that this type of acquisition
provided improved parameter estimates over considering each acquisition geometry in isolation. Future work should focus on applying this methodology to land data, and testing
how sparse a surface geophone array can be and still support FWI of borehole DAS data.
Reducing the receiver effort required to preform elastic FWI with land data could benefit
many monitoring projects, such as the one described in Chapter 5.
As DAS continues to be used for monitoring studies, and specifically in hydraulic fracture
monitoring many research avenues will need to be explored. Appendix A is one of these
early research developments, however, the work presented in Appendix draws largely from
theoretical developments with an extension to field data. At the time of writing, I did not
have a large labeled DAS field dataset to compare the moment tensor predictions against. An
interesting line of future work to expand the findings in Appendix A would be to fully train
and validate the network on field data, and compare the machine learning based moment
tensor predictions to those obtained with conventional moment tensor inversion. The work
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I present is limited to analytic results in a homogeneous medium, limiting the complexity of
the field data from which moment tensor may be predicted. Expanding this work to predict
on field data would expand the application of these findings to more complex events.
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Appendix A
Additional applications of DAS: Estimation of
microseismic source mechanisms from DAS data using
unsupervised deep learning
A.1 Summary
Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is a rapidly expanding seismic acquisition technology. It is
increasingly applied in microseismic monitoring during hydraulic fracturing, and as a complement
to broadband seismometers for measuring teleseismic waves generated by earthquakes. A key task
in these DAS applications is determination of the source mechanism from information encoded in
the direct arrivals. DAS acquisition generates very large volumes of data, and how to manage these
volumes is an open question; also, DAS data comprise measurements of different aspects of the
elastic field than those associated with geophones or seismometers, and consequently conventional
moment tensor inversion does not transfer directly. To manage these issues, a deep learning algorithm for source mechanism estimation from DAS signals is formulated . The algorithm begins
with a convolutional auto-encoder step, designed to extract features from DAS-microseismic data
relevant to moment tensor characterization. The features are analyzed for moment tensor information using two additional deep learning techniques, based on clustering and generative adversarial
networks (GAN). Clustering detects groups of input seismic events that share strongly correlated
source mechanisms, allowing for moment-tensor-based grouping of seismic data. Finally, a GAN is
trained which maps from feature space to moment tensor estimate, predicting source mechanisms
from DAS-microseismic data collected during hydraulic fracturing. To test the efficacy of applying
these algorithms to field data, the trained GAN is applied to a field microseismic event. Simulated
data (generated with the predicted source mechanism) correlate strongly with the field data.
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A.2 Introduction
The increased frequency and complexity of hydraulic fracturing has created a need to monitor
reservoir treatments, ensuring fractures propagate as planned, remain in the target formation, and
penetrate deeply into the reservoir. Microseismic monitoring is the most prevalent technology
for filling this need (McClain, 1971; Power et al., 1976; Albright and Pearson, 1982; Warpinski
et al., 1998; Maxwell et al., 2002; Maxwell, 2010). As hydraulic fractures propagate through the
subsurface they generate seismic waves, which are conventionally recorded with 3C geophones in
surface arrays, shallow well arrays, and deep downhole arrays (e.g., Eaton, 2018), and then used
in one of a range of source estimation procedures. However, making high quality recordings of
microseismic events economically remains a challenge. Surface arrays are an economical tool for
recording over wide apertures, but this places sensors far from the sources in a noisy environment,
and limits the wave modes that can be recorded. Deep downhole arrays place receivers closer to the
sources, and in a less noisy wellbore environment, however, this typically increases drilling costs,
and reduces the number of sensors that can be placed.
Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) has attracted significant recent interest for its potential as
a tool for microseismic monitoring, and earthquake seismology (Webster et al., 2013; Lindsey et al.,
2017; Karrenbach et al., 2018). As discussed in Chapters 1 and 3, DAS is notable for its non-invasive
nature, with the fiber used by DAS systems deployable, for instance, in active hydraulic fracturing
treatment wells. This allows for wells to be used both for treatment and monitoring, reducing the
need for dedicated monitor wells (Webster et al., 2013). Additionally, fibers generally run from
the surface to the toe of the well, turning the entire length of the well into a distributed strain
sensor. This wide aperture sensing is crucial for estimation of microseismic source parameters
(Eyre and van der Baan, 2015). However, DAS recording comes with its own challenges. As
shown in Chapter 3 DAS fibers are sensitive only to axial strain (i.e., the normal strain component
tangential to the fiber), and is thus inherently a single-component, and directional, recording system
(Kuvshinov, 2015). DAS also offers very dense spatial sampling on the order of one meter (Daley
et al., 2013), which produces large data volumes when coupled with continuous recording during
multi-day hydraulic fracture treatments. These volumes are cumbersome to process by conventional
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means.
The closely-related field of earthquake seismology has also seen application of DAS sensors.
Broadband seismometers are currently the acquisition technology of choice for recording teleseismic
waves produced by earthquakes. However, the quality of the data they can record is limited
by their sparse, and primarily continental, deployment. In contrast, both terrestrial and subsea
telecommunications fiber could be used to record earthquake energy. Lindsey et al. (2017) compared
teleseismic data from fiber and collocated seismometers, and showed both that a strong correlation
between the two datasets exists, and that DAS is capable of measuring the low-frequency responses
associated with earthquake seismology. Yu et al. (2019) drew similar conclusions, and showed that
DAS can aid in imaging of deep structures such as the Moho.
Observations of seismic waves emitted by propagating fractures or earthquake sources in principle constrain the spatial location of the fracture, and the type of fracturing that is occurring in
the subsurface. Early work on fracture localization focused on inverting the kinematic information
carried by the direct arrivals, but has since progressed to stacking-based (Gharti et al., 2010; Grigoli
et al., 2013), migration-based (Grandi and Oates, 2009; Mao et al., 2020), and interferometric imaging methods (Schuster et al., 2004; Zhang and Zhang, 2013; Li et al., 2016). In Chapter 3 it was
shown that microseismic signals contain important information about the source that generated the
recorded data. Important source information is contained in the moment tensor, which provides
information about the type of fracturing occurring in the subsurface (e.g. Burridge and Knopoff,
1964; Gilbert, 1971; Aki and Richards, 2002). Moment tensor estimates can be used to make inferences about the in-situ stress state, type of fracturing, occurrence of new fractures and reactivation
of existing fractures, and can help optimize future treatments. The conventional method for estimating the moment tensor, moment tensor inversion (MTI), uses phase information (Eyre and
van der Baan, 2015), amplitude information (Eaton et al., 2014; Eyre and van der Baan, 2015),
or both (Eyre and van der Baan, 2015; Willacy et al., 2019) to estimate the source mechanism.
However, these traditional methods are expensive, especially when employed on large datasets like
those supplied by DAS, and do not immediately transfer to new sensor types recording different
portions of the elastic wavefield, though this is an active research area (Hudson et al., 2021).
To address these issues, I formulate a practical approach to moment tensor estimation, based on
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machine learning and deep learning (Ongsulee, 2017), specifically involving unsupervised methods,
on account of a general lack of exhaustive labeled microseismic moment tensor - DAS datasets. A
similar approach is proposed by Steinberg et al. (2021) using Bayesian neural networks to estimate
the strike, dip, and rake of double events recorded on seismometer stations. I choose convolutional
neural networks (CNN) which are suitable for complex and nonlinear feature extraction from image
data, to approach the microseismic-DAS source estimation problem. CNN have been applied in
wide ranging disciplines (e.g. Bin et al., 2012; Hertel et al., 2015; Spanhol et al., 2016; Lopes and
Valiati, 2017), with many recent applications in geophysical and geological problems such as deep
convolutional autoencoders for facies classification from seismic data, seismic interpolation, and
full waveform inversion (Qian et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020). Deep convolutional
neural networks are well suited for processing image data, compressing the most salient features of
the high dimensional input to a low dimensional vector, known as the feature space. Moment tensor
inversion relies on polarity information in the first arrivals (Eyre and van der Baan, 2015), and on
relative P-wave and S-wave amplitudes (Eaton et al., 2014), to estimate the source mechanism.
Treating subsets of input microseismic data as images, and the polarity and amplitude information
as features of the image which provide particularly helpful insights about the source mechanism,
allows for the formulation of moment tensor inversion as an image-feature-extraction problem using
CNN. In Chapter 3, it was shown that DAS-microseismic data carry diagnostic information that
encodes source characteristics which motivates the developments in this Appendix.
I begin with the design of a convolutional autoencoder (CAE) capable of extracting features
related to source mechanisms from DAS-microseismic images. Next, I set up clustering algorithms,
and a generative adversarial network (GAN), that allows for predictions about the source mechanism based on the features extracted from the input images. Clustering is an unsupervised learning
method appropriate for complex data relationships, in which data (feature vectors) are organized
into groups, often based on some distance measure (e.g. Jain et al., 1999). I adopt the density-based
spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) introduced by Ester et al. (1996) because
this algorithm achieves our key requirements of (1) dynamically determining an unknown number
of clusters, and (2) doing so in a parameter space where non-Gaussian distributions may occur
(Nagy, 1968; Jain et al., 1999). The motivation for this clustering approach is to group images
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with similar features, with the presupposition that these features will contain important source information. Clustering of images with similar features will therefore group images that share source
mechanism information. The second approach I develop for extracting moment tensor information
from the CAE extracted features involves generative adversarial networks (GAN), which comprise
two neural networks set up to compete against each other in a zero sum minimax game (Goodfellow
et al., 2014). These networks are chosen for the beneficial aspects of adversarial training relative
to more conventional feed-forward neural networks. The GAN that is developed learns to predict
moment tensors from input feature space vectors. With these in place, the theoretical development,
network training, and initial tests are carried out on synthetic data for validation purposes. The
methodology is then applied to an example input field data image. Deep-CNN architectures are in
this way shown to have significant potential for practical moment tensor estimation.

A.3 Modeling distributed acoustic sensing data
In the absence of exhaustive labeled field data, as is the case with DAS-microseismic data, it can
be challenging to optimize neural network architecture and validate their predictions. In such
situations, theory-guided methods (e.g., Karpatne et al., 2017), can be employed (for examples
involving seismic data, see Downton et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020), for instance within which
simulated or synthetic data are used to train the network. Here, such a theory-guided approach is
adopted. Machine learning algorithms are data-hungry, and require very large datasets for training
and validation. To create a large synthetic DAS dataset I employ the far-field analytic modeling
algorithm that introduced in Chapter 3 which will be briefly reviewed below.

A.3.1

Analytic strain response of a DAS fiber

The far-field analytic approximation for the strain induced by a moment tensor source is, as derived
in Chapter 3,


−1 mγγ T
mγγ T − Γ
=
s̈(t − r/α) −
s̈(t − r/β) .
4πρr
α4
β4

(A.1)

For these experiments, without loss of generality, I assume a scenario where the minimum principal
stress direction σh is aligned with the x-direction, and consider a horizontal well drilled perfectly on
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azimuth, such that it is aligned with the minimum horizontal stress direction allowing fractures to
propagate deep into the reservoir and open parallel to the well. A straight DAS fiber deployed the
horizontal portion of this well will have a tangent aligned with the x-axis and will have a sensitivity,

xx ≡ 11



mγ12 − Γ11
−1 mγ12
s̈(t − r/α) −
s̈(t − r/β) .
=
4πρr α4
β4

(A.2)

In Chapter 3, it was shown that different moment tensor sources radiate seismic energy in a very
diagnostic manner provided a sufficient aperture is sampled, which manifests in unique features in
the recorded data that encode information about the moment tensor source characteristics (e.g.
Figure 3.5). From this insight, it is concluded that pure focal mechanisms in simulated settings
produce distinct signatures in wide aperture data, suggestive that DAS acquisitions can support
moment tensor estimation. However, in general, microseismic field data are much more complex
than this, and although field events are generated by moment tensors of these types, they appear
in combinations, producing more subtle data variations than those in Figure 3.5. A practical
method must be able to extract diagnostic features in DAS microseismic data when they appear in
isolation, as above, but more importantly in complex mixtures. Certain classes of machine learning
algorithms known as neural networks are adept at sifting through large image datasets, detecting
the presence of diagnostic features in the image, and using these features to make inferences about
the underlying image class. In the following sections, I design a series of neural networks that
can detect features in DAS microseismic images which encode source information, and use these
features to make predictions about the moment tensor that produced the data in the image.

A.4 Deep neural networks for extraction of source features from DAS data
Convolutional neural networks utilize local nodal connections between layers which makes them
optimal for processing data with local structure, such as image data. Certain convolutional neural
network designs are adept at extracting complex features from images, absent large labeled datasets.
In this section, I design such a network for the DAS microseismic problem, then analyze its capacity
to estimate the source mechanism encoded in the data.
In a convolutional neural network, a filter of a prescribed size (Npx × Npy pixels, where typically
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Npx = Npy ) is overlain on an input image. The overlain image pixels are weighted by the filter
coefficients, wi , summed, and passed through a nonlinear activation function g. The output of this
process ŷj constitutes the j th value in the feature map for that filter:

yˆj = g

Np2
X


wi yi ,

(A.3)

i

where yi is the value of the ith pixel overlain by the filter. This filter moves over the image and a
feature map value is computed for each filter position. These filters are initialized using random
numbers and during training the weights are tuned to detect a certain feature. The random initialization allows each filter to learn a unique feature. Generally, many filters are computed for
a given layer, each producing a single output feature map that detects the presence of a unique
feature. Deeper layers act similarly, but combine feature maps from the previous layer as their
input, allowing deeper networks to extract more abstract and complex features. I employ a convolutional autoencoder (CAE), which is a type of unsupervised learning algorithm based on CNN
(e.g Cheng et al., 2018). In Fig. A.1 the network architecture for a CAE appropriate for the
moment tensor/DAS problem is illustrated. The network involves an encoder and a decoder. The
encoder is a standard deep CNN, that extracts features from an input DAS-microseismic image,
outputting a feature space representation of the image as an N -dimensional vector. In essence the
encoder compresses the input image to a vector representing the image by only its N most salient
features, extracted through complex and nonlinear mappings. The decoder uses this feature space
representation as input, and passes it through a deconvolutional neural network (constructed from
transposed convolutions), that reconstructs the original input image (Pardede et al., 2018). The
reconstruction is compared with the input image via a CAE loss function, which in this thesis will
be the L2 norm of the difference of the input and reconstructed images:

φ=

NI
X

2

ψi (w)| 2 ,

(A.4)

i

where ψi (w) the data residual between the ith reconstructed image and the ith input image as a
function of the weights w, and NI is the number of images in the training dataset. During training,
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Figure A.1: Overview of network architecture used in convolutional autoencoders. The
squares in each layer represent a single feature map.
the network learns how to best compress the input images to retain the most important information
required in the feature space for image reconstruction (Cheng et al., 2018; Pardede et al., 2018;
Qian et al., 2018). When training is complete the decoder is detached from the network, resulting in
an encoder network that maps input DAS-microseismic images to a set of only the most pertinent
features required for image reconstruction.
The trained CAE maps a high-dimensional input image to a low-dimensional feature space
representation, containing a set of highly relevant variables which can be used to classify the
input images by moment tensor class. I take two approaches to accomplish this in the moment
tensor/DAS problem. The first is a clustering approach, and the second consists of training a
generative adversarial network (GAN) to map the feature space representation to an estimation
of the moment tensor. I employ the DBSCAN algorithm for the first of these, which has the
advantageous properties of (1) being able to find arbitrarily shaped clusters of strongly correlated
points, (2) being robust to outliers, and (3) not requiring a pre-defined number of clusters (Ester
et al., 1996) (see Figure A.2). To apply the method, a search distance and minimum number
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Figure A.2: Schematic overview of DBSCAN clustering algorithm. The gray star represents
a core point, the squares border points, and the triangles noise points. The solid circle is the
neighborhood of the core point, and the dashed circles are the neighborhood of the border
points. The minimum number of points in this example is set to five.
of points are specified. The algorithm cycles through every point in the dataset, searching its
neighborhood for other data. Points with the minimum number of other data in its neighborhood
are deemed core points for their cluster (Figure A.2, gray star). Non-core points which lie in the
neighborhood of a core point are deemed border points of their clusters (Figure A.2, squares).
Noise points are those which have neither of the above properties (Figure A.2, triangles). Once the
feature space representations are clustered, the data in each cluster can be examined to understand
what kind of data each cluster represents. If the features extracted by the CAE carry important
source information, then data in the same cluster should share similar source mechanisms allowing
for the grouping of microseismic data on the basis of source mechanism.
The second method that is developed for DAS microseismic event classification uses a generative adversarial network (see Figure A.3). The problem of mapping the CAE feature space
representations to moment tensor labels could be approached with a standard feed-forward neural
network using supervised learning rather than the GAN strategy that is adopted in this Appendix.
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However, the adversarial training used in GAN comes with some potential advantages, which are
outlined here. Chief among these advantages is the difference in the way the GAN and standard
neural networks learn. A conventional feed-forward network would take data, here CAE extracted
features, and predict a model that maps the data to an estimate of the moment tensor. They do
this by minimizing a cost function in a process akin to an inverse problem, where they can only
leverage the labeled data. In this case, the training takes the full inverse-problem complexity of
mapping data to moment-tensors, in a fully supervised procedure. Conversely the GAN, consisting
of two competing networks, known as the generator and the discriminator, learns in two distinct
phases. The generator takes in data and learns how to produce moment tensor estimates, but it
does so independently of existing moment tensor labels (e.g figure A.3), instead learning how the
data and moment tensor relate by gaining an understanding of the behavior of the GAN discriminator and how it identifies true labels (Goodfellow et al., 2014). Thus the generator training (with
full inverse-problem complexity) learns in an unsupervised way. In the complementary procedure,
the discriminator learns how the generator behaves in forming moment tensor predictions, and in
doing so learns how the data and moment tensor relate through a verification problem. In other
words the discriminator learns by verifying that the input data (CAE features) and the moment
tensor its been supplied form a valid pair, which is more akin to a forward problem (predicting
data from moment tensors). So, the discriminator requires supervised learning, but solves a simpler
forward problem, instead of the inverse problem the feed-forward network must solve. This suggests
the GAN may be able to leverage smaller datasets since it learns about the physics of the problem
through simpler forward problem instead of the inverse problem the feed-forward neural network
must learn through.
Generative adversarial networks come with other advantages as well. For a feed-forward training
problem, it is not always trivial to determine an effective model-space loss function when using
neural nets. For example, an L2-based loss function is concerned with the Hudson space distance
between true labels and predicted labels. Its possible to reduce this metric and have a small
error in the L2 distance but have predicted and true moment tensors that represent very different
source types. GAN circumvent this issue by using a loss function which substitutes an adversarial
competition for the detailed loss function (this is similarly advantageous in the conventional use
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of GAN as image generators). Another potential benefit arises if a small subset of labeled field
data are available to augment the synthetic data. In this case the discriminator can determine if
systematic differences exist between the field and synthetic data. If discrimination occurs on the
basis of data alone, and the discriminator assigns a low probability to correct label-field-data pairs,
then it suggests a difference exists between field data and modeled data. Thus the discriminator can
be used to gain information that can lead to better modeling or feature extraction. The potential
advantages that GAN supply over simpler neural networks motivates their use in this thesis.
In a GAN the two networks compete against each other in a zero-sum minimax game. The first
network (the generator G), takes feature space representations output from the CAE, and maps
them to a plausible true data distribution, involving moment tensor labels for an input feature space
representation. The second network (the discriminator D), takes in a feature space representation
and moment tensor label pair and assigns a probability that the label belongs to the true data
distribution. Its goal is to correctly differentiate true labels and those generated by network G. In
forming moment tensor labels, the generator attempts to maximize the likelihood of the discriminator treating the generated labels as true labels and assigning them a high probability of forming
a valid pair with the input feature space representation. The discriminator attempts to detect
moment tensor labels generated by the generator and rejects them by assigning a low probability of
being valid, while only accepting true labels. As each network gets better at its individual task, the
competing network must work harder in accomplishing its task. This competitive training results
in a generator that becomes adept at producing labels that the discriminator cannot differentiate
from true labels, essentially providing mapping feature space vectors to plausible moment tensor
estimates.
Training of the GAN progresses by optimizing the cross-entropy loss function (Goodfellow et al.,
2014):
h
i
h
i
min max V (D, G) = Ex∼pdata (x) log D(x) + Ez∼pz (z) log 1 − D G(z) ,
G

D

(A.5)

where D(x) is the probability assigned by the discriminator that x came from the true data distribution, G(z) is the sample generated by the generator with input z, Ex∼pdata (x) is the expectation
over all data samples, and Ex∼pz (z) is the expectation of all inputs to the generator z. Once training
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Figure A.3: Schematic representation of a generative adversarial network for predicting
moment tensor labels from feature space representations. G is the generator network, and
D is the discriminator network.
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is complete, the generator network whose purpose is forming moment tensor predictions from CAE
feature spaces is extracted. Two label type candidates were tested, the Hudson space representation
of the moment tensor (Hudson et al., 1989), and the six independent components of the moment
tensor. .

A.5 Simulated Data Results
Our goal is to estimate moment tensors using DAS-microseismic data. The lack of large momenttensor-labeled DAS-microseismic data motivates a physics guided approach in which the networks
are trained and validated with synthetic data. A simulated dataset consisting of 10,000 events
with random moment tensors is computed using he analytic far-field strain terms introduced in
Chapter 3. These moment tensors were constrained by being either compensated linear vector
dipole, double couple, or tensile crack dominant was constructed. The Hudson space (Hudson
et al., 1989) distribution of these sources (chosen to simulate the distribution of source mechanisms
seen in field data studies (e.g. Eaton, 2018)) is plotted in Figure A.4. Data were generated using
equation (A.1), where the homogeneous P-wave velocity (α), homogeneous S-wave velocity (β), and
source position were allowed to vary for each event, with α = 4572 ± 305 m/s, β = 2743 ± 183 m/s,
xs = 1067 ± 61 m, and ys = 122 ± 61 m. The depth of each event was held constant at 2835
m. In a homogeneous medium, for a well with its horizontal aligned in the x−direction, taken
together, the depth and y-position of the source affect P-wave and S-wave travel times, while the
x-position influences the hyperbola apex locations. Because y and z play the same effective role
in the measurements, only y is varied here. A straight DAS fiber with the geometry of the well
in Figure 3.5 was put in place, with a vertical depth of 2682 m, a total depth of 2835 m, and a
horizontal length of 1737 m. To simulate the DAS fiber response, analytical solutions for the elastic
wavefield were projected onto the fiber using equations (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) and (A.1). In Figure
A.5 six randomly-selected records of events from this dataset are plotted, which are representative
of the input data.
To extract relevant moment tensor information (in the form of a feature space representation)
from the simulated records the CAE was used. Important hyperparameters for the CAE architec-
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Figure A.4: Hudson space representation of the moment tensor source distribution in the
input data set.
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Figure A.5: Images randomly selected from the data distribution in Figure A.4. (a) Image
1436, (b) image 1740, (c) image 4120, (d) image 5494, (e) image 6016, (f) image 8002.
ture in Figure A.1 are the number of convolutional layers, the number of filters in each layer, and
the size of the filters in each layer, respectively influencing the nonlinearity that can be modeled,
the number of features that can be learned, and how local those features are. Details of the network
architecture used in this thesis are summarized in Table A.1. A batch normalization (Bjorck et al.,
2018) was included between each of the convolutional layers in the encoder to stabilize training.
An Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of 1 × 10−5 was chosen, following Kingma and Ba
(2015). The activation function for the convolutional layers were selected as rectified linear units
(ReLU); the output layer in the decoder had a hyperbolic tangent (tanh) activation to force the
reconstructed images to the same [-1,1] range as the input images.
Feature space dimensionality is a critical hyperparameter. Too small of a feature space and not
enough of the meaningful information required for image reconstruction can be extracted, leading to
poor moment tensor estimation. Overly large feature spaces increase computational overhead, and
risk extracting extraneous features that are not relevant to moment tensor estimation, making clustering and GAN estimation more challenging. The moment tensors we attempt to recover has only
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Table A.1: Convolutional autoencoder network architecture
Layer No.
Activation
1
ReLU
2
ReLU
3
ReLU
Feature Space
tanh

Number of Filters/Nodes
32
64
128
7

Filter Size
5x5
5x5
5x5
N/A

Stride
2
2
2
N/A

six independent components; an ideal feature extraction should be able to characterize the events
in the same dimensionality. To evaluate the effectiveness of feature spaces of approximately this
dimensionality, the loss function was monitored over 300 epochs for feature space dimensionalities
ranging from three to twenty-five features, and the minimally complex feature space selected.

The objective is to extract information about the six independent components of the moment
tensor from the synthetic records. However, the character of the records is currently influenced by
ten parameters, the six components of the moment tensor, the P-wave and S-wave velocities, and
the x-location and y-location of the source. To eliminate the effect of the latter four variables, a
pre-processing workflow is designed to allow the CAE to focus on source mechanism parameters.
Outputs at each stage of the workflow are illustrated in Figure A.6. First, an apex is picked for
both P- and S-wave modes, and by centering the data on these apexes in both time and space,
the source position variables are effectively eliminated. Next, normal moveout (NMO) curves are
fit to the P-wave and S-wave, and an NMO correction is applied to each, producing flattened Pand S-wave arrivals (which removes the extraneous velocity information from the input images).
After the NMO correction is applied to each event, the flattened events are extracted, producing
the image in Figure A.6(c). The P-wave and S-wave events are then extracted in windows centered
on the P-wave and S-wave apexes in both time and space, which removes the source location
information (size 32-pixels by 416-pixels in the y- and x-directions respectively). These images
are concatenated, producing the input to the CAE (Figure A.6d). The removal of source location
and velocity profile information results in images whose main variation is influenced by the source
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Figure A.6: Processing workflow to produce images that aid the CAE in learning source
mechanism features. (a) Raw input data, (b) data with picked apex locations and NMO
curves, (c) flattened data with window outlines for P-wave (yellow) and S-wave (blue) extraction, (d) processed image after NMO correction, windowing, and P-wave and S-wave
concatenation.
mechanisms. This allows for less complex feature spaces that capture features relevant only to
moment tensor estimation.
Optimal feature space dimensionality was then considered in the context of these processed
images. In Figure A.7 the loss function for 300 epochs as a function of the feature space dimensionality for three to twenty-five features is plotted. The loss function decreases with the number
of features in the feature space, up to approximately 6-7 features. Beyond this dimensionality,
the loss function appears to saturate, and increases in feature space complexity do not produce
substantial increases in accuracy. Seven was settled on as the optimal number of features required
to characterize the input data.
In the training phase, 80% of the synthetic records (8000 images) were used for training and
20% for validation. The validation data were not used for training, but the loss was calculated on
reconstructions using the validation data at the end of each epoch, to minimize the risk of over-
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Figure A.7: Training loss versus epoch for feature spaces in sampled latent space dimensionalities.
fitting. An early stopping criteria was employed such that if the validation loss failed to decrease
for 100 epochs, the training was stopped. In Figures A.8(a)-A.8(e) five randomly selected images
from the processed dataset are plotted. In Figures A.8(f)-A.8(j) the CAE predictions from seven
features are plotted. In Figures A.8(k)-A.8(o) the differences in the processed images and their
predictions are plotted. The predictions strongly correlate with the input images, and from these
it is concluded that with pre-processing, and seven features, the CAE approach has a high image
reconstruction accuracy rate.
The accurate predictions produced by the CAE indicate that key features are being extracted.
Next approaches for estimating source mechanism information from these features are considered.
The first method explored for this is clustering where the DBSCAN algorithm was employed,
first applying a dimensionality reduction based on t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding,
or t-SNE (van der Maaten and Hinton, 2012), to avoid issues associated with clustering in high
dimensions (Domingos, 2012). Figures A.9(a)-A.9(u) contain cross-plots of the seven features in
the feature space, prior to dimensionality reduction. Each point represents one of the 10,000 input
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Figure A.8: (a)-(e) Five randomly selected input images from the processed dataset, (f)-(j)
CAE predictions of these images for seven features in the feature space, (k)-(o) differences
between original and predicted images.
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images colored by the cluster to which it belongs (where the cluster association was determined on
the t-SNE reduced dataset). Here the difficulties of interpreting high-dimensional spaces, and their
associated crowding of points is evident. After application of the t-SNE algorithm, the results are
as plotted in Figure A.9(v) showing easier to interpret and more localized clusters.
The t-SNE representation of the feature space is clustered using DBSCAN with search radius
of 5.2, and a minimum number of samples of 120. Using these parameters, DBSCAN detects
the seven clusters plotted in Figure A.9(v). These clusters will only be useful for moment tensor
estimation if they contain events that share similar source mechanisms, which would indicate the
extracted features contain important source information. To investigate this question, the 10,000
input images are plotted by the Hudson space representation of their moment tensor source, and
colored by the cluster to which they belong. The results of this are plotted in Figure A.10. Byand-large, points that fall within the same cluster in Figure A.9(v), plot in a similar region of
Hudson space. For example, points that fall within the red cluster tend to plot in the tensile crack
closing (TCC) portion of Hudson space. This indicates that points that are similar in their feature
space representation, which results in them being grouped in the same cluster, also share similar
source mechanisms. The grouping of images with similar shared source mechanics suggests that
the trained convolutional autoencoder is extracting meaningful source mechanism information from
the data, and that clustering groups images with similar source characteristics.
Next a generative adversarial network is designed to predict the source mechanism from the
feature space quantities. A GAN was trained for 250 epochs, using 80% of the data for training,
and 20% for validation. Following the suggestion of Goodfellow et al. (2014), the discriminator
was trained 16 times for each generator training. Two scenarios were tested, one in which the
generator estimates the two-component Hudson space label, and in which the generator predicts
the six-independent components of the moment tensor using the feature space representations as
inputs. The generator and discriminator networks are standard densely connected neural networks,
each with three layers. The architectures are summarized in Tables A.2 and A.3.

In Figure A.11(a), the true Hudson space labels associated with the input data are plotted in
purple, and the labels predicted by the trained generator in yellow. These match with the true data
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Figure A.9: (a)-(u) Cross-plots of the seven features in the feature space, where each subplot
is a cross-plot of one feature versus another, and each point is one of the 10,000 images. (v)
The t-SNE representation of the cross-plotted features in (a)-(u). The points in each plot
are colored by the cluster to which they are assigned by DBSCAN.
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Figure A.10: Images plotted by the Hudson space representation of their moment tensor
source, colored by the cluster to which they belong in Figure A.9(v).

Table A.2: Generator network architecture
Layer No.
1
2
3
Output

Number of Neurons
64
128
64
2 or 6
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Activation
Leaky ReLU, α = 0.1
Leaky ReLU, α = 0.1
Leaky ReLU, α = 0.1
Linear

Table A.3: Discriminator network architecture
Layer No.
1
2
3
Output

Number of Neurons
64
128
64
1

Activation
Leaky ReLU α = 0.1
Leaky ReLU α = 0.1
Leaky ReLU α = 0.1
Sigmoid

Dropout
0.35
0.35
0.35
0

very well visually; to provide some quantitative comparison, in Figure A.11(b) the difference in the
true and predicted labels with histograms showing the variance in the error in u and v components
of the Hudson space labels are plotted. On the whole, the generator accurately predicts the Hudson
space label associated with the feature space representation. It is concluded that the feature space
representation contains important source information. If it did not then the association between
feature space and Hudson label would be approximately random, and the generator would struggle
to map between the two.
Lastly in these simulations the estimation of the full moment tensor from the feature space is
considered. The generator is trained to predict a six-component vector with components matching
those of the moment tensors in the input data. In Figures A.12(a)-A.12(f) histograms for the error
in the estimated moment tensor components for Mxx , Mxy , Mxz , Myy , Myz , and Mzz are plotted.
While the errors are larger than those when predicting the Hudson space labels, having standard
deviations of 0.1 as compared to approximately 0.05-.07, they are still low for all components. The
conclusion is that the features extracted from the DAS-microseismic images by the CAE contain
important information about the full moment tensor source, and that the GAN can learn this
relationship to predict the moment tensor.

A.6 Field Data Results
The above results derive from physics-guided learning on simulated records. For these methods to
be useful, they must translate to more complex field data. Currently, there exists a lack of large
DAS-microseismic datasets with labeled moment tensors provided by a more conventional means
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Figure A.11: (a) True labels (purple) and labels predicted by the trained GAN (yellow).
(b) The difference between the true and predicted labels in (a) with histograms showing the
variance in the error in the Hudson variables u and v.
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Figure A.12: Histograms for the error in the estimated moment tensor components using
the GAN prediction for (a) Mxx , (b) Mxy , (c) Mxz , (d) Myy , (e) Myz , and (f) Mzz .
like moment tensor inversion, preventing me from being able to ground truth the methods in this
thesis against a more standard field data result. However, I do have a small number of unlabeled
DAS-microseismic field data that can be processed with the synthetically trained network. The goal
here is not to prove these methods transfer directly to all field data scenarios, but rather to ensure
the complexities of field data (e.g. noise, and more complex direct arrivals) do not significantly
affect our ability to make meaningful moment tensor predictions. Testing on field data also allows
for testing of the pre-processing workflow in a more complex environment and provides insight into
whether the methods in this thesis may successfully transfer to field data.
The same methodology that was applied to the simulated records is used for the problem of
extracting source information from more complex field data. These field come from recordings made
using DAS fibers during a hydraulic fracturing stage in the horizontal portion of a well in Western
Texas. A single, large, and relatively clean event from this stage is used for testing. The same
preprocessing workflow was also applied (see Figure A.6). In Figures A.13(a)-A.13(d) an example
raw field event fit with NMO curves via semblance analysis, extracted P- and S-wave events, and
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Figure A.13: (a) Field data, with picked apex and NMO for P-wave (red) and S-wave (blue),
(b) extracted P-wave and (c) extracted S-wave, (d) concatenated image for input to the
CAE, and (e) the CAE reconstruction.
the concatenated images for the CAE respectively are plotted. The image was then passed into the
CAE (that was trained on the synthetic data). The reconstruction is plotted in Figure A.13(e).
Examining several detailed aspects of the result, in which for example the moment tensor driven
attenuation of its P-wave on the toe side of the well (right side of Figure A.13c) is captured by
the reconstruction, and the distinct polarity of the S-wave is also captured, it is concluded that
the synthetically trained network was successfully capturing the salient features in the input field
data. The success of the synthetically trained networks in mapping CAE features to moment tensor
predictions motivates further analysis of the extracted field data features.
The features extracted by the encoder were supplied to the synthetically trained GAN, and a
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Hudson space label of (u, v) = (−0.1994, 0.3006) was predicted. A candidate moment tensor
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(A.6)

associated with the Hudson space label (u, v) = (−0.2012, 0.3019) was then used with equation
(A.1) to simulate the event. In Figure A.14(a) and (b) the field and simulated data are plotted. It
is observed that the simulated data captures the important trends in the field data, in particular
the S-wave polarity pattern, and attenuation of the toe side P-wave energy. This is suggestive of
the idea that the features extracted from the field data using the synthetically trained CAE contain
important information about the underlying source mechanism encoded in the field data, and that
the GAN is capable of providing accurate information about that moment tensor. This result
motivates the idea that a physics guided learning, in which the network is trained on synthetic
data (in the absence of large labeled field data), and then applied to field data may be a viable
method for moment tensor prediction on DAS field data.

A.7 Discussion
In this appendix deep learning techniques for estimating a seismic source mechanisms from the
direct arrivals in DAS-microseismic data were developed. These developments are motivated by (1)
the growing interest in DAS in reservoir monitoring during hydraulic fracturing, and in seismology
studies, (2) a lack of studies focused on extracting earthquake source mechanisms from DAS data,
and (3) the need for efficient data-hungry algorithms that would benefit from the large datasets that
DAS supplies. DAS is becoming an increasingly prevalent technology for microseismic monitoring,
and has potential applications in seismology. Being a relatively new technology, robust methods
do not currently exist for processing these large DAS-microseismic datasets for source information.
Direct microseismic arrivals in DAS data appear to contain information about the source mechanism that generated the data, in the form of features such as relative P- and S-wave amplitudes
and polarity. Assuming this to be true, feature extracting deep learning techniques are leveraged
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Figure A.14: (a) Field data, (b) data modeled with a moment tensor producing a similar
Hudson space label to the one predicted by the generator.
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to detect the presence of these features, and make predictions about the class of source mechanism
that generated the data. The accuracy of the results constitute evidence both that the DASmicroseismic data do in fact quantitatively constrain source mechanisms, and that these features
can be extracted with appropriately-designed deep learning tools.
DAS data has the potential to transform entire unconventional fields into distributed strain
sensors, and the methods for extracting source information developed here could expedite its application. Furthermore, DAS has the potential to complement broadband seismometers used for
seismology studies of large earthquakes, where methods for understanding the source mechanism
are crucial.
Many of the conclusions and results in this appendix derive from numerical simulations in
relatively simple media, however, the limited success shown on the field data example suggests
methods of the type presented here may be useful for extracting moment tensor information from
field data. For the work presented here to be useful, it must be robust on large field datasets.
Future work should focus on the extension of these methods to a full field dataset. Ideally, a
dataset with conventional MTI (which still in its early stages of application to DAS data) should
be compared to the methods developed in this appendix, and neural network training should be
preformed on field data. However, in the absence of large labeled data, the physics guided learning
approach developed here is applied. The advantage with the method presented here, is that once a
mapping is learned, it should generalize well to other datasets, especially similar data from perhaps
a different well in the same field.

A.8 Conclusions
Distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) is a growing technology for seismic reservoir monitoring, especially in unconventional fields requiring hydraulic fracture treatments. Offering access to unique
acquisition geometries, DAS in principle supplies datasets that should contain features necessary
for moment tensor estimation. DAS supplies large datasets of unidirectional seismic strain measurements, preventing them from being directly included in conventional moment tensor inversion.
To facilitate the estimation of moment tensors from DAS data attention is directed towards algo-
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rithms rooted in deep learning. Using a convolutional autoencoder DAS microseismic images are
compressed to a vector of only their most salient features, with the expectation that these features contain important information about the moment tensor. These features are then analyzed
for the moment tensor information they contain using clustering techniques and through training
of a GAN for moment tensor prediction. Feature vectors are shown to form localized clusters,
where each cluster contains data with strongly correlated source mechanisms. The trained GAN
is accurate in its ability to predict the moment tensor associated with a given feature vector. The
GAN trained on synthetic data is then used to predict the moment tensor from an example field
data event. Data modeled with the predicted moment tensor correlates strongly with the field
data. These results suggest that DAS-microseismic data contain features indicative of the source
mechanism, and that deep learning techniques can be used to extract these features, and process
them to form predictions of the source mechanism.
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